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CHAPTER ONE
:In tbe surrmer of 1836 Stephen Allen was anxious to
finally get started. The Democrat, fonner Mayor of New York,
now Chairman of the city's Board of Water Camu.ssioners,
wanted construction to begin on the Croton Aqueduct.

He

hoped that an army of Irish laborers would soon invade
Westchester Cowity and set up shanties near the stately
manors along the Hudson River. Allen wanted to see ship
ments of br�ck, stone, timber and cement plying the Hudson,
while the Irish wielded picks and shovels along the aque
duct's staked-out line.

He wanted to see the Croton River

cut by a tall stone dam, hills pierced by deep excavations
or tunnels, and valleys, including the Headless Horseman's
Sleepy Hollow, spanned by a masonry cooduit that would carry
111Uch needed water to New York City. Unfortwiately, Allen
was not only anxious; he was disappointed, frustrated and
angry that he had to wait still longer to see these things.
Be felt he had waited too long already.
In 1833 the State Legislature

created Allen's Board of

Water Camdssioners for the purpose of discovering the best
means of supplying New York with a copious supply of whole
sane water. The Caimsssioners hired consulting civil engi
neers, undertook feasibility studies, and twice reported
that in teI:1118 of both quantity and quality New Yorkers
should turn to the Croton River for their water.

This

decision was a bold and controversial one, because the
1

2
Croton was far-removed fran Manhattan. It sprang fran about
twenty lakes and ponds located sane fifty miles north of the
island. Three of the Croton•s branches, the West, Middle and
East, converged near owen Town. Fran there the river ran
southwestward through Westchester CoWlty, finally flowing
.into the Hudson at a point 25 miles frau Manhattan's north
ernmost tip. Despite the Croton•s remoteness, the Water
Camnissioners insisted upon drawing water £ran this river,
and they expressed confidence that the city could success
fully construct a 40-mile-long aqueduct running £ran the
Croton to central Manhattan. (Plate I.)
Fran 1833 to mid-1835 the Croton Aqueduct was just an
idea, an image contemplated by the Water Canmissioners and
their consultants. Then, after receiving the endorsement
of the city's voters and the Camion CoWlcil, the Water
CanmissiQners took the first step to make the Croton Aque
duct a reality. On June 2, 1835 they hired Major David Bates
Douglass as their Chief Engineer and instructed him to go
ahead with the work.

Douglass, a former professor of

civil engineering at West Point, had served as the Canmis

sianers• most influential consultant. He had studied the
feasibility of such an aqueduct in 1033 and 1834. With
surveying parties he had trod every foot of its proposed
route, and he had prepared tentative designs and cost esti
mates for the aqueduct's structures. So in the summer of
1835, Stephen Allen and the other Canmissioners, with Doug
lass in canmand of the engineering corps, looked forward to

PLATE I

·------------------- --- -----

Map -- Croton River to Manhattan.
3

4
a prompt execution of the project. But late in the swnmer
of 1836, New York once again appeared to be a long way

fra:a having an adequate supply of water. The Croton Aque

duct was still an-abstraction, an idea only partially form
ulated in the head of the Chief Engineer, who had proved
himself overly cautious or incompetent. Major Douglass
had not broken ground; he had let no contracts.
Stephen Allen was rightfully impatient and angry, not

-

only because Douglass had failed to break ground, but be
cause prior to 1836 New Yorkers had suffered for over

half a century from an inadequate water supply. Since 1774
numerous engineers, dreamers, and opportunists had projectea
a plethora of Manhattan water supply systems. Most of them
evaporated into nothingness, and even those few that were
constructed did little to remedy the problem. Stephen Allen
was a politician and a proud tMn. Characterized by his
friends as strong-willed and decisive, and by others as
stubborn, hard-headed and opinionated, Allen the public
servant wanted the citizens of New York to benefit £ran
a well-engineered water system, just as the citizens of
Philadelphia already benefited £ran their Fairmount Water
Works along the Schuylkill River. And Allen the politician
wanted credit as the chief administrator of such a fine
and important project. He did not want to becane known as
the progenitor of yet another failure.

*

*

*

*

*
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When it came to providing its inhabitants with water,
Manhattan Island was a geographic irony.1 Although en
ticingly surrounded by three rivers -- the Hudson, the

East and the Harlem -- its rivers were brackish.

Because

of the Atlantic's tides they contained a large amount of

salt water which made them unfit for most danestic purposes.

·so fran the very start, Manhattan's Dutch and English set
tlers drew water not fran their rivers, but fran natural

springs, such as the one which supplied the "Tea Water

1 Pump Garden," fran ponds, such as a 50 acre pond called
/ the "Collect," and £ran man-made wells or cisterns. 2 In

the earliest years of settlement this simple and old tech
nology of water-gathering sufficed, but by the mid-1700's

serious problems began to arise which led one visitor,

Peter Kalm, to assert in 1748 that, "There is no good water
in the town itself." 3

Brackish water contaminated the wells

an Manhattan's perimeter, and the seepage fran privies, cess

pools and graveyards, and the water washed down fran fouled
streets polluted interior wells. 01 short, the city's

water supply deteriorated because a simple water-gathering
technology conflicted with an equally primitive and inadP.

quate technology of public sanitatio�

Despite the seriousness of the problem, New Yorkers

were dreadfully slow in making any significant changes in

how they got their water.

Instead of rapidly adopting a new

�
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technology, they made facile acco1t111odations.

Many simply

grew accustomed to the foul taste of their water.

others

resorted to deeper wells, to wells or springs located
further £ran the population center, or to water purchased
£ran street vendors who hopefully had a purer source of
supply.

At the least these accommodations were inconven

ient, and at times the continued absence of a system deliv
ering pure water in abundance proved a tremendous liability.
The citizens of New York were more exposed to contamination--i
and disease; the filthy urban environment was made more

�

foul by inadequate cleaning1 and citizens and structures
alike were left with little protection £ran the ever
present danger of fire.

_j.

Bew Yorkers periodically suffered a great deal £ran

b

$ t,I r

such liabilities.

:In 1776 a fire destroyed one-fourth of

the city's banes.

Another fire in 1828 destroyed approx

imately $600,000 worth of property, and in 1835 yet another
fire leveled twenty blocks and claimed 670 buildings. Dis

I
.IJ

ease, too, took its toll.

:In 1798 a yellow fever epidemic

killed 2,000 citizens, and even in "ordinary" years the
death toll ran high fran yellow fever, typhoid fever and
cholera.4 :In 1832, when Asiatic cholera descended upon
New York in July, citizens hastily attempted to minimize
its effect by cleaning up the city and improving health
conditions.

The efforts did not work.

One-hundred thou

sand persons fled New York in August to avoid the pestilence,
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and yet by late October 3,500 residents had died.

While periodic catastrophes intensified the desire for

(Of\�'"

a centralized water system, the quality of New York's

existing water supply continued to decline.

People were

flooding into the city, and its population, clus�reci

'li,..('J.,

f

i, ( ,t'/,\

towards the southern end of Manhattan, increased at an

overwhelming rate.
New York.
66,000.

In 1790, sane 33,000 persons lived in

over the next ten years that figure doubled to

By 1810, 96,000 inhabited the city, and 1:>etween

1810 and 1830 the population jwnped to 202,000.

This popu-

lation explosion had a direct and deleterious effect on the
city's water.

By 1830 New Yorkers deposited an estimated

one-hundred tons of excrement per day into the same sand
bank £ran which they drew their water.5
Against this background, it is no wonder that in 1836

Stephen Allen was anxious to break ground on the Croton

Aqueduct.

There was a dramatic and long-felt need for the

water it would provide. And it is equally understandable
why he was embarrassed over the aqueduct's slow start.

Citizens voiced doubts that the Croton Aqueduct, like so

many other plans to supply New York with good water, would
ever be canpleted successfully.

There was strong precedent for such skepticism.

1774 an English civil engineer, Christopher Colles,

I

·�

started to erect a water supply system for the city using
wells, a Newcomen pwnping engine, reservoirs, and bored-log

)
\

s.

B

mains. 6 Collea, interrupted by the Revolution, never oper
ated the system. On July 2, 1798 Dr. Joseph Browne initiated
another push for a new means of supplying the city with
water.7 over the years, many persons had recanmended that
the city construct a centralized water works using the
Collect as a source. Browne was appalled by this idea. In
a •Memoir" addressed to New York's Canmon Council, Browne
ccndemned the fifty acre pond between Pearl and Frankl.in
streets on two counts.8 First, the Collect was "infinitely
too small" to meet the city's needs, and steam-driven pumps
could empty it faster than natural springs could refill it.
Secondly, Browne characterized the Collect as a "large stag
nating, filthy pond," filled with "noxious" water which
collected, among other things, the "filth from many of the
streets• and the drainage from privies. Because it was a
•general rule that the health of a city depends more on its
water than all the rest of the eatables and drinkables put
together," Browne urged the city to abandon the thought of

1

using the Collect or any water available on Manhattan.

, :Instead, the city should construct a $200,000 water system
to supply its residents with 362,800 gallons per day £ran
the Bronx River.9 Browne suggested danuning the Bronx and
cli.verting its water into a 400-yard-long canal connecting
with Mcrrisania Creek. Running for the most part in the
creek's channel, the water would flow to the Harlem River,
where a part of it, powering a 20-foot water wheel, would
pump the rest of the water through cast iron pipes to a

9
reservoir on Manhattan.
The Common Council reacted favorably to Browne's pro
posal and appointed a conunittee to study it more thoroughly.
on December 17, 1798 the conunittee reported that the Bronx
River "would afford a copious supply of pure and wholesome
water" that "ought to be pursued by, and under the control
of" the city government. 10 Next the Council sought the
opinian of a technical expert, William Weston, a British
civil engineer working on American canals.11 In his report
of March 16, 1799,Weston endorsed Dr. Browne's proposal, and
with this additional support in hand the Comnon Council
sul::mitted a draft bill to the State Legislature requesting
the requisite powers to construct a Bronx River water works.
For a while it appeared that New York had found a solution
to its water problem, but the appearance was an illusion
thanks to the dubious political skills of Aaron Burr.
Q:a

March 30, 1799 the legislators in A1bany passed a

water bill championed by Burr, instead of the bill that t�
Camion Council wanted.12 Instead of granting the city the
needed powers to hamess the Bronx River, the Legislature
granted them to a company

which, coincidentally, Mr. Burr

headed.L._The opportunist had successfully executed a bril
liant, albeit devilish, scheme that even fooled A1exander

Hamilton) �r was not particularly interested in supplying
New York with water, but he did want to start a bank in the
city, a goal he had long been denied.

Following his
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tightly-scripted plan to start a bank, Burr first convinced

the Legislature that the expense of a water works should be
assumed by private investors, not by New York City. Here

Alexander Hamilton helped Burr by stressing to everyone the
fiscal burdens a water works would place upon the city's

residents.

Next, when the legislators wrote "An Act for

Supplying the City of New York with pure and wholesane

(

water,• Burr inserted a seemingly innocuous. provision stat

ing that the water company could use its surplus capital in

any way not inconsistent with the laws of the state. Fi
nally, under this act he and some select friends incor

porated the Manhattan Canpany, which pranptly gave up any

idea it might have had about supplying New York with Bronx

water. I:t abandoned the expensive Bronx project, thereby
instantly creating a "surplus" of capital used to start a
bank.

While the new bank flourished, the Manhattan Company,

to meet the minimum requirements of its charter, half

heartedly provided well water to a limited sector of the
city.

Ca:ivinced that the Manhattan Canpany was never going to

provide the city with enough water, in 1822 Mayor Stephen

Allen and the Caamon Council revived the idea of a Bronx
River water supply.13 Allen chaired a special committee
that visited the river and its principal source, the Rye

Ponds. Encouraged by its visit, the ccmnittee reccmnended

that the Council employ a civil engineer to conduct a

I
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thorough survey of the Bronx River watershed.

Acting on

this recarmendation, the Council engag_ed Canvass White, an
American engineer noted for his role in building the Erie
Canal.

White conducted instrwnental surveys, measured the

river's flow, and in January 1824 reported that for two
million dollars the city could receive a minimum of 6.6
million gallons of water per day.14
White's report demonstrated the feasibility of a Bronx
River aqueduct, but the Carmon Council was discouraged by
its estimated cost and decided to leave the work to private
enterprise.

The New York Water Works Canpany, incorporated

in 1825, started to tackle the Bronx project by employing
Canvass White as its chief engineer.

In 1826 White produced

his second report on the Bronx which exhibited his "full
oonviction that a successful plan can be adopted" for intro
ducing its water to Manhattan.15 Fran his second survey
White determined that he could deliver 9.1 million gallons
per day at a reduced cost of $1,450,000.
White's work was cut short.

Unfortunately,

His canpany•s charter con-

flicted on the basic Issue of water rights with a charter
granted in 1823 to the Sharon Canal Canpany, a canpany with
its own scheme for supplying New York with water.

Unable

to proceed because of this conflict, the Water Works Can
pany never broke ground before surrendering its charter
in 1827.16
And so it had gone.

Since 1774, about every twenty

12
years a s��ngly serious bid had been made to supply New
Yerk with water. Meanwhile the Common Council's Committee
on Fire and Water issued report after report on the need
for such a supply, and numerous individuals petitioned the
Council for the opportunity to demonstrate their proposed
solutions to the problem.

But all had been to no avail.

The more outlandish proposals were ignored or quickly
struck down.

G,ie others were buried by political machi-

nations, legislative bungling, conflicting charters, high

()

costs, the lack of requisite technical skills, or by endless
debates over whether a water works should be publicly or

privately funded�

Belatedly, the debates over private or public funding
finally did cane to an end. In reaction to the 1828 fire
which destroyed $600,000 worth of property, city Alderman
Samuel Stevens reported in 1829 that the private institu
tions chartered to supply the city with water had never sat
isfactorily fulfilled that goal. The Manhattan Canpany, for
example, after operating for thirty years, distributed its
well water through unreliable mains only to the lower third
of the city, leaving the upper two-thirds deveid of any
effective means of fighting fires. Stevens concluded that,
MXt has therefore become absolutely necessary for the cor

----

poration, in some manner, to give the upper part of the
city, a supply of water for that purpose.11 17 Spurred on by
Stevens, the city finally acted on its own. Xt constructed
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a $42,000 fire-fighting system, canposed of a 112-foot-deep
well containing 175,000 gallons of water, a steam-driven
pwnp, and an elevated reservoir containing an additional
233,000 gallons.
'l'he fire-fighting reservoir served as a symbol of what
the city could do when it finally quit relying on private
enterprise to solve a public problem, and after its can
pletion began a period of increased agitation for the con
struction of a centralized water system. At the end of
1830, Samuel Stevens again served as a catalyst.

He wanted

the Council to send a memorial to the State Legistature
which set forth the failures of private enterprise and re
quested that the city itself be empowered to construct a
water system.18 Although Carmon Council voted this idea
down on February 28, 1831, because a majority believed the
State Legislature would not grant such a request, the vote
signified no lack of determination or interest.

On the same

day as this vote, in fact, the council grew more determined
to solve the water problem because of a very disturbing
report it received £ran the Lyceum of Natural History re
garding the impurity of the city's water.
The quantitative side of the Lyceum's presentation had
its effect.

Chemist George Chilton reported that seven

samples of water £ran the city contained from 4.05 to 10
g;-ains of solid matter per pint, including such "ingred
ients" as muriates of soda and magnesia; sulfates of
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magnesia and lime, carbonates of lime and magnesia: and

•extractive matter.• 19 But perhaps the more narrative por

tions of the report carried the greatest impact:
It has been observed ••• that the v icinity
of grave yards comnunicates a ropy appearance
to the water.
And:

Into the sand bank, underlying the city,
f £ran where we draw our water, J are daily
deposited quantities of excrementious matter,
which, were it not susceptible of demonstra
tion, would appear almost incredible.

I

I

I

The Nexcrementious matter" amounted to one hundred tons per
day and did not include urine, a substance which the Lyceum
praised for its beneficial effect on the city's underground
water sources:
This liquid, when stale or putrid, has the
}
remarkable property of precipitating the
earthy salts fran their solution, or in
\
other words, it makes hard water soft. Al1
though the fastidious may revolt fran the
use of water thus sweetened to our palate,
it is perhaps fortunate that this mixture is
daily taking place, for otherwise the water
of this city would becane, in a much shorter
space of time than it actually does, utterly
unfit for danestic purposes.
After describing the poor conditions of New York's
water supply, the Lyceum felt it necessary to explain why
Hew Yorkers tolerated such hard and foul water:
We must impute to long use and the influence of
habit the opinion that our water is sufficiently
pure for danestic purposes. We have known our
citizens, upon going into the country, - C to .7
express a marked disrelish for pure spring water.
The popular expression on such oc.casions is, "This
water is like wind -- there is nothing substantia·l
in it, nothing to bite upon ••••" _The coldness

of our pwnp waters is another cause which conceals
their impurities when swallowed. This may be tested
by allowing it to stand until it has acquired the
ordinary summer temperature; its various ingredi
ents become then manifest, palpable.
15

In concluding, the Lyceum's report deplored any further
toleration of poor water.

Xts writers unanimously opined

•that ru! adequate supply of good .Q£ wholesane ��be

obtained m this Xsland,. for the wants of � large and
rapidly increasing city � !fil! York. 20
This idea -- that no Manhattan water was fit to
11

drink -- was by no means a new one.

pressed it in 1798.

Dr. Browne had ex

But, like the concept of public funding,

it was an idea whose time had finally come.

On November 25,

1831 chemist Chilton quantified the difference between water

taJcen £rem on and off Manhattan.

The water he drew £ran a

Manhattan Canpany pump yielded 125.80 grains of solid matter
per gallon; a gallon of water £rem the Bronx River yielded
less than 2 grains.21 Armed with this data, in 1831 Samu

Stevens and the Camnittee on Fire and Water strongly, if ej
unimaginatively, urged the city to finally launch a two

million-dollar Bronx River aqueduct. Displaying an acti

vist's spirit, the ccmnittee urged that the Canmon Council:
approach the subject as one of vast magni
tude and importance to an already numerous
and dense population, requiring our munici
pal authorities no longer to satisfy them
selves with speeches, reports, and surveys,
b.lt actually to raise the� and strike
the spade into the ground, as a commencement
of this all important undertaking. 22
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Convinced of the need for action, Carmon Council sub

mitted a draft bill to Albany, which, if passed, would

authorize the city to initiate a Bronx River aqueduct.

'l'o make the draft bill more appealing to the Legislature,

the Council called for the creation of a Board of Water

f.

Cclnmissioners to administer the work -- the Board to be

appointed by the Governor with Senate consent. Previously,(;;
the Coullcil had itself intended to administer the con
struction of any water works. But that body was suscep-

tible to disruptive political factions, and its individual

members were susceptible to the whims of voters. It was
believed that appointed Camlissioners would provide the
project with more constant and unified leadership.23
When the draft bill reached Albany it was defeated,
presumably because of the Legislature's lack of faith in
a critical aspect of the proposed plan. The Fire and

Water Camdttee had suggested three means of carrying
Bronx River water to the Harlem River: via an open canal,
or, even better, through an enclosed brick conduit or

through cast iron pipes. The real problem occurred once

the water had been carried across the Harlem River on

a bridge. Here it would have to be pumped

up before it

could be distributed throughout the populated regions of
Manhattan. The city tentatively intended to accomplish this
by damning the Harlem and using water wheills to lift the

water into a reservoir 120 feet above ti.de. But after

/

I

+
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Christopher Collea had abandoned his 1774 project that

relied upon pumps, many New Yorkers had seemingly nw:tured

an aversion to machinery as an integral part of any water

system that would operate day in and day out.24 Machinery

was costly to construct, prone to serious failure, and

needed constant maintenance. Gravity, on the other hand,
was both free and reliable. Many legislators in Albany,

then, were holding out for a proposal whereby gravity

would carry water across to Manhattan on a level high
enough to obviate pumping machinery.

Actually, it was fortunate for the city that the Legis

lature voted down the Bronx River project. When Dr. Browne

first suggested it in 1798 it was a bold plan which pranised
Rew York an adequate water supply for years to cane. When
Canvass White tmd the New York Water Works Canpany worked

vi.th the idea in the mid-1820's, it still seemed a bold
and premising plan. But by 1831, even as the Camu.ttee

cm Pire and Water once again recanmended the Boonx River
watershed as a source of supply, others were beginning to
declare that the river was not large enough. :tn a letter

appended to the camlittee•s report, Cyrus Swan, President
of the New York and Sharon Canal Canpany, asserted that

the Bronx was not capable of meeting both the present and

future needs of the city. Instead of relying on that old

standby, Swan said that New Yorkers should turn to the

Croton River for their water.

18

Cyrus Swan was by no means the first to mention the·

Croton. In 1824, Canvass White wrote that "the Croton can

be taken out at a sufficient elevation, and conducted along
the bank of the Hudson River to the city.11 25 White dismissed

the Croton, though, because he "presumed that a sufficient

supply can be had £ran the Bronx, much nearer, and of

course at less expense." The same presumption held with the

Fire and Water Canmit.tee in its 1831 report. Before recan

m.ending the Bronx, the camlittee made brief mention of the
croton:

The advocates of bringing the water fran the
Croton, base their argument mainly on the
abundance of the supply to be obtained fran
that river. This important advantage must be
yielded to the advocates of this plan, over
that of all the others; and were it not for
the distance which the Croton River lies fran
the city, it certainly would be the most desir
able source whence to procure the supply. 26

City officials and consulting engineers had always dis
missed the Croton River, saying it was unnecessarily

large or too far removed £ran Manhattan. Now, however,

when it was apparent that the city absolutely had to go

away £ran Manhattan for water, and when critics started

expressing the opinion that the Bronx River was too small
to provide a long-range supply, the Canmon Council had to

give the Croton River more serious consideration. And the

croton suddenly had one im!)Ortant advantage. Because it ran
at a higher elevation than the Bronx, perhaps it could be

delivered to the city without the use of any pumps.
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If the legislative defeat of the Bronx River aqueduct
in any way dampened the enthusiasm for a municipally funded

water system, the Asiatic cholera epidemic in the sumner

of 1832 quickly aroused interest once more. Alderman Myn
dert Van Schaick, who was also Treasurer of the city's

Board of Health, urged that sanething had to be done, and
on November 10, 1832 the Carmittee on Fire and Water en

gaged Colonel DeWitt Clinton, Jr. to conduct yet another
investigation of possible water sources. On December 22,

without having run any instrumental surveys, Clinton sub
mitted an engineer's report that was an excellent piece

of propaganda.27 He said that the city should build a water

works :hmeliately, using the Croton River, with a minimum

flow of 20 million gallons per day, as a source:

This supply may ••• be considered as
inexhaustable, and it is not at all prob
able that the city will ever require more
than it can provide. 28

As a consulting engineer unaided by instrumental sur
veys, Clinton was not required to deal with all the speci

fic engineering problems to be faced in delivering Croton
water onto Manhattan. He did, however, outline a tentative

plan for an aqueduct for this purpose. Clinton's aqueduct

was an open canal with provisions for keeping dirt, debris,

and vegetable matter out of the channel. It started at

Bridge, at an estimated elevation of 18 3 feet above
tbe level of the Hudson ltiver.29 It ran on a high bank
Pine's
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alongside the Croton witil entering the Hudson Valley,
where it began running southward in the margin of that
river. All the while it maintained a declivity or downward

slope of 18 inches per mile. Eventually, in order to stay

on its grade line, the aqueduct left the Hudson, cut inland,
and ran to the Harlem River, where a bridge 138 feet high

carried it across to Manhattan. Clinton's plan required no
pwnping machinery; the proposed aqueduct connected directly
with reservoirs and a distribution system.
Clinton estimated that it would cost

23.J million dollars

to implement his plan, but he stated that even if it cost 11
million dollars it would be worth it. This estimate was a
shrewd bit of engineering diplanac:y on Clinton's part, in

tended to minimize objections that might be raised to a
Croton aqueduct on the basis of cost. :en order to arrive

at such a low estimate, Clinton, of course, had proposed an

open a�educt canal, the cheapest to build, even though
· Canvass White and the Fire and Water Ccmnittee were already
on record as having stated that such a channel offered the
least protection for the purity of the water wider trans

port.

But the consultant had done his job well.

:en less

than a month and a half he projected a seemilngly feasible
and econauical plan that encouraged the construction of a

much needed water works.

Two days after receiving Clinton's report, the per

sistent, ever-resilient Fire and Water Conmittee proposed
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yet another bill to go to Albany requesting that long
soug"tit authoriEation to build a water works.

But Canmon

Council wiseiy referred the bill back to camdttee, be
cause it was so much like its preqecessors which the
Legislature had failed to pass.

Before returning the bill

in February 1833, the camdttee significantly revised it.
Bow the draft bill sought a more limited but practical goal.
Zt requested that the Legislature provide for a Board of
Water Camdssioners authorized not to build a water sys
ten, but to examine various plans, conduct instrumental
surveys, and estimate the costs of possible aqueduct routes
to Manhattan, especially one £ran the Croton River.30
When this bill reached Albany it fortunately received
the support of a Senator familiar with and sensitive to
Hew York• s water problems.

Myndert Van Schaiclt, the former

Alderman and Board of Health Treasurer, effectively cam
paigned en behalf of the bill which the Legislature passed
on. February 26, 1833.31 Shortly therea�er Governor William
Marcy appointed a Democratic Board of Water Camnissioners,
canposed of Stephen Allen, saul Alley, Ben)amin Brown,
Charles Busenburry, and William Fox.

The Ccmnissioners,

appointed to a one year term, were directed to report
their findings to New York's Camion Council by the first
of November.
'l'he new Water Comnissioners selected Stephen Allen as
their Chairman and got down to business.

Zn need of
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for his gallant action in defense of the fort, and on
Janua.z::y 1, 1815 Brevet captain Douglass returned to West
Point as an Assistant Professor in its new Department of

Natural and Experimental Philosophy.

The

Douglass was the second man in the department.

first, Lieutenant Colonel Jared Mansfield, had just started

his instruction the previous April. Together, Mansfield

and Douglass lectured the cadets on a broad range of sub

jects, most of which, today, would fall w,.der the rubric
of •pbysics.• 34 After lecturing for five years on such
topics as dynamics, statics, and hydraulics, captain

.Douglass served for the next three years as a Professor of

Hathematics.35 :rn 1823, after being promoted to Major,

Douglass transferred to the Department of Engineering, a

department just starting to offer "civil architecture and
construction" along with its usual instruction in artille.z::y

practices, fortifications, and "Grand Tacticks." 36

Occa

sionally, Douglass left the Milita.z::y Academy for forays

into the field. In 1817 he made a reconnaissance of the

defenses of Long :Island Sow,.d, and in 1819 he served as

the astronanical surveyor for the camdssion establishing

the United States border between Niagra and Detroit. The

following year he accompanied General Cass on his explor

ation of the Lake Superior region. After joining the De

partment of Engineering in 182 3, Douglass also served as

a consultant on public works for the states of Pennsylvania
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and Rew York, and he surveyed the routes of the Upper Dela

ware Canal, the Sandy and Beaver Canal in Ohio, and the

Morris Canal in New Jersey.

While Douglass served at West Point it was one of the

few places in America which offered a formal engineering
education.

Most American engineers still learned their

profession on the job; a "student" often started as an axe
man or rodman with a surveying party and worked up from
there.

Lacking in European-styled polytechnical institutes,

American engineers cut their teeth on the public works pro
jects which proliferated after the completion of the Erie
Canal.

These projects served as "schools" of engineering,

and the Erie Canal, running £ran Buffalo to Albany, had

been the most impressive "school" of them all, graduating

several of America's most praninent engineers in the first

ba.lf of the 19th century.

Douglass, the Yale graduate and West Point professor,

was cognizant of the fact that he was working somewhat

outside of America's short tradition of civil engineering.

flie exciting, prestigious action was not in the classroan,
but out in the field where engineers were solving actual
problems and building bridges, canals, and the earliest
railroads.

To an extent Douglass got a piece of this action

by doing consulting work, but that was not enough.

So in

1831 he left the West Point faculty to become more directly
involved in the work-a-day world of civil engineering.

He
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abandoned lecture halls and French engineering texts to

become Chief Engineer "for the Morris Canal, whose route he
had surveyed in the sunmer of 1828.

Douglass stayed with the Morris Canal for about a year

and a half, during which time he improved it by substituting

inclined planes for canal locks on long slopes.

That job

canpleted, he briefly returned to academe in 1832 as a

Professor of Natural Philosophy at New York University.
Douglass again found the role of full-time proCessor too

restrictive, so in 1833 he resigned his chair of natural

philosophy to accept a more canpatible position.

The uni

versity appointed Douglass a Professor of Civil Engineering,
with the understanding that he would lecture on engineering
only when and if he wanted.

perfect arrangement.

For Douglass, this was the

He was still associated with academe,

as he had been for virtually all his adult life, but he

was also free to undertake any tantalizing engineering
projects which came his way.

In 1833, while surveying the

route of the Brootiyn and Jamaica Railroad on Long :Island,

New York's Water Canmissioners asked him to serve as a
consultant.

Douglass jumped at the chance, seeing it as

an opportunity·to get in on the ground floor of a major
water-supply project that could elevate him to the top of

his profession.
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CHAPTER TWO

Fran the very start of bis service for the Water Camlis
aioners, Major Douglass totally ignored many water-supply
proposals that were being bantered about. He ignored the
idea of danming the Hudson River to prohibit the entrance
of salt water1 he was oblivious to the die-hards who wanted
to sink a number of very deep wells on Manhattan. Douglass
ccncentrated on the question of whether it was feasible
to deliver water from the Croton River into New York City.
Traveling on foot and horseback, he spent the early part
of June 1833 making a "general reconnaissance• of the Crotcm
watershed and the Westchester land lying between the river
and Manhattan. Then on June 20 he collected an eleven-man
surveying party at the Croton•s mouth. The party started
its instrumental survey that same day and continued it
until September 4. Between those two dates, Douglass and
his men levelled over 200 miles and traversed more than
3,400 courses.1
After establishing the low water level of the Hudson
River as their base or zero elevation, the men worked their
way up the Croton, noting its elevation at certain key
locations. At Wood's Bridge, near Mechanicsville, 12 miles
fran the Croton•s mouth, the river's bed stood 170 feet
above the Hudson. From Wood's Bridge Douglass led his men
on surveys up the West, Middle, and East branches of the
29
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Croton. (Plate II.) They also went up to the outlet of
Crosby's Pond and up the Muscoot to Bedel's Mill Pond.
They levelled the Cross and Beaver Dam Rivers, as well as
Broad Brook, Muddy Brook, and the Cisco River. Douglass
believed he could take water for the aqueduct from any or
all of these sources. After determining their elevations,
the next step was to examine the ground south of the Croton
•with a view of obtaining practical routes in the direction
of the city." 2
The land Douglass examined was "deeply undulating,"
marked by "irregular hills," and he hoped to find several
convenient valley passages nestled between the slopes. The
engineer quickly discovered, however, that all the various
hills, taken together, "contained the rudiments of a great
ridge" whose elevation was substantially higher than that of
his potential water sources. Douglass dead-ended several
times while seeking a passage through the ridge that would
not require a prohibitive nwnber of long tunnels or deep
excavations. But finally Douglass foWld what he was looking
for - an aqueduct could follow the valleys of several small
etreams until it entered the larger Sawmill River valley,

which ran southward towards Manhattan. Cutting the ridge to
pass fran one valley to the next would entail considerable
work and expense, but no cut on the way to the Sawmill River
presented insoluble problems.
Cutting the ridge south of the Croton seemed the shortest,
most direct line to Manhattan, but Douglass anticipated that
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it was not the only line. Indeed, there was a more "obvious•
route that Canvass White had briefly noted in 1824 and DeWitt
Clinton,Jr. had suggested in 1832. Instead of turning south
at its very start and confronting the ridge, an aqueduct
could skirt it by staying in the Croton•s valley and running
southwestward Wltil it entered the Hudson Valley. Then it
could run towards Manhattan along the eastern bank of that
river. After turning his attention to this idea, Douglass
quickly concluded that the Hudson River route did not present
•any difficulties involving the question of practicability."
With two possible routes leading £ran the Croton in
band, Douglass turned to surveying southern Westchester
CoWlty, the northern portion of Manhattan, and part of
the Bronx River watershed. When the surveying was concluded
on September 4, he spent another three or four days gaging
the flow rates of the streams and rivers he had examined.
Then Douglass sat down to write his report for the Water
Camlissioners. In his report, dated November 1, the engineer
restricted himself "to a general outline of the facts and
principles concerned -- avoiding, as far as possible, all
details not strictly necessary for the elucidation of the
main question." The main question, of course, was whether
an aqueduct from the Croton to Manhattan was feasible -and Douglass answered with an W1equivocal "Yes." To demon
strate this feasibility, he described how the city could
lay a masonry conduit (Plate III) along either of the two
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routes discovered by his surveying party (Plate IV).
Although an aqueduct which cut through the ridge,
taking the •inland route,N possessed the virtue of shortness,
it lacked the virtue of si.mplicity.3 Douglass• inland aque
duct required no dam across the Croton, because it did not
draw its water directly £ran the river. Instead, in order
to achieve a higher elevation at its start, the aqueduct
camenced at a natural basin of solid rock located above
the Croton at Mechanicsville. While the Croton•s bed at this
site bad an elevation of 170 feet, the basin's elevation
was 268 feet. To fill this •confluent reservoir," Douglass
proposed to run iron pipes "of the largest size• out and
up to the Croton•s branches and feeders, intersecting them
at points higher than 268 feet. Small dams on the feeders

would prevent water £ran flowing naturally to the Croton•s
mai.n channel. Douglass intended to collect the water in
•fountain reservoirs,• divert it into the pipes, and then
conduct it to the elevated basin. Fran the confluent reser
voir the free-flowing inland aqueduct began with a declivity
or downward slope of one foot per mile. :It cut the ridge
south of the Croton by running successively within the
Beaver Dam River, Muddy Brook, and Newcastle valleys. As
it passed through a three-mile-long cut, at an average depth
of 38 feet, the aqueduct left the Newcastle valley and
entered the Sawmill River valley, where it began running
with a drop of 6 feet per mile in order to better conform
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to the valley's natural ground level. When it left the
Sawmill and entered the valley of Tibbets Brook, Douglass
graded the inland aqueduct with a drop of 2 feet per mile
until it reached the bank of the Harlem River.
Douglass further complicated the inland aqueduct by
suggesting that the city could build several water-storage
reservoirs along its route. The changes in its declivity
(going from one to 6 and then back to 2 feet of fall off
per mile), also served to complicate matters. The masonry
ccnduit•s dimensions had to vary along different sections
of the line, in order for those sections to have the same
water�scharge capabilities. Water running at a greater
fall off would travel with greater velocity, so Douglass
•ent it through a smaller conduit. Conversely, where he
reduced the conduit's declivity he had to increase its
cross-sectional area, to compensate for a loss of velocity.
When compared with the inland route, Douglass• alter

native ·Hudson River" route appeared a model of simpliclty.4
A 13-foot-tall dam on the Croton near Muscoot Hill backed
up the water and created an 80 acre reservoir. Starting at
an elevation of 175 fee.t, the aqueduct ran with a declivity
of 15 inches per mile all the way to Manhattan. The aque
duct's line, until it passed considerably south of Tarry
town, was •wholly traced along the undulating hill-side of
the Croton and Hudson" valleys. Where the high ground next
to the Hudson began falling away, the aqueduct cut inland in
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order to find ground more hospitable to its established
grade. The Hudson-routed aqueduct, like the inland aque
duct, eventually found its way to the Harlem River via the
Sawmill River and Tibbets Brook valleys.
!'ran the Harlem River into Manhattan, Douglass proposed
�y one line. Regardless of how it got to the Harlem, his
prospective aqueduct crossed the river on a masonry bridge,
a bridge with nine semi-circular arches which stretched 1188
feet across the Harlem's valley, and which rose sane 126
feet above the river. Although Douglass had never built
such an impressive bridge, he shrugged off its difficulties.
:In his report to the Water Camnissioners he exhibited ar,
optimism canmon among early American engineers:
Our structure adapted to these dimensions
would of course be a work of considerable
labor and expense, but by no means of para
mount difficulty in either of these respects.
Many bridges of much greater magnitude, both
in length and height, have been erected in
other countries for the same object- fran
which we are enabled to derive certain data
for all our calculations.
Douglass proceeded to mention six large aqueduct bridges
in Europe, including the incanpleted Maintenon aqueduct
bridge in France, which had 666 arches and a length of
3" miles. He concluded that:
With such examples of enterprise and sltill
before us, many of them undertaken for objects
far less important than that of supplying the
city of New-York with water, we may certainly
look upon the design of the Harlem aqueduct
without fear. 5
!'rom the Harlem River, Douglass ran the aqueduct first
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to a receiving reservoir bounded by Ninth and Tenth Avenues and by 133rd and 137th Streets. He then passed it
through two equalizing reservoirs and terminated it at a
distributing reservoir near 38th Street and Fifth Avenue.
The distributing reservoir would provide a head to the
city's future water mains of 117 feet above tide, or 15
feet more head than that provided Philadelphia by its
Fairmount Water Works. The multiple reservoirs were both
to store water, for use when the Croton might run low, and
to assure a steady maintenance of the distributing reser
voir's head. If the distributing reservoir were depleted,
water £ran the nearest equalizing reservoir would auto
matically flow into it to relieve the deficiency. That
reservoir would in turn be supplied by the one above it,
and so on, until equilibriwn was restored to the system.
Douglass• inland aqueduct ran a little over 43 miles
long; the Hudson aqueduct nearly 47 miles long. After
making "every calculation • • • on the side of stability
and pennanency," he estimated that the Hudson aqueduct
would cost 4.7 million dollars and provide a daily running
supply of up to 33 million gallons of water. ( According
to Douglass, there would be no difficulty in supplying
this amount, because the Croton•s minimum flow was 44
million gallons per day. ) The estimated cost of the inland
route varied, depending on how many iron pipes the city
might choose to lay between the Croton•s feeders and the
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confluent reservoir by Mechanicsville. For an estil,n�ted
4.5 million dollars, Douglass expected the inland aqueduct
to deliver a minimum of 15.8 million gallons per day to
Manhattan. For an additional 1.3 million dollars he thought
he could boost its minimum to 26 million gallons.6 Regardless
of the selected minimum, the inland aqueduct could deliver
a maximum of 30 million gallons daily. (Douglass was
probably referring to Imperial gallons, each one equal to
1.2

u.s.

gallons.)

Douglass did not choose between the two routes: he
told the Camnissioners that such a preference would have

to be made on the basis of future examinations. And Doug

lass did not really argue the merits of a Croton aqueduct

over those of a Bronx River aqueduct. He simply stated
sane figures and let it go at that. According to research

undertaken by the Water Ccmuissioners, London distributed

27 gallons of water per day to each of its citizens, while

Philadelphia distributed 24 gallons and Edinburgh about 15.
On an average, then, water works in large cities distrib
uted about 22 gallons of water per day per person.7 Given
that New York's population would be 300,000 by the time the

city could canplete an aqueduct, it would have to deliver

at least 6.6 million gallons per day just to meet the city's
in:mediate needs. After gaging the Bronx, Douglass concluded
that New York could "safely" depend on it for only 5.75
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million gallons per day. That, for him, closed the book
on any Bronx River �queduct, and for New York City as a
whole it laid to rest a frustrating 35-year-long debate
over the merits of such a project.
After receiving Douglass• report favoring the Croton,
on November 12, 1833 the Water Conmissioners presented a
concurring report to the Canmon Council, and shortly there
after they also reported to the State Legislature. Early
in 1834, when the Council asked Albany for the authority
to raise 2.5 million dollars to begin a water works, Sena
tor Myndert Van Schaick again stepped to the fore to
guide a water-works bill through the Legislature. On May
2, 1834 the Legislature passed an act directing the re
appointed Water COl'llllissioners:
to examine and consider all matters relative
to supplying the city of New-York with a
sufficient quantity of pure and wholesome
water; C andJ to adopt such a plan as ig
their opinion will be most advantageous.
Under the provisions of this act the Water Conmissioners
were to re-examine their previous work, but they were to
go beyond making just another survey or study. They were
to adopt a plan that would fi�st go to New York's Canmon
Council. If approved there, it would go to the next gen
eral election. If the city's voters endorsed the plan,
then the city could issue 2.5 million dollars worth of
Water Stock, and the Water Conmissioners could begin
the work.
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In their pursuit of an acceptable plan, the Camds
sioners asked Major Douglass to "re-examine his surveys,
levels, and calculations." They hoped that he could find
a way of building a Croton aqueduct which would entail

•less labor and expense.• 10 Initially the Canmissioners,

like Douglass, had made no choice between the inland and
Hudson routes, but by now they preferred the Hudson route
•both as to the practicability and expense of its con

struction.•11 Consequently, they instructed Douglass to
try to shorten and improve that line. As a check upon his
work, tbe Board also enlisted the services of John Mar
tineau, a veteran canal builder, and George Cartwright,
a Westchester engineer familiar with the Croton environs.
As these men set out independently to do their work, the
task which confronted each man was perhaps best sumnarized
by another engineer:
It was a field for the exercise of the talent
and research of the engineer: in resorting to
a distant stream for a supply, any plan which
he might propose for conveying the water, would
encounter obstacles requiring skill and ingenuity
to overcane. He would find it necessary to build
up the valleys, pierce through the hills, and
span the waters of the arms of the sea which
embrace the city and make it an island. Struc
tures would be required, which in their design,
would find no parallel among the public works of
this country. 12
On October 21 Major Douglass took to the field with
an eight-man party. The men started their work at the
Croton and endured uncanfortably cold weather before con
cluding on Manhattan on December 13. For the next month
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and a half, Douglass evaluated the field data and applied
_hydraulic, structural and econanic criteria to try to
discriminate between all the various means of can:ying

a Croton aqueduct along the Hudson River to Manhattan.

Then, on the first of February, 1835, he sul:mitted his
second report to the Water Camdssioners.13

The Hudson-routed aqueduct which Douglass reported in

1835 differed considerably from its predecessor. Zn his
1833 report he located a dam just above Muscoot Rapids,

11 miles £ran the Croton•s mouth where the river vas •can
pressed into a narrow channel" and "bounded on either side
by bold shores." The Croton•s bed at this site stood 163
feet above tide, so a dam only 13 feet tall would raise
the Croton to 175 feet, an elevation which would allow the
aqueduct to run with a desirable declivity of 15 inches
per mile all the way into the city.14 But after e:xarn:fn:fng
the Croton a second time, the engineer chose not to use

t:he Muscoot Rapids si�e. He moved the dam SJi miles down
stream to just below Garretson•s Mill.
The downstream site was naturally suited for a dam;

the Croton contracted and ran between a stone bluff and
a steep hill. By moving the dam here, and shortening the

aqueduct's run by� miles, Douglass anticipated a savings
of $92,000.15 But in order to gain a savings of t:hJ.a
magnitude, he had to sacrifice elevation - a ,:-,.411,..?dJ.ty
very valuable in its own right. Between Muscoot Rapids and
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Garretson•s Mill the Croton descended about 38 feet. Near

the mill its bed stood only 12� feet above tide. To fully

regain this lost elevation, Douglass would have had to

specify the ccmstruction of a dam sane 45 feet tall at

Garretson•s Mill, and he did not want to do that for two

reasons. First, he thought a 45-foot dam would be exceed

ingly expensive and difficult to construct. Secondly, such
a tall dam would flood too much property on its upstream
aide and greatly increase the costs of a fountain reser
voir. So instead of a 45-foot dam, Douglass opted for a

dam 33 feet tall, and he settled for a reduced elevation

of 15� feet for the aqueduct's start. Since he sacrificed
elevation, he also had to sacrifice declivity. The aque
duct starting at Garretson•s Mill ran downward at a rate
of 12, not 15, inches per mile.
After relocating the dam, Douglass had to adjust the

aqueduct's line in Westchester to accamnodate its new

grade. From the dam down to below Tarrytown these adjust

ments were minor. The aqueduct still traversed the same
range of slopes, but in general it ran a little further

down in the Croton and Hudson valleys. On1y near Greens

burg did the engineer note the first significant change

in the line. :In his 1833 report the aqueduct left the Hud
son at Greensburg and passed through a deep cut to begin

running in the Sawmill River valley. But because of the

reduction of the aqueduct's grade, Douglass now thought it
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would be too expensive to make this deep inland cut, so
he carried the line further south along the Hudson and
routed it into the Sawmill's valley at Yonkers. From the
Sawmill the aqueduct passed along the valley of Tibbets
Brook and crossed Bathgate•s Meadow to reach the Harlem
River. By the time it reached the Harlem, the new line
virtually coincided with the 1833 line, and Douglass once
again recanmended a high bridge to carry the aqueduct
over to Manhattan. Once on the island, instead of sending
the aqueduct through four reservoirs, he sent it to a
single, less expensive distributing reservoir tentatively
located on Murray Hill (between Fifth and Sixth Avenues
and 38th and 42nd Streets). The water in the reservoir
would stand 114 feet 10 inches above tide, making the
reservoir •canpetant to deliver the water, without any
extraneous aid, upon the roof of every building in the
16
city.• (Plate v.)

After delineating the aqueduct's route, Douglass des

cribed sane of its physical characteristics, paying par
ticular attention to its water-carrying channel. The
channel had to be permanent, yet, as the Water Camu.ssioners
emphasized, it had to be as econanical as possible. It
also had to protect the purity of the Croton•s water,
which contained only 4.16 grains of solid matter per
gallon.17 Working with these criteria, Douglass narrowed

PLATE V

Level of Standing Water in Reservoir Proposed by Douglass
in 1835 Report.
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down his options. He dismissed the idea of a canal-like
channel because it jeopardized the purity of the water
under transport and offered no protection at all £ran
frost. He abandoned the thought of constructing the

aqueduct as an iron pipeline. because he feared the

initial expense of iron pipes and at the same time
doubted their durability.18 Next he turned to the idea
of a channel lined with masonry and covered with a

wooden roof. (Plate VX.) This conduit was structurally
sound: its inclined sides of brick and stone safely

rested on earthen banks. And the shape of the conduit,
with its slanting sides and rounded bottan, lent itself

well to •self-cleaning." The water traveling down the
conduit would scour the bottan and keep it free of

sediment. This design's greatest asset, however, was

its relatively low estimated cost of $43,620 per mile.
Although it off�red only ra.inimal protection £ran frost,
and although the wooden roof lacked permanence, Douglass

felt that for the sake of econany the Water Camdssioners

could adopt this mode of construction on as many as 28
miles of the line. Still, there was a better way to
construct the channel -- by making it a totally enclosed

masonry conduit. (Plate VXI.) Except for its high initial
cost, estimated at $62,000 per mile, Douglass believed

the enclosed channel of brick and stone "was preferable

to every other." 19
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In choosing a "horse-shoe" cross-section for the

enclosed conduit, Douglass struck a compromise between

1
,.

hydraulic principles and the realities of construction. He

knew that a cylindrical conduit would be the most efficient
for carrying water. The water passing through any channel
is slowed by friction as it passes against the walls, or

the channel's "wetted perimeter." The cylindrical conduit
is the most efficient, because for any given cross-sectional
ai:m it maintains a smaller "wetted perimeter• than any

other geanetric shape. Yet despite their knowledge and

acceptance of this principle, engineers rarely constructed
power or transportation canals or other hydraulic works
in strict accordance with it. Instead, they generally

adopted a cross-section which resembled a circle, but was
less expensive, easier to construct, and, in some instances,

more stable when put in the ground:

The circle presents the best surface, and
is therefore the most suitable for the con
veyance of water, and the nearer we come to
• • • a circle in the formation of the cross
section, the least resistence will the water
meet with in its flow. 20

Douglass• "horse-shoe• indeed mimicked a circle. The

bottan was in fact part of a circle, an inverted arch. Then,
in imitation of a circle which rises up and outward fran

its lowest point, Douglass planned for flat side walls
which sloped outward as they rose frau each end of the
inverted arch. Over the bottan and sides, which would
carry most of the water, the engineer proposed a semi-

r
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circular top arch. Compared with a circular cross-section,
the "horse-shoe" was slightly less efficient, but its
flat side walls were simpler to construct, the overall
shape was easier for men to move and work in, and it pro

vided, Douglass felt, "the greatest degree of stength and
stability, with the smallest amount of material.11 21

Ta'ken as a whole, Douglass• second report was much
more thorough than his first, but it was certainly not
canplete or definitive. The engineer did not describe
any of the aqueduct's structures -- its dam, reservoir,
conduit, bridges, culverts, or embanlanents

in detail

sufficient to guide any future contractors in their work.
And when Douglass• report was taken together with Hartineau•s,
or with cartwright's brief report, the proposed aqueduct
became even less distinct. The engineers differed on
point after point. While Douglass suggested a 33-foot dam
at Garretson•s Mill, cartwright leaned towards a 40-foot
dam at the mill, and Martineau, determined to shorten
the aqueduct as much as possible, opted for a 150-foot
22

dam just a mile upstream of the Croton•s moutn. Douglass
proposed a "horse-shoe" conduit, while Martineau, following
hydraulic principle to the letter, proposed a cylindrical
conduit, and cartwright an open canal. Douglass• aqueduct
would deliver 30 million gallons of water per day. Mar
tineau•s would deliver 40, and Cartwright's only 20. Doug
lass would cross deep valleys with aqueduct bri�ges, while
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Martineau preferred to throw massive emban1anents across
low areas. Douglass retained his idea of a high masonry
bridge to maintain the aqueduct's grade across the Harlem
River; Martineau reconmended that the river be crossed
on a low structure carrying an "inverted syphon" of
wrought iron pipes.23 The Douglass aqueduct ran 41 miles
and would cost an estimated 4.8 million dollars, if the
enclosed conduit were used exclusively. Martineau•s ran
36 miles at a cost of 4 million dollars. But despite all
these differences, the engineers agreed on the essential
point: New York could successfully build a Croton aqueduct
which ran to Manhattan in the margin of the Hudson River.
The Water Camdssioners, when they digested the engi
neers• reports, seemingly were nonplussed by the variant
plans. Perhaps they were even pleased that their resource
ful caisultants presented them with such an assortment of
means to accomplish the same end. At any rate, on February
16, 1835 the Camdssioners reported to camnon Council their
own plan for a Croton aqueduct which would cost an esti
mated 4.25 million dollars. The Coamissioners proposed:
that a dam of sufficient elevation be erected
near the mouth of the Croton River, and £ran
thence the water to be conc.ucted in a close/a./
stone aqueduct to Harlem River. The river to
be crossed by inverted syphons of wrought iron
pipes of B feet in diameter, fonned in the
manner that steam boilers are. Fran the south
side of the river, a line of stone aqueduct
will again canmence, and proceed across Man
hattan Valley
the distributing reservoir at
Murray's Hill.

�2
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'l'he Camussioners• "plan" was none too specific, but

it certainly succeeded in presenting the Croton aqueduct

as a simple and straight-forward exercise in civil engi

neering. Canmon Council approved the plan, and in the

next general election, held April 14-16, New York City's

voters supported it by a three-to-one margin. With that

final endorsement in hand, early in May the Camnon Council
instructed the Water Canmissioners to get on with the
work. 'l'he Corrmissioners immediately began searching for
a Chief Engineer for the Croton Aqueduct, and on June 2
they unanilllously.cbose to eniploy Major Douglass at an

annual salary of $5,000. 'l'he Canmissioners and Douglass

entered the aqueduct's implementation phase with the

highest expectations. 'l'he Water Carmissioners expected
their seasoned engineer to carry the work to a pranpt
canpletion, and Douglass expected the Croton project
to shoot him to the top of his profession.

By the time the Canmissioners hired Douglass as

Chief Engineer, they had fleshed out the skeletal

aqueduct plan written up in February. 'l'hey decided that
the Croton Dam should be 40 feet tall and located a short
ways downstream of Garretson•s Mill.25 'l'hey also wanted
a receiving reservoir north of the single distributing
reservoir that Douglass specified in his 1835 report. After

informing their new Chief Engineer of these decisions,

the Carmissioners instructed him "to select a proper Corps
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of assistants at as early a day as possible." Douglass
accordingly requested an engineering corps of 17 men,
canposed of 5 assistant engineers, 5 rodmen, and 7 chain
men and laborers.26 With about a third of these positions
already filled, the new Chief Engineer and his party

hurriedly took to the field on June 6 and headed up to
the Croton.27
The first order of business was to identify the land
the aqueduct would occupy, so Douglass• corps staked out
the boundaries of the fountain reservoir to be formed
behind Croton Dam. The Carmissioners hired George Cart
wright to assist in this work by surveying the reservoir
and preparing its land maps.28 After staking the fountain
reservoir, Douglass moved back to Manhattan to stake out
the reservoirs there. Then he and his men returned to
Westchester to run the aqueduct's line fran the dam down
to the Harlem River, a line predicated on a 40-foot dam
and a declivity of a little over 13 inches per mile.

Cartwright presented the Commissioners with his land
maps of the fountain reservoir in November, while Douglass
still worked the line. Finally, by January 8 the corps

had staked the line all the way to the Harlem, and Doug
lass abandoned field work for the rest of the winter.

Set up in a New York office, Douglass retained eight

members of his corps to conduct the office work needed in
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advance of the next sW1111er•s field operations. Their

foremost task was to prepare a set of maps showing the
Camdssioners exactly what land they needed to purchase,
and who presently owned it. The engineering corps also

started to develop a general schema for embankments, tun

nels and excavations, and more particularized plans for

larger structures such as Croton Dam and the high bridge
over the Harlem. Because the Water Camdssioners now wanted
a larger aqueduct, Douglass worked on the cross-section

for a new conduit capable of delivering 45 to 50 million
Xmperial gallons daily.29 (Plate VJ:II.)
In February Douglass temporarily put these tasks
aside to deal with. an inquiry from the Mayor regarding

•the practicability and expense of raising water from
the North .tiiudsori,7 or East River by steam power, and deliv
ering it into the contemplated reservoir on Murray's Hill.�

O

As soon as Douglass could finish the reservoir, the Mayor

wanted to store local river water in it for fire-fighting

purposes. This practice would of course be temporary, last
ing only until the Chief Engineer canpleted the entire

aqueduct, and Croton water filled the reservoir. Dou�lass

sympathized with the Mayor's request. In December, when

he was still staking the line for the long overdue aque
duct, New York had suffered the worst fire in its history,
which ravaged 20 blocks in the ca1111ercial district and

PLATE VUI

Douglass• Last Conduit Plan.
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put thousands out of work. But although sympathetic to th�

request, the Chief Engineer discouraged it. First, he could
not complete the Murray Hill reservoir much in advance of

the rest of the line, and secondly, it would be a mistake to

run corrosive salt water through any cast iron pipes later
to be used for distributing the Croton•s water.
The office work proceeded slowly during the winter,

and when the season drew to a close the engineering corps
had not finished the land maps or any final drawings or
specifications for the aqueduct. The Callnissioners were

dismayed by such a •lack of energy in the operations of
their Eng�eer department," but actually they were growing
accustaned to this kind of disappointment.31 Their high

expectations had faded. Long before the winter ever closed,

the Callnissioners, and particularly Stephen Allen, were

at odds with the Chief Engineer.

The friction between Allen and Douglass resulted from

a variety of factors. A politician and an engineer were not
above having a personal squabble, and to an extent their

falling out reflected the fact that two strong-willed,

proud individuals were seeking prestige and credit for

executing the same project. Allen felt that Douglass, with
two feasibility studies behind him, should have proceeded

more quic.kly with the work in 1835. Douglass, on the other
hand, considered the two earlier reports as mere prelim
inaries, every point of which he had to carefully review.
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'l'he real conflict, however, resided in their opposing views
of the proper working relationship between the engineering
corps and the Board. Douglass believed that his corps
should be virtually autonanous, and that he should decide

all technical matters regarding the aqueduct. Allen, on

his part, felt that if Douglass exercised such authority,

then the Camdssioners would be "deprived • • • of nearly

all the powers given them by the act under which they were

appointed."32

'l'his basic conflict must have arisen almost simul
taneously with Douglass• appointment. Xn his last feasi
bility study, he had opted for a 33-foot dam just below

Garretson•s Mill: the Camdssioners instructed him to

construct a dam 40 feet tall and a little further down
stream. 'l'he Water Carmissioners, not Douglass, brought

in George Cartwright to prepare land maps of the fountain
reservoir. Douglass continued to plan for a high bridge
across the Harlem: the Camdssioners publicly endorsed
Hartineau•s idea of an inverted syphon. Douglass protested
each time the Camnissioners intervened in the affairs of

his engineering corps, and with each protest Stephen Allen
grew more weary of the Chief Engineer's recalcitrance. It

was a situation that could only grow worse over time, as
the two men played a serious game of constantly testing
the mettle and resolve of the other.
stephen Allen had hoped to let sane contracts on the
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aqueduct in 1835. Since the Chief Engineer had failed to
complete the land maps over the winter, he began to fear
that no contracts would be let even in 1836. Knowing how

anxious Allen was to put the line under contract, Douglass

tried to manipulate that anxiety. He tried to get Allen
to recognize that only a strong and well-manned engineering
corps could quickly dispatch the work. On March 12, 1836

the Chief Engineer proposed to engage a corps of 60 to 70
men for the summer, including Major Thanas B. Brown, who
was to be hired as his principal assistant engineer at an
annual salary of $3,500.33 This proposal was extravagant,
even for a project of the aqueduct's size and importance.

The Water Canmissioners illmediately denied it, and Allen
no doubt hoped that the denial would prompt the Chief

Engineer to resign -- but he did not. On March 15 Douglass

proposed a smaller, more modest corps. The Carmissioners

delayed their approval until April 9 -- and still Douglass

did not resign. So on April 11 a dogged Chief Engineer

took to the field with a corps which numbered, in different

months, £ran about 13 to 21.

Allen, needless to say, was distraught to see Douglass

return to Westchester County only to begin his fourth

survey of the aqueduct's line. Allen called him on the

need for such repetition, and Douglass answered that he
was still seeking to shorten and improve the aqueduct. He

also said, according to Allen, that "It would be a great
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advantage to the work, if every one of the engineers
employed, did instrwnentally make a level and survey of
the line.• 34

The COllll\issioners• Chairman took this to

mean that another survey would be good training for Doug
lass• engineers, and even though he knew that many engineers
still learned their profession on the job, Allen felt it
imprudent of Douglass to be running training exercises
at this time. Stephen Allen wanted nothing to do with
neophyte engineers; he wanted land maps, specifications,
contracts, and then construction.
Allen finally received some of the land maps on June
11, and on June 17 Douglass provided the remainder. But
as far as Allen was concerned, this was a case of getting
too little too late. If the recalcitr�t Chief Engineer
would not resign, then the Carmissioners simply had to
establish proper grounds for firing him. They quickly set
this up. On June 2 3 they passed a resolution requiring
Douglass to furnish them with:
plans and specifications of the Croton Aqueduct,
the several tunnels along the line of the aque
duct. the embankments on said line, culverts, the
Croton Dam, the Aqueduct Bridge over Sing Sing
Xill and across Harlem River, with proper des
criptions of materials to be used, the manner in
which they would be worked together, and all
necessary information to enable the caranissioners
to place a part or whole of the work unigr con
tract with as little delay as possible.
Major Douglass acknowledged receipt of the resolution
on July 26, but he sent no plans or specifications. On Sep
tember 1 3, instead of sending plans, he again requested
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that Major Brown be hired as his principal assistant. If
Douglass stalled in a final attempt to impress the Camnis

aioners with the need for a stronger, larger engineering

corps, the ploy failed miserably and played right into

their hands. The Carmissioners did not believe Douglass

was short-handed1 they believed he had proved himself an
incanpetant Chief Engineer:

The conclusion was irresistible, and it was
Wlanimous with the canmissioners, that Mr.
Douglass doubted his own ability to perform
the duty required of him in preparing the
necessary specifications ••• of the work. 3 6
Long before September 183 6, Stephen Allen had reached
another conclusion: that the Board had hired the wrong
type of civil engineer. They had hired "a mere theorist in
engineering.• 37 In 1840, in a published letter Allen more
fully expressed this conviction:

]: have alwars admitted, that Mr. Douglass was
a ripe scho ar, a good mathematician, and.!!!
theory, well acquainted with the science of
engineering •••• But my opinion, neverthe
less, was and still is, that he does not possess
that practical knowledge which I deemed neces
sary to carry on a work of so much importance
to the City ••• , and holding these opinions,
l: should have been traitor to the trust reposed
in me, if I had not urged upon the commissioners,
the necessity of a change in the office of the
Chief Engineer.38
Douglass, the Yale graduate, the professor at the

Military Academy and at New York University, was a man
steeped in engineering literature, and a man practically

devoid of any first-hand experience in construction. Aside
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from his work on the Morris Canal, Douglass had never built
anything. He was an excellent surveyor, and he often served

well as a consultant. But a consultant offered opinions

and structures on paper. A Chief_Engineer had to go beyond

the paper, beyond initial conceptions, and carry them through
to finished bridges, culverts, embankments, reservoirs and
dams. Because Douglass failed to meet the more exacting
demands placed upon a Chief Engineer, the Canmissioners

fired him on October 11, after already hiring his successor.

Following his dismissal, for the next 12 years before he

died in 1848, Douglass wandered in and out of several aca
demic positions. Ultimately he became known not as a great

engineer, but as a capable designer of cemetaries.

In 1840, when Stephen Allen's Board of Water Carmis

sioners were themselves removed from the Croton project,
in favor of a Whig Board appointed by a Whig governor,

Major Douglass attempted to regain the Chief Engineership.

In defense of his failure to put the Croton Aqueduct pranpt

ly under contract, he recited all of the times when

the first Camdssioners had refused to provide him with

a strong engineering corpd?This defense, although it gar
nered sane support for Douglass, was really a poor one,

because the man who succeeded him had ai�eady destroyed
the alibi four years earlier in a six-month flurry of

engineering activity. In September of 1836, Douglass had

had a corps of 21 men: 5 assistant engineers, 2 draftsmen,
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2 levellers, 7 rodmen and 5 axemen.40

When his

successor

took over on October 20 he did not augment the staff. On
the contrary, when winter arrived and field work ceased,
he laid off two-thirds of the men. Yet by the beginning
of spring, 1837, _the successor, "an energetic and prac

ticable Engineer,11 41 .had prepared the structural plans
and specifications needed to put the Croton Aqueduct

under contract. The successor was John Bloanfield Jervis,
Civil Engineer.
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CHAPTER THREE
In September, 1836 Stephen Allen and Saul Alley
visited John Jervis in Albany, where he was working on the
enlargement of the Erie Canal. They told Jervis that they
were definitely going to oust Major Douglass, and they
asked him to assume the role of Chief Engineer for the
Croton Aqueduct. Jervis, a man with a strong sense of

professional ethics, later wrote that he was "quite sur
prised at receiving the proposition," which he accepted

because he saw "no impropriety in accepting a position
that appeared professionally desirable and Lhad beelll

offered without the least effort or knowledge" on his
part.1 Yet Jervis should not have been too surprised by the
Water Camdssioners• offer, because for over nine m911ths
he had known that Douglass had only a tenuous hold on his
Chief Engineership.
The first inkling of Douglass• fall £ran grace came
to John Jervis fran Stephen Allen himself. Towards the end
of 1835, Allen asked Jervis for copies of specifications

and contracts he had written for canals in New York State.

Allen said he wanted to study these documentsi he wanted
to see if they were in any way applicable to the Croton
Aqueduct.2 John Jervis recognized that Allen's comnun

ication was more than a simple request for information. He
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took it as a distinct sign that Douglass had performed
his duties unsatisfactorily. There was no other reason

for Allen to have consulted an outsider on the matters of
specifications and contracts, which were clearly the

responsibilities of the incumbent Chief Engineer.

Between January and March of 1836, Senator Myndert

Van Schaick presented Jervis with a stronger signal of

the trouble brewing between Douglass and the Camlissioners.

Van Schaick, the influential supporter of the legislation
which created the Board of Water Carmissioners, invited

Jervis to New York to examine the plans for the aqueduct.
Be also expressed the desire that Jervis become profession
ally involved in the project, perhaps as Chief Engineer.
:tt is not clear today, and it may not have been clear to

Jervis, if Van Schaick contacted him strictly on his own

initiative, or if in fact he spoke as a liason sanctioned
by Stephen Allen.3 In either case, men closely associated
with the Croton Aqueduct had contacted Jervis twice, and
both contacts pointed to serious problems within the engi
neering corps. His curiosity aroused, John Jervis investi
gated the situation, using a very convenient and reliable

informant. His brother, F. B. Jervis, worked on the aque

duct. When Jervis sent Allen the requested documents on
state canals, Allen had reciprocated the favor by placing
P. e. Jervis in a position under Douglass.4
On January 27, 1836 F. B. 'Jervis wrote his brother
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that progress was being made, "though very slowfly7, in

getting ready for contracts on the water works. When the
plans are developed, I shall advise you in relation to
their character." On February 16 he wrote that "We are
going on quite slowly with our office work,• and he

added that "I have through the politeness of Maj. Douglass
obtained a copy of the most important documents published
in relation to the N. Y. Water Works, which I will send
you by first opportunity." Then, on March 25, apparently
in response to a specific query fran John Jervis, P. B.

Jervis wrote:

I do not know that it would be practi
cable for me to give you an accurate
view of the difficulties existing between
Maj. Douglass and the Water Ccmnissioners.
I have formed the opinion that the Camlis
sioners, and especially Mr. Allen, wish to
so arrange the work so that the credit of
its successful prosecution will fall exclu
sively to them • • • • The Board have been
almost continually passing Resolutions for
the last two or three weeks, the general
tenour of which go to show in some form
that the Board have little confidence in
the Engineer. Ig my opini<Xl, he should
resign at once.

So before Allen and Alley called on him in September,
John Jervis was familiar with the history of the Croton

project and with the progress, or lack of progress, in its
planning. He also knew that a new Chief Engineer for the
Croton Aqueduct was a virtual certainty. Yet there is no

evidence that Jervis in any way conspired with Allen for

Douglass• removal in order to further his own career. Ste-
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phen.Allen may have schemed for Douglass• removal on

both personal and professional grounds, but Jervis had no
active part in this. If he exacerbated the falling out of

Allen and Douglass in any way, it was only by his proxim
ity and stature. Jervis was close at hand, and he was a

better engineer than Douglass -- and Jervis could hardly
be faulted for that.
John Jervis could have attributed his success as
a civil engineer to numerous factors, including happy cir
cumstance. He had a nimble, inquisitive mind. A small man,

whatever he lacked in size he more than made up for in
energy and perseverance. Judged by modern standards, he
was perhaps a "workaholic." He lived for his profession,

was totally dedicated to it, and his private life was sub
servient to his professional one. Engineering, to Jervis,

was more than a bread-winning occupation. It was a serious,

demanding way of life imbued with heavy responsibilities.

And yet his entrance into the profession had been quite by
accident.
Jervis was born in Huntington, Long Island on Decem
ber 14, 1795, the son of Timothy and Phebe Jervis: 6 In 1798
his family moved to Rane, a small camnmity in heavily

timbered upstate New York. Raised in .Rane, John Jervis
endured the hardships and trials of a pioneer. The young
boy undoubtedly learned a great deal fran his father. Tim
othy Jervis had been trained as a carpenter, but in Rane
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he farmed and operated a sawmill. While John Jervis worked

beside his father to clear land, cut timber, and run logs

through the family sawmill, he provided himself with a

very practical knowledge of labor, materials and mechanics
that would be of much use later in his life. Jervis himself

never underestimated the value of the hard toil he had

undertaken in Rane•s rugged envira:iment. Later, when he
was in a position to hire young men aspiring to become
civil engineers, he displayed a marked preference for

aspirants raised in the country. He preferred the sons of
farmers over the sons of "influential men in the city.11 7

Timothy and Phebe Jervis belonged to the Congrega

tional Church in Rane, a church aligned with calvinist

theology. The parents were anxious for their children to
receive a good education in the proper life of a Christian,

so John Jervis, like his six brothers and sisters, read

his Bible and New England primer and developed a life-long
interest in man's relationship to his God. :In Jervis' case,
this interest went far beyond any intellectual or spiritual
curiosity. He integrated his religion, his life and his

work. Jervis trusted in God, but he believed that a "proper

trust in God does not exclude the means God has provided

for our use. :It rather inculcates prudence and energy in

conforming to • • • His Canmands.11 8 His religion freed him

to act, to build, and to strive for success, but all the

while John Jervis tried to act in a moral, sober, dedicated
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and responsible manner. When Jervis was 81 years old

and wrote on the attributes of a good engineer, he made
apparent the influence of his moral philosophy:

A true engineer, first of all, considers
his duties as a trust, and directs his
�hole energies to discharge the trust,
with all the solemnity of a judge on the
bench. He is so imnersed in his profes
sion, that he has no occasion to seek
other sources of amusements, and is
therefore always at his post. 9

His carmon schooling ended at age 15, and John

Jervis, as he grew to adulthood, looked forward to a

life that was much like his father's. He toyed with

learning Latin for a short while; he contemplated various

careers. But at age 22 he was still bane, still. working
the £arm and sawmill. As it turned out, that was the

perfect place for him to be at the time.

Zn 1817 Judge Benjamin Wright, a friend of the Jervis

family, stopped by the house to ask Timothy Jervis for

the use of a few of his men. Wright was embarking upon an
exciting project -- the construction of the Erie Canal
and as Chief Engineer he needed men to clear timber for
a surveying party. John Jervis was luckily in attendance

when Wright visited, and axe in hand he went off to join
a surveying party on the Erie Canal. Eight years later,

when he left the canal, he was one of the foremost gradu

ates of the Erie's "school" of engineering.

Jervis' rise £ran axeman to engineer was meteoric.
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In the SUlll1ler of 1817 he cleared timber �d cut stakes and

pegs for the men routing the canal. In the swmner of 1818

he served as a rod.man. Later that year, having advanced to
becane one of the "men using the instruments," Jervis

conducted levels. During the winter he served as a stone
weigher between Onandaga and Syracuse, and the following
awrmer Benjamin Wright named him resident engineer of the
17-mile stretch of canal running from canastota to Lime
stone Creek. In truth, John Jervis had not proven himself

an engineer by 1819, but at least for the first time he

attained the title. That was one fortunate aspect of the
Brie project -- there were so few qualified civil engineers

in America that a hard-working, inquisitive beginner, quick
to learn, was also quick to be given greater responsibili
ties. These responsibilities in turn presented new prob

lems to solve, new knowledge to be acquired, and new

opportunities for advancement. As long as a young, ambi
tious prospect did not falter, his upward mobility was
almost unlimited.
By the time Jervis left the Erie Canal in 1825, he
had indeed earned the title of "civil engineer." He had
learned to survey, run levels, draw maps and profiles. He
had learned how to manage construction and repair opera
tions and to provide cost estimates for work to be done.

Jervis had constantly studied the work done by the men
above him, so that whenever an opportunity came for
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advancement, he was always ready for it. He carefully
studied the plans provided by the office of the Chief
Engineer for locks, wooden aqueducts, waste weirs, and
culverts. All the while he gained more experience and

became more confident of his own abilities. Jervis began
to initiate his own technical designs, and this was a
critical step in his professional developnent:
Bolding strict ideas of discipline, I was
very careful • • • to fully understand and
strictly carry out all directions fran my
superiors • • • • They rarely made complaint
of my operations but often gave me encourag
ing words, implying satisfaction with the
direction I had exercised. As time went on,
and I had become more familiar with the wants
of such works, I gradually began to criticize
the plans, being careful to keep my own coun
sel until I had fully matured my views in
every particular.lo
On the Erie Canal, Jervis learned most of his engi
neering in the field. It was a practical education, de
signed to improve his canpetence in solving real and
imnediate problems. But the young engineer did not slight
the academic side of his profession. To supplement his
field lessons, he started building a collection of tech
nical literature that he continued to augment throughout
his life. Jervis was not content with learning a new skill
simply by imitating his peers or by relying on his own
ingenuity. He began to read. He studied surveying and
drawing, mathematics, mechanics, mill-wrighting, carpentry,
architecture, hydraulics, and natural philosophy.11 In 1830,
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in a letter to Professor James Renwick at Colwnbia College,
he faulted those early American engineers, even the "most
eminent" ones, who had not done the same:
:In the profession generally, there is
doubtless a great deficiency in scien
tific knowledge. This in great measure
may be attributed to the limited educa
tion of a large portion of those who were
early admitted to subordinate stations in
the parties of engineers, and who by their
application becaning familiar with the
Ordinary duties and the plans of construc
tion pursued on the work in which they were
engaged, were considered.engineers, without
ever having made much inquiry into the
reasons or principles of what they had been
doing or its applicability to other situ
ations. 1 2
After serving for two years as a supervising engineer
en an operating SO-mile stretch of the Erie, Jervis left
the canal in March, 1825. In his own words, he was "an
engineer seeking new fields of occupation," and he "looked
to new enterprises.11 13 Jervis wanted to further his own

education and to elevate hie status within the profession
by becaning ·involved in a new and different project. In
doing so he was following a canmon patt_ern for early civil
engineers in this country. The best engineers sought out
the most difficult and challenging work they could get,
and after canpleting that work they quickly moved on to
yet another project.
Benjamin Wright, who hired Jervis as an axeman in 1817,
hired him as his principal assistant engineer on the Dela
ware and Hudson Canal in 1825. Although he was second in
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command of the Delaware and Hudson, Jervis organized its
engineering department and superintended the work because
Wright, busy working on several projects at once, was
largely a Chief Engineer in absentia. Wright maintained
final authority, but Jervis routed the canal and prepared
its plans and specifications. When Wright resigned his
position in 1827, the canal canpany appointed Jervis, for
the first time in his career, as Chief Engineer.
Xn the spring of 1830 Jervis resigned his position
on the Delaware and Hudson to become Chief Engineer for the
Mohawk and Hudson Railway. :In 1833 he returned to canal
building as Chief Engineer for the Chenango Canal, which
ran 98 miles fran Utica to Binghamton, New York. While
working on the Chenango he also served as a consultant on
the proposed enlargement of the Erie Canal, and when New
York State began the enlargement in 1836 Jervis served as
Chief Engineer on the Erie's eastern division. Jervis,
however, did not work long on the new Erie project. On
September 27, 1836 he accepted the position of Chief
Engineer for the Croton Aqueduct.14 The Water Carmissioners
terminated Douglass on October 11, and Jervis took over
nine days later. Xf Douglass had been too academic, lacking
in experience and in the confidence necessary to erect the
Croton Aqueduct, John Jervis suffered from none of these
ills. He took command in a very literal sense, and within
just a few days the project was his. Xn 1842, when describing
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the first flow of Croton water into Manhattan's distrib
uting reservoir, one of Jervis' subordinate engineers

wrote that "our Chief Engineer arranged his corps and made

his movements with all the circumspection and tact of a

Napoleon.• Fayette B. Tower's remark aptly underscored

Jervis' daninant role in building the aqueduct, and Tower

intended no pejorative. He also described the Chief Engi

neer as "a man of so much worth" who had shown him "so

much kindness. 11 15

When Jervis asswned command of the aqueduct's engi
neering department, everyone felt a high level of anxiety.

The Water Camuissioners were anxious to begin construc
tion immediately, but Jervis successfully checked their

impatience and earned a needed delay until the following
spring. Because winter was almost upon them, even if they
contracted for work, virtually no construction could go

forth until the return of favorable weather. And because

Douglass had produced few if any final plans for the aque
duct's structures, no specifications detailing how the work

was to be done, and no contract fonns, the engineers simply
could not prepare themselves for construction until after

the winter. Actually, even if Douglass had left canplete
plans for the aqueduct, Jervis still would have pressed

for delaying contracts and construction until the following
spring. He 'NOuld have insisted upon fully evaluating those

plans before any contractors started work.
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Because of their caiflicts with Douglass, the Water

Callnissioners were also anxious to define the proper work
ing relationship between themselves and their Chief Engi

neer. They sought "perfect harmony and confidence" between

the two parties. After discussing the subject with Jervis,

on November 19 the Board passed a resolution which delin

eated the Chief Engineer's many responsibilities, and which
at the same time made it clear that he did not head an
·autonanous department. 16 Jervis was to recanmend applicants
for engineering positions, and he vas to supervise all

of his department's work -- but the Camnissioners main
tained final authority in all matters relating to the

engineers. Jervis was responsible for preparing all maps,
drawings, and working plans, and for selecting materials

and establishing standards of worJananship - but all of his

plans were subject to review. After the plans were prepared

and approved, Jervis was to write the contract forms and
to assist the Board in.the letting of contracts. once con

tracts were let, it was "under the immediate inspection and
control of the Chief Engineer" to see that they were faith

fully performed -- but the Camnissioners, not the engineers,
served as final judge in any contractual disputes.

The resolution made several other points. It set the
Chief Engineer's salary at $5,000 per year and recanmended
that he "enforce a reasonable and just discipline" within

his department. It informed Jervis that all engineering
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drawings "must be plain and without ornamental painting,"

and that in most instances the engineers themselves would

pay for needed surveying instruments. Jervis agreed with

this last point, believing that "It is no doubt most proper
that Engineers should furnish their own instrwnents. This
arrangement is most canpatible with the proper dignity

and character of the profession.11 17 Jervis, in fact, agreed

with all the points in the resolution, but he noted that
the Camnissioners had made an important anission:

In deciding on the plans that may be pro

posed by the Chief Engineer, while the

Conlnissioners should have the right to
make such modifications as to them appear
necessary and proper, it should be con
sidered in the right of the engineer to
decline a superintendence if in his opinion,
the mode determined on by the Commissioners
is unsafe, or such as would in his opinion,
be hazardous to his reputation as an engineer. 18
Jervis recognized the politics of the situation; the

Board of Water Carmissioners had the final decision on all

important matters relating to the design and construction
of the Croton AqUeduct. Yet Jervis was the engineer, and
he naturally wanted the Board to approve his plans with
a minimwn of debate or interference. So to strengthen
his own position, Jervis held out a trwnp card. If

the Board interfered with the engineering of the aqueduct

in a significant way, he would.disclaim responsibility for

the Board's decisions and perhaps even resign his position -

a move which would greatly embarrass the Commissioners who
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had already gone through one Chief Engineer.
If the Water Conmissioners were anxious upon Jervis'

arrival, so were the subordinate engineers he inherited

fran Douglass. Their Chief had been fired, and their own

positions were certainly suspec;t. They knew a potential
conflict existed with the new Chief _Engineer, who might
chose to fill their positions with hand-picked men. But

Jervis avoided this conflict. As the work progressed and

he required more engineers, Jervis did employ several men

who had worked for him before. In the spring of 1837 he
brought Peter Hastie to the project as a resident engineer,
and he hired Edward Tracy as an assistant engineer. Both

men had worked under Jervis on the Chenango canal. Late
'in 1837 Horatio Allen joined Jervis as his principal
assistant1 previously he had served with Jervis on the
Delaware and Hudson Canal. Jervis also hired his younger
brother, William, as a resident engineer, and James

Renwick, Jr., the son of a professional acquaintance,
as an assistant engineer.19 But even though he brought

in a number of his own men, Jervis tried to avoid "wound
ing the feelings or disappointing the expectations" of the
men hired by Douglass.20 He conducted no purge. and several

of Douglass• men, particularly Edmund French and Henry

T. Anthony, served well under Jervis for the duration of
the project.

Jervis quickly relieved his subordinates of any feel-
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ings of job insecurity, but at the same time he let them
know in no uncertain terms that a new man was in charge
who had strong opinions about how a professional engineer
should conduct his blsiness. On November 10 he wrote H. T.
Anthony that:
'l'he work on which we are engaged is a
highly important one, and demands steady
devotion of purpose in all its important
agents; and I confidently expect your
cordial cooperation in every measure de
signed to give energetic supervision and
efficiency to its blsiness concerns.
Jervis then went on to note that Anthony's engineering
party started work too late in the mornings:
The days are short, and to make much
progress in field work it is indispensable to have an !mprovement of their early
hours. This remark is made, not that I
have the least doubt of your industry and
application -- but because I have observed
the parties canmence at a later hour in the
morning than has been usual in the operations
J: have heretofore conducted.
On the same day Jervis wrote Anthony, he also

wrote Edmund French. He asked French to canpile an inven
tory of the drafting and surveying equipment in his Sing
Sing office (see Appendices J: and II), and he instructed
French to:
Have Pitcher, bowls, glasses, candlesticks,
etc. properly cleaned and set up and the
instruments and table so arranged as to
admit of being kept in order. Remove from
the office articles that do not belong to
it and which only pranote confusion. Allow
no one to derange the order of the office,
or to remove papers of any kind without
direction. Allow no smoking and no play of
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any kind in the office. :In all respects let
it be strictly a place of business.21

Several months later, Jervis wrote a general circular
to his resident engineers, which included both Anthony
and French. By this time there was no need to chide them

for late starts or to imply that their offices were unkempt.

He spoke of the Croton Aqueduct in terms of professional
success and ambition:

:In the work you have undertaken, great
vigilance, discrimination and firmness in
the prosecution of its several duties, are
indispensable to its successful accanplish
ment • • • • It may be viewed, not only as
involving great responsibility, but as highly
exciting to professio�l ambition, and without
the strong motive of ambition, no important
member of the Department can be expected to 2 2
be eminently useful in its accomplishment.

While Jervis infused his assistants with an energy

and dedication to match his own, he also collected the
information he needed to design the aqueduct. Beginning
on October 20 and working into early November, he first
assayed the
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miles of line located in Westchester County

by Major Douglass. Jervis walked the line, accanpanied at

times by both assistant engineers and Water Canmissioners.

At the head of the aqueduct he approved of the most recent
plan for a 40-foot dam on the Croton. He thought that its
proposed location "at the Bluff rock" below Garretson•s
Mill was "probably a good one,• although the dam might
advantageously be moved "a short distance further down

the river.11 23 As Jervis examined the center line staked
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fran the dam to Yonkers, he noted the positions of the
numbered station markers placed every 50 feet. He thought
that between stations 76 and 90 •the line may be improved,"
and that between 172 and 205 •it may be improved by laying
5 to 10 feet north.11 24 On the basis of this impressionistic
examination, conducted without the aid of instruments,
Jervis came to believe that the Douglass line, although
imperfect, was in the main well-placed. Still.he might
have significantly altered the aqueduct's route in a few
locations. if tbe Water Ccmnissioners. hoping to expedite
matters, had not urged him to follov the Douglass line
closely. They already had the land maps of that line and
were proceeding to obtain the needed right-of-way by
appraisement.25
After examining the line, Jervis returned to his New
York City office with a good appreciation of the techni
cal problems posed by the envircmment. The problems were
numerous and canplex. He saw that in Westchester sane 16
tunnels were required, ranging fran 160 to over 1200 feet
in length: that 25 streams crossed the line at a depth of
fran 12 to 70 feet below the aqueduct's grade: and that
over 100 culverts were needed to carry streams and the
wash of the countryside away from the conduit. Yet despite
the canplexity of the problems, Jervis evinced no doubts
about his ability to solve them. With the assistance of his
engineers, he unhesitatingly continued to gather the diverse

data that he needed.
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On instructions from the Chief Engineer, Edmund French

prepared a map and profile of the line fran the Croton to
Tarrytown.26 The profile showed Jervis the relationship
between the aqueduct's grade line and natural ground

levels. Jervis could see just where embankments or

bridges were needed to cross valleys, and just how tall
the structures had to be. He could see each rise in the
ground that required a tunnel or excavation. French also
prepared transverse sections showing the steepness of the

hills that the line ran alongside of. Using these sections,
the Chief Engineer could devise a system of protection
walls to guard the aqueduct against erosion and slides.

Finally, French provided Jervis with geological data.

Be sank shafts every 220 yards along the route and recorded
the types of soil and rock which he encountered before

reaching grade.

Jervis instructed H. T. Anthony to check the aque

duct's line from Tarrytown to the Harlem River and to

reset any stakes vandal}zed by Westchester residents un

happy with New York City's intrusion into their danain.27

While Anthony and French were busy with their tasks, T. J.
Cermichael, an architectural draftsman, traveled the line

between the dam and Tarrytown in search of local stone

quarries. Most of the stone near the line was gneiss, a

metamorphic rock whose mineral constituents -- canbinations
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of feldspar, hornblende, mica and quartz -- were arranged
in layers. Because of its stratification and the structural
instability of sane of its minerals, most of this gneiss
was "not likely to be very durable when saturated with
water and still less so when exposed to freezing and
thawing.11 28 Sane of the gneiss, however, was less strati
fied and canposed principally of feldspar. This gneiss,
called "bastard granite," was a more durable stone, suit
able even for bridge construction and other heavy work.
The best stone in the region was true granite, but it was
available fran only a few isolated quarries. Fortunately,
the largest granite qo.iarry was located on the northern side
of the Croton, only two miles fran the site of the dam.
Carmichael provided Jervis with descriptions of all the
quarries and sent him a large nwnber of stone specimens.
Be also reported on coves along the Hudson where contractors
might be able to get clean sand for mortar.
While his subordinates gathered infor:mation in the
field, in November and early December Jervis prepared for
design work by compiling his own data on local labor and
materials costs.29 How much would contractors have to pay
for a bushel of quick lime or hydraulic lime? For a bushel
of sand? For 1000 hard bricks? How much would it cost to
hanlner dress a cubic yard of stone for an arch? What was
the going rate for a bricklayer and tender?·While he

es

gathered all this data and began piecing it together to
fa.on the Croton Aqueduct, in the Chief Engineer's mind
two large concerns dominated all the small details. First,
he was very much aware of the fact that he was not build
ing just another railway or canal. These things could
occasionally break down. Canals could breech and rail
ways could stop running, but such aggravations, in the
end, were usually not all that serious. The aqueduct,
however, was another matter entirely. :It was literally
to become a life line for the city of New York, and the
life line had to be durable, pennanent, and constant.
Jervis was very much aware of the Roman aqueducts, aware
of the fact that many of them had functioned for centuries.
He felt that the Croton Aqueduct, too, had to be built
not just for now, but for ages to cane.
The second daninant concern was the fact that Jervis,
as he said himself, had no pattern to follow:
The enterprise of the Croton Aqueduct was
an improvement for which there was no
specific experience in this country or
hardly any in modern times. It was hydraulic,
and in this respect resembled canals: but it
had no parallel in canals. In short, it pre
sented at that time many features that had
no specific guide from experience in this
country. JO
The very newness of this large work, and the fact
that it was to be the longest modern aqueduct in the
wor1d, running across an especially difficult terrain in
a harsh climate, demanded that Jervis be innovative in hie
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design. But Jervis was never entirely comfortable in the
innovator's role. Although he was very ambitious and fully

realized that any new, daring structures that he built

would enhance his reputation* he also realized that in
novation was a risk. While a success would signal progress
to his

career and his profession, he had to weigh

that

success against the possibility of a time-consuming and
expensive failure. Jervis was not daring, and he was not

a trial-and-error engineer. When designing an innovative
structure he steadfastly sought support from theories
based on •well established and thoroughly analyzed facts,"
and fran engineering precedents which at least in part
appeared applicable to his task at hand.31 So when the

Chief Engineer, a conservative innovator, began in late

December, 1836 to design the multi-million dollar Croton

Aqueduct, he "did not hesitate to avail • • • Lfii.msel;.7
of

any hint of infonnation that • • :

fnrv

could obtain

from any source that pranised to be useful for the work."

•originality," he later wrote, was "regarded as subservient
32
to success. 11
Jervis drew upon his background of almost
twenty years in engineering. He drew upon the unfinished

work of his predecessor. And he scoured the literature for
help. He borrowed civil engineering practices fran here
and there, filtered them through his own philosophy of

design, calculated their costs, and arrived at a plan which
was his personal amalgam of theory, practice, and economy.
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CHAPTER FOUR
In the winter of 1836-37, John Jervis did not have the
luxury of time. He did not have time to turn ideas over and
over at his leisure, or time to design the Croton Aqueduct
all at once. He had to let contracts the following spring,
but he could not possibly ready the entire line by then.
So althoggh Jervis envisioned the aqueduct as a system
whose parts had to function harmoniously, he designed it
piece-meal, starting with the structures along the BlJ-mile
stretch of the line fran the dam to just below Sing-Sing.
He decided to put that part of the aqueduct under contract
first, and then worry about the rest.
Jervis took each engineering design through a steP-by
step process. First he imagined a structure: he formulated
a menta1 template of its physical characteristics. In many
instances his practical experience and his familiarity with
engineering problems stood him in good stead, and·an image
came easily.to mind. Another image, of a more difficult and
canplex structure, came only with more coaxing. But in
either case, as rapidly as possible Jervis translated his
mental template into a pencilled drawing showing a structure's
size and shape. Working from the drawing, the Chief Engineer,
or one of his assistants, canputed volumes -- the quantity,
usually the cubic yardage, of each different material in the
90
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structure -- and fran the volumes Jervis computed cost.
Assuming that he was satisfied with the structural
merits and the estimated cost of a given design, he next
reported it to the Board of Water Commissioners. If the
Board approved his plan, then Jervis prepared it for a
contractor's use. While his draftsmen and assistant engi
neers inked sets of final working drawings, the Chief
wrote a specification detailing how the work was to be
done.
Jervis worked first on the general cross-section of
the aqueduct's masonry conduit. He briefly considered the
feasibility of a "double aqueduct" whose side-by-side chan
nels shared a canmon inside wall.1 Jervis liked the concept
of twin conduits because it lessened the threat of any long
interruption in the delivery of water to New York. If one
channel breeched or failed, or if it had to be shut down
for inspection, minor repairs or cleaning, the other side
could maintain service. But he dismissed a double aqueduct
on the basis of-economics. Its promise of greater constancy
did not canpensate for the fact t}:lat it would cost much more
than a single conduit, such as the last one proposed by
Major Douglass. (Plate �II.)
Douglass had been on the right track with his "horse
shoe" conduit, but Jervis saw roan for considerable improve
ment. In particulat:, he felt that the structure's exterior
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poorly matched the physical demands to be placed upon it,
because Douglass had squandered material on the conduit's
top and skimped on the bottau. The aqueduct was to be free
flowing and gravity-fed. Water would not flow under pressure
or fill the entire conduit. An air space would always exist
between the water and the roofing arch. Consequently, this
arch did not require a 9reat thickness to resist internal
pressures: it was simply a roof which would be covered with
three or four feet of earth to protect the conduit £ran
frost.2 Nevertheless, Douglass intended to carry courses
of stone up and over the brick top arch. Figured at 20 cents
per cubic foot, Jervis estimated that this reinforcement
would cost $12,000 per mile, or approximately $500,000 over
the aqueduct's entire run. Since Jervis believed this expen
sive reinforcement was superfluous, he anitted it. Yet at
the same time he added material where Douglass had skimped.
Douglass• last design showed no foundation running all the
way across the bottan of the caiduit, the part that would
have to bear up under a load of water weighing 62.5 pounds
per cubic foot. Jervis felt that the aqueduct was most
likely to fail at the juncture of the bot tan and the side
walls, so he added a concrete foundation, 3 inches thick
under the sides, and 6 inches thick under the inverted
arch, uto give greater, and what I deem necessary security
to this part of the structure.11 3

If Jervis had not been engineering such a long aqueduct,
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he might have stopped after making the above two changes in
the conduit. He continued to modify the structure because
"in view of the great amount fof masonry required, a
small difference in the facility of construction should

not be disregarded.11 4 These modifications are shown in

Plate IX, a drawing which accompanied Jervis' first design
report subnitted to the Water Canmissioners on December 23,
1836.

Figures land 3 represent the Douglass conduit, minus

the stone courses going over the top, and plus the concrete
foundation. The two figures are identical in their dimensions
and shape, but show different modes of constructing the
side walls, which could be faced with stone or hard brick.
Figures 2and 4 represent the conduit design which Jervis
preferred.
As shown, Jervis retained the horse-shoe shape: the
bottan formed by an inverted arch of brick: 5 the sloped,
flat sides1 and the brick top arch. But he altered some
important dimensions. Notably, he increased the chord line
of the inverted arch from 6 feet to 6 feet 9 inches, and
he reduced the vertical rise of the sides while changing
their inside batter or slope fran 1 in 6 to 1 in 12. These
changes opened up the conduit's interior, further reduced
the masonry in the structure, and made the conduit, because
its sides were closer to vertical, slightly easier to build.
In econanic terms, Jervis estimated that the plans on the
left would cost $94,350 per mile, while his preferred plan

PLATE DC

Plan for Masonry Conduit Prefereed by Jervis, 1836.
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would run $93,900 per mile.6
Jervis was concerned with more than just the geanetry
and cost of the conduitr he bad to assure himself that it
would deliver the desired amount of water to New York. In
order to gain this assurance, he turned to water-discharge
formulae developed by contributors to the study of hydraulics,
men such as Bossut, Dubuat, Prony, Eytelwein, Langsdorf
and Robison. Jervis had John Robison•s 4-volume � System g!
Mechanical Philoeophy, and he often consulted this wide
ranging work because he considered Robison "a writer on

Mechanical Philosophy of high authority and great practical
uaefulness.11 7 In order to study the other authors• works

on hydraulics, such as Eytelwein's Handbuch � Mechanik
fester Korper und Hydraulic (1801), the Chief Engineer
resorted to sumnaries or translations published in English,
because he had never been schooled in German or French.8
One such sunmary, Charles

s.

Storrow•s Treatise .!:m �

� .!.Q!: Conveying� Distributing Supplies of Water, was
published in Boston in 1835, just in time for consultation
on the Croton project. Storrow•s book contained several
water-discharge formulae, sane of which were also available
to Jervis in Olinthus Gregory's Mathematics for Practical
� (London, 1825), in Thanas Tredgold's Tracts .2!l Hydraulics
(London, 1826), and in the 1832 edition of the Edinburgh
Encyclopaedia.9 Using formulae developed by Robison, Prony,
Etylwein and Langsdorf, Jervis calculated that water in
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his preferred conduit, when running at capacity, would
flow with a velocity of 1.725 feet per second, meaning that
New York could expect a maximum delivery of 60 million
gallons per day.10

u.s.

When the Water COl'llllissioners reviewed Jervis• first
design report, they were pleased with his ability to pare
the conduit's cost without sacrificing its structural
integrity. They were not so pleased, however, with one of
the materials he chose to use throughout the structure.
Because the "constant and successful operation" of the
conduit depended on a durable and impervious bond between
its parts, Jervis had recarmended that all cement, grout
and concrete be made with hydraulic lime. This material
cost almost twice as much as the more common quick lime,
but Jervis believed the aqueduct called for its greater
convenience and especially its durability. Unlike mortar
made with quick lime, hydraulic mortar set quickly in a
variety of environments: dry, damp, or even underwater. And
once it set, hydraulic mortar was much less likely to be
leached or washed out by water.
American civil engineers had been using hydraulic lime
for almost 20 years, ever since Canvass White began using
it when he served-as principal assistant engineer on the
Erie Canal.11 Yet because of its cost, engineers had tended
to use it sparingly. They generally used hydraulic mortar
only in the face of a structure, where it was constantly
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exposed to water. Behind the face, or in the backing, they
resorted to less expensive quick lime, or to quick lime
mixed with a small percentage of hydraulic lime. Jervis
had often followed this very practice when building canals,
but in the case of the conduit, he thought that any resort
to quick lime was an exercise in false economy. The Chief
Engineer was unwilling to gamble on a cheaper material that
might cause a disasterous breech, if it failed to harden
properly. Jervis leaned towards "the opinion of some engi
neers, that in very heavy walls in damp places, pure quick
lime will never obtain a good set." To substanti�t;e this
opinion, he cited the case of a 30-year-old canal lock
which had been constructed with quick lime. When workers
had taken the lock down, "t:he mortar in the backing was
found to have made no set of consequence.• So although it
meant an additional expense of approximately one-quarter
of a million dollars, Jervis strongly recaimended the
exclusive use of hydraulic lime:
The most of my time for near/l:yJ twenty years,
has been employed on hydraulic works, where it
has been considered important to lay all masonry
exposed to contact with water, as requiring par
ticular pennanence, in hydraulic cement. In
reviewing those works, not one of them appears
to me, to have required in so eminent a degree,
the use -0f an entire hydraulic cement, as the
work under consideration.12
Because of this recarmendation, Jervis' first design
report one� again raised the question of the balance of
power between the Water Camnissioners and the Chief Engineer.
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Douglass had intended to use quick lime in the backing of
the conduit, and sane of the Corrmissioners, including two
who were builders, also believed that quick lime would
suffice. Jervis, in several discussions with the Commis
sioners, continued to argue to no avail that the additional
expense was necessary to secure impervious, durable masonry.
Since the technical merits of hydraulic lime did not sway
the Commisaioners, Jervis changed his tack. He played his
trump card, the one he reserved only for a time when the
Board significantly interfered with his work. In effect,
he threatened to eml>arrass the.Canmissioners. If they
decided to use quick lime, he would place his technical
expertise and professional reputation in opposition to
their decision. The new tack worked:
After exhausting what I had to say, and seeing
no prospect of the board agreeing to my views,
I said to them that I could not consent to the
use of quick lime in any part of the masonry.
It was no doubt a cheaper material but did not
appear to me as affording the best security for
the work, and if the board insisted on its use,
they must assume the responsibility of the
measure. This closed the discussion, and the
board inmediately adopted the specifications
in full. 1 3
In a sense, both Jervis and the Water Commissioners
benefited £ran this early confrontation over the use of
quick lime. Instead of creating friction, it delineated
their respective and valid interests. Unlike Boss Tweed's
cronies, who 25 or 30 years later would buy patronage and
fill their own coffers with money syphoned from public
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projects, the Water Comnissioners truly held their positions
as a public trust. They actively sought to protect the pub
lic's interest by checking the aqueduct's cost; they wanted
the best aqueduct they could get for the least amount of
money. Unfortunately, even by December 1836 the Commis

41' million
14
dollars for the work had been absurdly low.
They could
sioners feared that their 1835 estimate of

see that Jervis was estimating materials costs at much
higher rates than Douglass ever had, and they could see
that land costs were going to run much higher than expected,
because of the growing opposition of Westchester land
owners to the aqueduct.15 Westchester residents resented
the city's intrusion into their danain and protested that
it was unconstitutional for New York City to take their
lands by appraisement. Conseqently, the city would be paying
high prices for land, hoping at the same time to buy peace
with its northern neighbors. As the Camnissioners saw the
probable cost of the aqueduct escalate, they became more
determined to check its cost wherever possible.16 Their
frugal stance on quick lime, then, served to impress upon
Jervis the need for cost-cutting measures. At the same time,
Jervis impressed the Commissioners with his professional
pride and integrity, and he earned frau them a deference
which they had never paid his predecessor.
On December 27, 1836, just four days after subnitting
his conduit plan, Jervis presented a second design report
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to the Canmissioners which explained how he intended to
carry the con�uit along hillsides and across low areas.17

Where the aqueduct ran along the slopes adjoining the Croton
and Hudson Rivers, Jervis proposed the type of construction

ahown in Plate X. This plan incorporated three means of

protecting the conduit £ran eroaion and slides. First, the

Chief Engineer seated the structure securely in the hillside,
effecting "a lodgement that may not be disturbed." Where

the aqueduct's grade line ran sufficiently below ground

level, this was no problem. Jervis simply buried the conduit

in the hill, as shown in the two views of the left. Where
the grade line placed the conduit above ground level, he

had to take more stringent precautions. :rn these locations
he placed the conduit on a beavy foundation wall made of
atone which he sunk far enough into the hill to achieve a

firm footing.

To further protect the conduit's stance, Jervis planned

to erect a supportive embankment on its downhill side. A
stone protection wall, "well settled in the hill at its
foot," rested on earthen fill as it leaned into the conduit.

Jervis chose this mixed construction, instead of an embank

ment made entirely of earth, because the stone facing

offered much greater protection £ran erosion. Also, because
the stone protection wall could stand at a steep angle, it

allowed for a narrower embanlanent. An earthen embankment,

of necessity graded at a gentler slope, would have extended

PLATE X

General Plan for Constructing the Aqueduct on Hillsides.
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much further·down the hill.

As a third means of protecting the conduit on aide

slopes, Jervis guarded against heavy rains and the water

that might course down a hill and Wldercut the masonry.
Where he buried the conduit in a hillside, he proposed

simply to carry the water over its top in a paved channel.

Where the conduit protruded from a hill, the problem was

more critical and called for the construction of strategic
ally placed "drop-well" culverts to collect water and chan
nel it Wlder the aqueduct. This type of culvert, made of

well-hamnered masonry laid in hydraulic cement, is shown
in Plate xx.

After dealing with the structural problems posed by

aide slopes, Jervis dealt with the question of "passing

ravines, or grounds that fall below the grade line of the

Aqueduct.11 18 The Chief Engineer anticipated that four

aqueduct bridges would be required along the entire route
to pass the conduit over particularly wide or deep valleys.

These four bridges would be needed over the "kill" or brook

in Sing-Sing, over Mill River in Sleepy Hollow near Tarry

town, over the Harlem River, and, once on the island, over

Manhattan Valley. Of the four, only Sing-Sing Kill merited
pranpt attention, because ·it alone fell within the first

8li miles of the line. Still, because an aqueduct bridge

posed special problems, Jervis deferred discussion of his
plan for Sing-Sing until he could prepa�e a special �eport
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dealing exclusively with the bridge there. For the time
being he concerned himself with the developnent cf a
general embanlanent plan to be implemented at numerous
valleys.
In his 1835 consultant's report, Major Douglass pro
posed a way of carrying the conduit across shallow valleys.
He suggested supporting it on a mowid of rubb\e stone
dumped into the valleys as fill:
In embanlanents • • • it is proposed to con
struct the work • • • by foil!ling as a fowi
dation, immediately under the base of the
conduit • • • , a mowid of solid stone • •
• • this material being fowid in sufficient
abundance everywhere on the line, and form
ing in this way, as the writer has occasion
to experience in similar situations, a cheap
and very safe foundation. The residue of the
embanlanent after the conduit is built, is then
to be formed to the necessary height and width,
with good gravel or loam, on the slopes of
which, in situations requiring enclosure, live
hedges, of a proper kind, �Y be profitably
end tastefully cultivated.I
John Jervis, like Douglass, had an admirable respect for
nature. He delighted in the rigors of field work and reveled
in "wild surroundings" that would someday yield a new canal
or aqueduct. Nevertheless, when it came to designing em
banlanents, Jervis thought more highly of stone protection
walls than he did of tastefully cultivated hedges "of a
proper kind." As in the case of the conduit's design, Jervis
thought that his predecessor's embanlanent plan needed con
siderable improvement.20
Besides rejecting live hedges, John Jervis rejected
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the idea of building the conduit on a mound of stone simply
dumped into place. The mound might slide or settle unevenly,
creating cracks in the masonry. In lieu of Douglass• approach,
Jervis conceived on an embanJanent design very similar to
his plan for supporting the aqueduct on hillsides. (See
Plate XII.) Jervis placed the conduit on a trapezoidal wall
canposed:
of large stones laid in a rough but canpact
manner, the interstices between the stone/"�,
and to level up the courses, to be filled
with fine broken stone, so as to give finn
ness and stability to the work. 21
While this foundation wall, laid without mortar, was more
expensive than the mound of rubble stone proposed by Doug
lass, it appeared to offer much more security for the con
duit, and at the same time it was less expensive than
another plan which Jervis had considered. over the aqueduct's
entire run, the Chief Engineer believed that a foundation
wall laid dry would cost sane half-million dollars less
than a wall "built of solid hydraulic masonry." 22 Since
his foundation wall contained no mortar, it did require
a heavy earthen embanJanent on both sides to assure that
it "kept in plaae." If the height of the embanJanent demanded
it, the earth, in turn, was to be kept in place by a stone
protection wall.
The aqueduct which ran along hillsides needed protection
fran heavy rains, and so did the aqueduct which crossed a
valley on an embanJanent. Even in those valleys which were

PLATE
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FOONDM'ION WALL, flanked by earth Embanlanents and stone
protection walls. This mode of construction was adopted
aloog a total of six miles of the aqueduct's run.
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normally dry, Jervis believed that culverts were needed

to carry potential flood waters under and away from the
line. In�� second design report, the Chief Engineer

· proposed a system of standardized culverts. These culverts
ranged
£ran 2 to
12 feet wide. They had inverted arches
.
.
on·the bottan, vertical side walls, and arch84 tops.23
(See Plate Xl:II.) Once his engineering department had
canpleted plans for the standard culverts, Jervis could
choose one of a proper· size for a given valley, and con
venieat:ly plug· the structure into the line.

No standard culvert would suffice at Sing-Sing. The

kill, or brook, that ran through the village was small, but
over the centuries it had carved a substantial valley for

itself. When Major Douglass first proposed the Hudson River
route, he recognized Sing-Sing Kill as one of the major
obstacles GD the way to Manhattan. Consequ8lltly, when he
ran the line through Sing-Sing he took particular care
to seek out the easiest passage across the valley. Still,
he left Jervis with the problem of carrying the aqueduct

across a depression 536 feet wide which bottomed out at

a depth of slightly over 70 feet below grade. And Jervis

faced more than natural obstacles at Sing-Sing; he faced

man-made ones as well. As it crossed the Yalley the aque
duct's line intersected two village roads which the Chief
Engineer had no

authority to move. Conseqently, he had to

design a crossing that would accanmodate them. The line ran
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Isanetric view of typica1 masonry culvert. Well over 100
of these structures were required along the line.
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almost perpendicularly to the first road and passed it
shortly after entering the valley. This road posed no

significant problems: Jervis spanned it with a relatively
small viaduct arch. The second road, however, was situated
in a "peculiar manner," as Jervis called it.24 The road

crossed Sing-Sing Kill on a wooden bridge as it ran to a

small water-powered mill. The aqueduct's line intersected
this road at a sharp angle right over the deepest part of
the valley -- and right over the road's wooden bridge.

Jervis' structure, then, had to span an already existing

bridge. :It also had to contend with yet another man-made
obstacle - Mr. Sing's house, located between the two

roads. The line passed right behind the residence and cut
it off fran tha owner's garden. On May 25, 1836, the State
Legislature had passed an act which anticipated this sort

of wifortunate situation. The act protected the rights of

property owners such as Mr. Sing. It required New York City
to:

erect and sustain convenient passes across

or under the aqueduct whenever said aqueduct

shall intersect the land in said county of

Westchester, belonging to an individual, or
individuals, for the farming and other pur
poses of the land thus intersected. 25

:It is not known if gardening constituted a form of farming,
or if it more properly fitted the category of an "other

purpose." Regardless, in crossing Sing-Sing Kill the Chief
Engineer had to make sure that Mr. Sing retained his free
and easy passage between house and garden.
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After considering the diverse problems posed by this
valley, on February 8, 1837 Jervis presented the Water Com
missioners with a "Report of Sing-Sing Kill AqUeduct Bridge."
Although he referred to the entire 536-foot-long structure
as a bridge, for the greatest part of its length a solid
stone wall, laid in cement, lrUpported the conduit. Where
this wall intersected the first road, Jervis called for
a low arch spanning 2.0 feet, the arch to be built slightly
askew since the road and the wall did not quite meet at
right angles. After passing the first road, the wall con
tinued for sane 120 feet, its facade broken only by a small
arch for Mr. Sing, before it encounted the second road and
its wooden bridge. To pass these obstacles, Jervis specified
an impressive aqueduct bridge with a single elliptical
arch which spanned 80 feet: the Wlderside of the arch
stood nearly 70 feet above the stream's bed. At the termi
nation of the bridge, Jervis again camienced the solid wall
and carried it approximately 190 feet to canplete the crossing.

Jervis exhibited considerable ambivilance towards this
design. If the aqueduct's line had not passed so near Mr.
Sing•s house, he probably would have thrown a wide embank
ment across most of the valley, instead of the narrow, solid
wall. And in particular, if the line had not crossed the
second road in such a "peculiar manner," he would have
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shunned the aqueduct bridge, with its high, wide arch, in
favor of one or two large culverts placed under the embank
ment to straddle S.ing-Sing Kill. The challenge of building
the bridge excited the Chief Engineer, who fully realized
that well-executed bridges were status symbols among
civil engineers. They were baubles to delight one's peers.
Yet he would have aYoided this bridge, if he could have,
for two reasons: cost and stability. Its large masonry
arch was expensive because it required extremely good stone
that bad to be cut and fitted precisely. But an even greater
liability, the one paramount in Jervis• mind, was the sus
ceptibility of the large arch to structural deterioration,
if any of the water under transport should leak into the
masonry and then freeze. He feared that in New York's cli
mate, "leakage amounting to only a sweating of the arch
atone in the bridge masonry would tend to disintegrate
even the most durable stone.11 26
Jervis informed the Water Cormdssioners that many
aqueduct bridges had exhibited this tendency, beginning
with ancient Ranan structures which had been built in a
climate much milder than New York's:
:It may be observed that even in ROOle, that
portions of their aqueducts, which are ele
vated on bridges of masonry, have often
required extensive repairs • • • , and those
portions of the Roman aqueducts, which have
stood, undisturbed, the test of time, are
placed underground, and therefore, not
exposed to material atmospheric changes.
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English aqueduct bridges, too, had suffered:
In the stone aqueducts for the English
canals they fonnerly adopted the plan of
lining the inside with well puddled earth.
This earth was found to heave by frost, and
this produced the same derangement in the
masonry as had been experienced when the
masonry only was depended upon. It was not
infrequently the case that a portion of the
masonry in a few years required to be sup
ported by strong bars of iron, or taken
down and rebuilt.
As for aqueduct bridges in the United States, Jervis
found them "quite too leaky, to pranise the durability
required in the Croton Aqueduct." The Little Falls Aque
duct on the Erie Canal, for example, had been in service
only 1 2 years before exhibiting "decided marks of injury
fran frost.11 27

Forewarned of the danger of leakage and frost, the
Chief Engineer sought means of protecting the masonry in
the Sing-Sing Kill Aqueduct Bridge. The first step, of
course, was to try to make the conduit water-tight. Jervis
searched the literature and discovered that Thanas Telford,
•an eminent English engineer," had placed a cast iron
floor in an aqueduct bridge on the Ellesmere Canal, and
thirty years later "the aqueduct was tight, and in all
respects appeared in good condition." Following Telford's
lead, engineers on the Glasgow and Union Canal had lined
three aqueduct bridges with cast iron on the bottan and
aides. and these structures, too, escaped injury from
frost. Citing these precedents, Jervis wrote the Canmis-
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sioners:
After much reflection I have cane to the
conclusion, that the aqueduct over heavy
arches, after being made of the best hy
draulic masonry, shouid be lined with cast
iron, made impervious to water. 28
The Chief Engineer's lining, made of plates five
eigths of an inch thick, went between layers of brick
on the sides and bottan of the condait.29 These plates
offered the best·known protection against leakage, but
what if they failed? Jervis felt he had to build for
such a contingency, so he provided a means for any leakage
to drain out of the struct1,1re before it could do any harm.
If the conduit leaked, the water that ran down the arch
barrel would be carried outside the structure by small
copper pipes. on top of thia measure, the Chief Engineer
u»ok one other very significant step to protect and
preserve the large arch above Sing-Sing Kill. He reduced
its superincumbent mass, believing that the less load the
arch supported, the longer it would last. In the case of
the Sing-Sing Kill Bridge, its deck - the masonry conduit,
lined with cast iron, filled w ith water, and topped with
earth - would place a heavy load on the arch, an inescap

able load that Jervis could not reduce. He could, however,
reduce the dead-load imposed by that part of the bridge
which supported the deck and carried its load down to the
arch. In most masonry bridges of the period, builders
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used an earth or rubble fill to support the deck.JO Jervis

chose not to follow this practice. Instead of totally fill

ing the space bounded by the arch barrel, the exterior span

drel walls and the deck, he supported the deck on a series

of interior spandrel walls, tied together with cross-walls.

By leaving large spaces between the walls, and by leaving

hollow spaces in the walls themselves, he significantly
reduced the dead-load on the arch.31

At Sing-Sing, man-made obstacles posed serious prob

lems for the Chief Engineer. Fortunately, when he turned

to designing Croton Dam such obstacles were dispensed with.
The Water Canmissioners purchased all properties, including
small mills, that would be flooded by the reservoir, and

they received permission from the State Legialature to

1D01Fe a road and a bridge that were in the way. Jervis, then,

did not have to warp the dam's design to protect any exist
ing structures. But he did have to contend with formidable
natural obstacles.

Jervis had no time to survey the entire Croton River

in search of the best site for a dam: he had to make do

with the stretch of river just below Garretson• s Mill that

Douglass and the Water Canmissioners had selected. Douglass

had tentatively marked an exact spot for the dam with a

wooden stake. Although he was not bound to build pred,sely
on the spot his predecessor had selected, Jervis was restrict
ed to locating the dam sanewhere along this short stretch,
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where the Croton contracted to a width on only 120 feet.
Here water ran at a depth of 4 to 10 feet, and a stone
bluff bordered the southem bank of the river. From the
base of this bluff, a gneiss shelf ran under the river for
a short distance before giving way to a gravelly bed. On
the Croton•s northern bank, a sand table, rising three
feet above the river, ran BO feet before intersecting a
sandy hill that rose at a 45-degree angle.
The Chief Engineer did not object to the idea of
building a tall dam in this environment, because it would
create a doubly useful reservoir. Besides storing some
600 million gallons that could be drawn from in dry seasons,
the reservoir would purify the stilled water before it
entered the aqueduct, by allowing its impurities to settle
out. These benefits, Jervis thought, were "a sufficient
inducement to encounter the difficulty and expense of a
high dam." Still, as he considered the problems of building
a connecting structure between the stone bluff and the
sandy hill, he worried. It was one thing to build a dam
across the Croton; it was another matter entirely to
build a dam that would last and last. As usual, the
Chief Engineer's main concern was durability:
In the case under ca1sideration, it is
inadmissable to contemplate even extensive
repairs, and much less a renewal that would
aonswne sane months, and consequently suspend
the supply of water from the aqueduct during
that time.32
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Because of the dam's height and the demand for perma

nence, Jervis dismissed the idea of timber construction;

the over-flow weir had to be of masonry. Masonry dams,

however, were by no means immune to failure. A tall

masonry dam required an exceptionally good foundation,

preferably bed-rock, to support the masonry wnen it re

ceived the impact of falling water. Here was the engineer's
greatest problem: neither he nor Douglass had been able
to �nd a line of solid rock going clear across the valley.

Under directions from Jervis, in November and early Decem
ber Edmund French had tried once again to find such a

line by boring into the river's bed. But French had met

with no success before severe weather halted his efforts,
and he could not resume the work until the next sU11111er
brought both warm weather and low water. But Jervis, under

pressure to put the head of the line under contract, could

not wait for another examination. He had to design Croton
Dam working with information already on hand, and that
information told him that only the extreme southern side

of the Croton Valley lent itself to a masonry structure.

Jervis decided to run the masonry dam's southern abutment

right'into the stone bluff, and if necessary he would cut

the bluff down to provide roan for the weir. Since he would
not risk carrying the masonry beyond the gneiss shelf and

onto gravel, he had to close the remainder of the valley

with a massive earthen dam (or emban1anent), 15 feet taller
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than the over-flow weir. The sloped embanJanent, constructed
over wooden piers and backed by a heavy stone wall, would

be secure as long as water never passed over it. Jervis
studied the extent of previous floods along the Croton,

and he convinced himself that this would never happen. The

masonry weir would discharge any flood waters fast enough

to prevent them from rising over the top of the embanJanent.33
Jervis first reported his plan for Croton Dam to the
Water Caxmissioners on February 13, 1837. He described a

masonry dam whose main wall, in profile, took the dimensions

and shape shown in Plate XIV, Figure 1.34 The Chief Engineer
intended to lay this wall so that when viewed £ran the top,

it would appear as a segment of a circle. The wall curved
eight feet into the reservoir while i{8nning between two
abutments 100 feet apart, measured on the curve's chord

line. Jervis recamnended that a 10-foot-thick wall of

impervious, puddled earth Ca compacted mixture of clay,
loam, and gravel) be worked into place against the dam's
upstream face to protect its masonry from the deleterious
effects of constant contact with water. The offsets, or
steps, on this aide of the dam were a convenient means of

reducing the thickness of the main wall as it rose, and
they also served "to check the water that will seek a

passage between the masonry and the fpuddlegl earth. " To

further protect the upstream face, Jervis planned to cover
the puddled earth with a fore-embanlanent, a "triangular
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body of gravelly earth," graded at a slope of four horizontal to one vertical.
While Jervis was concerned with the stability of the
dam's upstream side, he was even more concerned with its
downstream face. The Chief Engineer believed that water
passing over the weir represented "by far the most serious
source of danger to the permanent stability of the work."
For one thing, .t he water would wear down the granite face
stone and wash out its mortar. Secondly, the falling water
might undercut the structure by tearing away at the dam's
gneiss foundation. Jervis documented this danger by citing
the history of the Fort Edwards Dam built across the
Hudson River. Water passing that dam fell perpendicularly
onto the river's slate bed, and in only twelve years it
had "taken rock of several. tons weight and moved it, creating
a chasm Ll.O to 20 feet deepJ below the dam.• To protect his
dam from the destructive force of falling water, Jervis
beveled the downstream face. The slope of one horizontal
to six vertical diminished the water's effec;t by preventing
it from falling perpendicularly over the weir. Xn addition
to this measure, he planned for an apron:
that will receive the force of the falling
water, and materially destroy its power,
and throw its remaining action so far be
yond the base of the dam, as to produce
no injury. 35
With this apron in place, water could not abrade the back
of the dam, because it would not cane in contact with it.
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Instead of running over the masonry, it would run over
replaceable wooden planks afixed to the masonry. And the
water could not tear away at the dam's foundation, because
instead of impacting directly on the bed-rock at the toe
of the dam, it would strike on top of heavy, interlocking
timber cribs, filled with rubble stone and covered with
thick planks.
Zn deciding on how much masonry to put into Croton
Dam, to give it the requisite strength to stand against
the river and its floods, Jervis apparently did not rely
on any sophisticated computations or formulae. He relied
an an engineering rule of thumb:
J:f we were to erect a wall of the most sub
stantial masonry, to stand alone against a
column of equal height of water, it would
require a thickness equal /tq/ half its
height to resist the pressure. The same to
sustain a bank of ordinary earth, would
require by the most approved rules, two
fifths (2/5) of its height. 36
To raise the Croton River 40 feet, Jervis bad to build a
dam whose main wall was SO feet tall, measured from its
lowest foundation to the top of the weir. According to the
J:Ule of thumb, the wall required an average thickness of
half its height, or 25 feet, in order to stand safely
against an equal column of water. :In order to stand against
dry earth, the wall woul.d have required a lesser thickness
of two-fifths of its height, or 20 feet. But in fact Jervis•
wall had to stand against a "compound" pressure because of
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the £ore-embankment. J:t had to stand aga:inst both earth
and water:
The earth embankment • • • /on the dam's
upstream sid� will be calculated to pre
vent the water from acting against itr but
this earth, by becaning saturated with water,
will from that circumstance act with more
power fthan dry, ordinary eartli7 to over
turn or move the wall.37
To stand against the £ore-embankment saturated with
water, the rule of thumb instructed Jervis to build a
main wall greater than 20, and less than 25 feet wide.
The Chief Engineer called for a wall 30 feet wide at
the base and 10 feet wide across the top. This wall
had an average thickness of just 20 feet, so it was some
what deficient in masonry. But Jervis did not intend to
lay the wall in a straight line, as the rule of thumb
presupposed. He planned to lay it along a curve, so the
wall would function like an arch under a canpressive load.
Jervis substituted the curve for a thicker wall, and he
assured the Camdssioners that the curve would render
the dam "perfectly secure against every contingency of
pressure."
Despite his own assurance that the dam's design was
structurally sound, Jervis was apparently dissatisfied
with it. A month or two after subnitting it, he wrote up
the specifications for Croton Dam, and the specifications
called £or a main wall having the profile shown in Plate
XJ:V, Figure 2.38 This second design shared sane important
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features with the first. It maintained the height of SO
feet and length of 100 feet, the fore-emban1anent, and the
downstream apron. Yet in other respects it was very dif
ferent.
The changes the Chief Engineer made in the dam's
design signified the depth of his concern over what
water passing over the structure could do to its foun
dation. Jervis obviously came to believe that water
cascading over the first dam was not going to be thrown
back far enough from the bulk of the masonry, or sufficiently
slowed in its descent. Consequently, he changed the slope
of the downstream face

to

1� horizontal to 1 vertical.

Besides throwing the water further downstream, this
change greatly incr�ased the amount of masonry in the dam.
To partially offset this increase Jervis atlitted the
steps on the upstream·face and planned to lay that side
of the wall plumb. Yet even with the atlission of the
steps, the weight of masonry in the wall was now so great
that JeJrVis could lay it in a straight line. The curve
was no longer needed.
The dam's main wall ran between two masonry abutments.
The northern abutment securely connected with the earthen
emban1anent that closed off the remainder of the valley.
Jervis located a waste gate in this abutment, 20 feet below
the top of the dam. In the event that men needed to work on
the top or back of the dam, this gate could be opened to
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lower the reservoir's water level, so that the men could
proceed without fear of water passing over the weir. The

Chief Engineer designed the southern abutment to serve as

one of the two walls which enclosed the entrance to the

aqueduct, or its gateway. If placed precisely on the aque
duct's grade line, the floor of this 20-foot-wide channel

would have been 8 feet 5 inches below the top of the dam.

But Jervis decided to sink t:.he gateway's floor to 10
feet below the weir, so that during a drought, when the

water level in the reservoir fell, the aqueduct could
continue to draw water for a ionger period of time.39
Even when the reservoir was full, the sunken entrance

would have its purpose: to keep leaves, branches and other
floating debris fran entering the aqueduct. As another

guard against debris (and fish}, Jervis located a timber
screen at the head of the gateway.

After flowing into the gateway, water had to pass

through two sets of vertical gates before entering the

conduit. The wooden guard gates composing the first set

were normally open. They vouJ.d be closedJonly_ when it was
necessary to shut of the water canpletely, so that men

could inspect or repair the second set of gates. These

10 cast iron regulating gates, 18 inches wide and 3 feet
tall, were normally open. By adjusting them up and down,
a gate-keeper could control or regulate the amount of
water allowed into the conduit. The Chief Engineer
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sheltered the guard and regulating gates in a small "stone
house" next to the dam. Even in the design of this gate
house, Jervis exhibited his concern for the safety of the
aqueduct. In this instance, he protected it £ran intruders:
The windows to be secured by a grating of
iron �Olis, let in and leaded to the caps and
sills. The doors to be • • • made of narrow
pine plank tongued and grooved, and lined
with boards, and well hung with suitable
fixtures and locks, to render it secure
against improper approach. 40
While Jervis was busy designing and redesigning Croton
Dam, he finished the other plans needed for the first part
of the aqueduct. In numerous places its grade line passed
beneath ground level, so on February 16 Jervis reported
a plan for excavations and tunnels.41 This report dealt
with the size and shape of open cuts in earth and rock, and
tunnel cuts through rock.42 Where it was necessary to exca
vate earth to get down to grade line, Jervis required con
tractors to prepare trenches, 13 feet wide on the bottom,
with sides carrying a slope of 3 vertical to 2 horizontal.
In arriving at this plan for trenching, Jervis took three
considerations into account. First, he did not want con
tractors to dig trenches that were any larger than neces
sary, because they were going to get paid for the cubic
yardage of earth which they removed. Secondly, although
the trenches were not to be too large, they also could
not be too small. They had to provide adequate working
space for the men laying the conduit. Thirdly, the Chief
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Engineer had to protect the men and the conduit fran

sliding or collapsing earth. Jervis thought that most

earth would stand safely at his prescribed slope, but he
recognized that "tender or wet" earth might require

trenches whose sides were inclined further fran the verti
cal. In some instances, contractors might even have to

shore up their trenches with timbers. But the engineering

department, not the contractors, would specify any changes
fran the slope of 3 to 2. If a contractor chose on his own

to dig a broader trench, he would not receive any payment

for his extra labor. Jervis placed similar size and shape
restrictions on the other types of cuts.

On February 25, the Chief Engineer presented the Water

Camtissioners with his last design report prior to the

letting of contracts. For sane time he had worried about
the need to ventilate the aqueduct. Whenever water was
let into the catduit, or whenever the water's flow might
be blocked suddenly by an obstruction, he wanted to prevent
the air in the conduit from becaning trapped and pressur
ized. Whenever the conduit was emptied, he wanted air to
fill the space previously occupied by water, so that no

vacuwn formed. He also wanted to maintain the freshness of
the water under transport.43 It seemed to Jervis that
ventilators would serve all these ends. Unfortunately, he

did not know how many ventilators were needed to do these
jobs effectively.
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Jervis turned to the literature for an answer, and
in this instance the literature failed him. Robert Stuart's
Dictionary of Architecture gave 120 feet as the proper dis
tance between ventilators; Peter Nicholson's Architectural
and Engineering Dictionary said 240 feet; and John Leslie,
in Elements of Natural Philosophy, wrote that ventilators
should be 600 feet apart.44 Besides reading these technical
works, Jervis studied an unlikely source of information on
ven�ilators, a book called Sketches of Turkey, written by
•An American." Jervis read faily extensively in history,
and he also read some of the popular travel books of the
period, noting their descriptions of old and new civil
engineering projects aroWld the world. In this travel book
he was quite taken by the anonymous author's description
of ventilators, or "Hydraulic obelisks," used on an aque
'duct rWlning to Constantinople. The source, however, did
not solve his problem. It provided yet another contradictory
answer; the "Hydraulic obelisks" were placed 300 to 500
yards apart.
Since Jervis was unable to find "any definitive rule"
regarding ventilators, he devised his own solution. He
began with the premise that the spacings recommended in the
literature had been adopted on successful aqueducts. Because
the aqueducts had been successful, the various authors
asswued their ventilator spacings were correct, "without
considering that Lven�ilator� might have been sufficient
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at a greater distance." Working fran this premise, and
wanting to avoid the expense of superfluous ventilato�s,
Jervis solved his problem in a most pragmatic way, with
sane assistance fran Stephen Allen. He "guesstimated" that
one ventilator per mile would suffice, but to be on the
safe side he adopted an idea suggested by Allen. He left
regular ventilator openings in the top arch of the conduit
at quarter-mile intervals. These openings, covered with a
removeable flagstone and earth, would "afford a convenient
facility for erecting more ventilators, if experience should
indicate their necessity or advantage." 45 As it turned out,

the Chief Engineer's "guesstimation" was a good one; one
ventilator per mile proved sufficient.
Jervis suggested that two out of every three ventila
tors take the form shown in Plate XV, Figures 9 and 10. He
made these hollow stone "cylinders" tall enough to make it
difficult for anyone to throw or drop things into the aque
duct, and to thwart such mischief he also placed an iron
grating over each opening. Every third ventilator was
to be a larger, dual-purpose structure after the plan
shown in Plate XV, Figures 7 and 8. Jervis dubbed this
an "entrance ventilator." Air could pass in and out of the
conduit through an entrance ventilator, and so could
authorized persons, through a "door of close double batten
oak, well riveted • • • , and secured with proper iron

PLATE XV
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Waste Weirs and Ventilators.
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hangings, clasp, staples, and lock." Jervis made clear to
the Water Canmissioners his reasons for building these
entrance ventilators:
'l'he plan of construction and the great free
dan of the waters of the Croton £ran all
earthy matter, renders it probable that re
pairs or the removal of earthy deposit will
rarely be necessary. Still, it is not bo
be expected a hydraulic work of such extent
will be entirely freed from such liability,
and it would be inexpedient to construct it
on a plan, that did not admit convenient
entrance at suitable intervals. A ventilator
and an entrance may be advantageously constructed together, and I have therefore
prepared a plan to effect the double purpose. 46
While his entrance ventilators served two purposes,
the waste weirs which Jervis discussed in his February
25 report served three. 'l'hese waate weirs, after the plan
shown in Plate xv, Figures 1 through 6, initially resulted
fran the Chief Engineer's concern over the need for an
efficient means of draining and refilling the aqueduct. He
recognized that if the gates at the dam were left as the
only means of regulating the water's flow, then whenever
the water was stopped, New York would lose its running
water supply for t o long a time. To demonstrate the
utility of the waste ...airs (Jervis placed six of them
along the line), assume that the aqueduct is completed,
and the conduit across Sing-Sing Kill Bridge needs repair.
Instead of sending a messenger all the way to the dam to
stop the water, men enter a waste weir just a quarter-mile
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above the bridge. Inside this structure, the conduit has

no roofing arch, and two waste gates are set into the

conduit's altered side wall. The men drop wooden stop planks

across the conduit and open the gates, thereby diverting

the water into a culvert which drains or wastes it into

a nearby stream. Since the waste weir is so near the part
of the aqueduct needing repair, workers can begin their
task almost at once; they do not have to wait for a long

colwnn of water to pass them by. When the repairs are

canpleted, men remove the stop planks and close the waste
gates. The water again flows towards New York, starting
frau a point much closer to the city than the gates at the

dam.

The waste weirs functioned primarily to stop and
divert the water in the conduit, but because they had
openings to the outside, they also functioned as venti
lators. Wherever there was a waste weir, no regular
ventilator was needed for a mile on either side of it.
Finally, the waste weirs provided a means of autanatically
spilling surplus water. Jervis recognized that the gate

keepers at Croton Dam might "sanetimes neglect their duty"

and allow too much water to enter the conduit.47 Consequently,
he thought it best "to make every reasonable provision to

mitigate the injurious influences of such neglect." Within
the waste weirs, Jervis set the normally closed waste gates
0
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in masonry that served as a side wall for the conduit
a side wall which rose only 5 feet 9 inches above the

conduit's lowest point. The water in the aqueduct, if it

exceeded a depth of 5 feet 9 inches, passed over this wall,
fell into a well, and then ran off in a culvert. Jervis

believed that for many years New York would not require
any moee water than the aqueduct could deliver at this
maximum depth. When it did require more water, the height
of the side wall could be raised by adding wooden flash

boards.
Three days after suhuitting his report on ventilators
and waste weirs, John Jervis foanally reported to the

Water Camdssioners that:

Plans for all the work required from the

head of the Croton Aqueduct to the State
Parm at Sing-Sing have now been subnitted. 48
'1'he initial design work was canplete, but Jervis and his

engineers still had a great deal of work ahead of them be
fore construction could begin. And, a• always, they had to
hurry. On the same day he reported that all needed plans
had been suhuitted, the Chief Engineer and the Water Can

missioners placed notices in four New York City newspapers,
and in Albany, Utica, Hartford and Philadelphia papers.
The notices advised that the process of letting contracts
for work on the Croton Aqueduct would begin on April 10,
49
1837.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Because he had laid off two-thirds of his engineering
department for the winter, including all of the axemen and
rodmen, and several of the lesser-skilled assistant engi
neers, John Jervis had only five men to assist him in
letting contracts. Edmund French and M.

o.

Davidson worked

out of an office in Sing-Sing. In the New York office,
Henry Anthony, A. B. Lansing and T. J. Carmichael labored
beside the Chief Engineer. None of the men wanted for work.
In order to let contracts, Jervis split the aqueduct's
long line into manageable units.1 By the end of January he
had decided to cut the line into four "divisions," each
roughly 10 miles long, and he subdivided these into "sec
tions," generally four- to five-tenths of a mile long,
which contractors bid on. Under this plan, the line be
tween the dam and Sing-Sing became the aqueduct's 1st
Division, which Jervis cut into 23 sections. The sections
did not have arbitrary boundaries; the Chief Engineer
arranged them in a manner "most convenient for the prose
cution of the work." Jervis took particular care to see
that the boundary between any two sections did not cut
across a major structure. He did not want two different
contractors to be responsible for constructing opposite
ends of a tunnel, bridge, or tall embankment.
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Zn Sing-Sing, French and Davidson busily prepared a
special map a�d profile of the l�t Division that contractors
could study while ?reparing their proposals for work. Jer

vis informed his two assistants that the map should delin
eate the boundaries of the 23 sections, and that:
On each section, there should be a brief
description of the soil on the line, of
quarries of stone in the vacinity, and
any other circumstances that may not be 2
apparent on viewing the map and profile.
Contractors, of course, would be interested in the acces
sibility of the various sections, so French and Davidson
located on the map all public and private roads that
intersected or passed near the line. In doing this work,
they learned that some sections were not very accessible
at all, so Edmund French began negotiating with land owners
for the right to build temporary roads across their proper
ties.
In the New York office, Anthony, Lansing and Carmi
chael spent much of their time at drafting tables, pre
paring final sets of working drawings. When they were not
drawing, they were busy "making detailed calculations of
the several kinds of work" to be found in each section.
Using their plans, geological reports, and a profile of
the line, they estimated the total amount of earth and
stone to be excavated; the cubic yardage of stone to be
laid in foundation walls, protection walls, and culverts;
the amount of earth needed for embanlanents and backfilling;
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the cubic yardage of brick and stone needed for the con
duit's interior, and so on. Jervis, meanwhile, prepared
written specifications to supplement the information
contained in the working drawings. Besides describing
structures -- giving their materials, dimensions, and
shapes -- the specifications established certain con
struction procedures which contractors would have to
follow. To cover the lat Division, Jervis wrote three
specifications: one for general work, one for Croton
Dam, and one for Sing-Sing Kill Aqueduct Bridge. In his
�-page "SPECIFICATIONS of the manner of constructing the
general work for the Croton Aqueduct," Jervis distilled
a number of his design reports suJ::mitted to the Water
Callnissioners. The Chief Engineer instructed contractors
as to how the following types of work would be done:
grubbing and clearing timber
excavating in earth and rock
tunnelling in earth and rock
laying masonry for culverts
laying foundation walls
embanking earth
laying protection walls
laying masonry for the conduit
back-filling
constructing ventilators and waste weirs
The general specifications were detailed for their
time. For example, Jervis specified the minimum dimensions
of the stone to be used in different types of work, whether
it was to be laid dry or in hydraulic cement, and whether
it was to be rubble, hamner-dressed, or cut stone. He also
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specified the maximum thickness he would allow in the joints
between stones. A quotation regarding the use of cmment
serves to demonstrate the amount of control which the Chief
Engineer intended to exert over the contractors:
Cement -- To be used either in mortar or
grout, shall be composed of the best quality hydraulic lime,.that has not been manu
factured more than two months previous to the
time of using, and clean sharp sand, in such
proportions, and made in such manner, as may
be required by the said Engineer. J:f sand is
not obtained from natural beds or banks of
sufficient purity, it shall be screened and
washed, until all loam, gravel, or other
improper matter, is wholly removed: and then
dried before it is used. The hydraulic lime
may be inspected at the place of manufactory,
by a person or persons duly authorized by the
said Water Camiissioners. J:t shall be trans
ported £ran the place of manufactory, to the
place where it is to be used, in tight casks,
that will effectually prevent its injury from
water: and no lime shall be used, that has
been wet, or in any way damaged: nor until it
shall bave been tried and approved by the said
Engineer, or sane person under his direction.
To guard against disappointment in the quality
of hydraulic lime, two sheds shall be erected
to protect the casks containing the lime fran
the weather, and the lime used from them alternately, after the said Engineer shall have
ascertained, £ran trial, that the same is good. 3
To go along with the three specifications, Jervis pre
pared three "Proposition" foJ:11\S which contractors filled
out in order to·bid for work.4 These fonns listed each type
of work to be encountered in the 1st Division, and a con
tractor noted on his "Proposition" the rate of canpensation
he required for each type of work on a given section. Assum
ing that a contractor's bid was accepted, his rates of can-
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pensation were incorporated into the "Articles of Agreement•
concluded between the contractor and the Water Camlissioners.
Jervis, apparently with no help £ran a lawyer, wrote
the "Articles of Agreement," and his contract form stipu
lated a great deal more than just the canpensation a con
tractor would receive.5 It required the c.cmtractor to fur
nish all needed materials, which were to be •of a sOWld,
durable and good quality, and approved by the Chief Engi
neer." The contractor could not subcontract any of his
work, except the delivery of materials, and he had to con
struct his section "in the most substantial and worJaaan
like manner" and in strict accordance with the specifi
catims. But if Jervis directed any "alterations in the

faqueduct•til form, dimensia1s, or materials, • the con
tractor was bound to adopt the Chief Engineer's changes.
If a contractor consistently neglected his work, or per
formed it in Nan improper manner," Jervis cou1d certify
this neglect in writing to the Water Carmissioners, and
they, in turn, could declare the contract violated and
abandoned.
Among numerous other provisions, the contract
stipulated that hydraulic masonry, to assure its soundness,
could be laid up only "between the 1st of April and the
15th of October, and at no other season,• unless by the
special permission of the Chief Engineer. Usually, all
the work on a section was to be finished over three working,
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or swmner seasons, and during that time the contractor and
his employees were to remain sober and to interfere as
little as possible with the lives of Westchester Co1U1ty
residents:
No public or private road • • • shall be
obstructed by excavation or otherwise, until
direction shall be given by the said Chief
Engineer to complete the aqueduct across
said road or highway; nor shall any crops of
grain, grass, or vegetables, nor fruit trees,
nor any dwelling-house or other building bn
said line of aqueduct be disturbed, Wlless
by direction of said Bngineer.
And it is further agreed by the said con.tractor,
that
will not allow any person in Lhiru
employ to conmit trespass on the premises in
the vacinity of ./his/ work.

/hrv

And the said contractor further promise/"� and
agree/QJ that Lh� will not •• • give or sell
any ardent spirits to ./his./ worJanen, or any
other person, on or near the line of said aque
duct, or allow any to be brought on the work by
the laborers, or any other person; and will do
all in ./his./ power to disgountenance its use in
the vi.cinity of the work.
On April 10, 1837 the engineering department made
available to contractors the map and profile, the working
drawings, and the specification, proposition and contract
forms covering work on the Croton Aqueduct's 1st Division.
Until April 14, contractors examined these mat�rials in the
New York office. Then they were moved to the Sing-Sing
office, so contractors could conveniently study the aque
duct's line, its plans, and local stone quarries at the same
time. Jervis and his assistants also traveled to Sing-Sing
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in order to answer questions regarding the work.7 Sealed
bids on the sections were originally due on April 24, but
the Chief Engineer extended the deadline to April 26 to:
accOll"lllodate the mechanics of this city fliew
Yor�. whose information on this description
of work, might not be as perfect as those who
were accustomed to the execution of contracts8
on Canals, Railroads, and other large jobs.
'l'here was no lack of interest on the part of contractors:

Jervis received five to eight propositions for each section.
Because tbe contractors did not sul::mit an overall bid for
a section, the engineers had to spend long hours multi
plying and adding in order to evaluate the propositions.
For each section, the engineers had a table listing the
estimated quantity of each of thirty or so different types
of work. 'l'hey took each estimate, multiplied it by the
appropriate rate of compensation required by the contractor,
and then added up all the products to arrive at a total
dollar figure for the section. When all of this arithmetic
was finished, it became clear that although the contractors
were anxious to undertake the work, they were also very
concemed with its novelty, with the high standards of
workmanship demanded by the Chief Engineer, and with the
surprising scarcity of good stone along the line.9 The
bids ran higher than expected.
Jervis prepared a list of all the bids and presented
it to the Water Commissioners. Unfortunately, the Commis
sioners received the bids while the nation was in the midst
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of an econanic panic which had severely depressed the money
market. New York's issue of the first one million dollars
of Water Stock initially had sold well, at rates 12� per
cent

above

par. But the market for Water Stock had collapsed,

and the Carrnissioners found themselves with higher-than
expected bids and with too little money.1 Conseqently,

°

they could not put all of the 1st Divsion under contract.
After consulting with their Chief Engineer, the Camdssion
ers decided to enter into contracts for only 13 of the
division's 23 sections. In each instance they contracted
with the lowest bidder, if he was still willing to under
take the work. Nevertheless, "by the estimate of quantities,
calculated at contract prices," Jervis determined that just
these 13 sections would cost $922,00o.11
Early in May the contractors began erecting workers•
shanties and started opening local quarries. Laborers, far
more than could be used at the start, flooded into the
area, and because other work was so scarce, many of them
offered to work only for their board.12 While the contractors
prepared for work, Jervis brought his engineering department
up to strength. Since he had cut the line into four divi
sions, he organized his engineers into four field teams,
each team or party supervised by a Resident Engineer who
lived and worked on his division. Under each Resident, Jer
vis called for at least one 1st Assistant Engineer, one
2nd Assistant, and "one or two rodmen • • • and one or two
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labourers, as the condition of the worlt

may

require.11 13

Later, when construction sufficiently progressed, as many
as five skilled masons joined each team as inspectors of
masonry. (See "Engineering Department Roster," Appendix III.)
The assistant engineers and laborers laid-off for
the winter returned to work. New recruits, such as Peter
Hastie, James Renwick, Jr. and William Jervis, joined the
department. 1 4 The Chief Engineer named Edmund French the
Resident Engineer for the

1st

Division, and Henry Anthony

assumed the same role for the 2nd, the next to be put under
contract. Since construction on the 3rd and 4th Divisions
would not start for sane time, Jervis temporarily canbined
them under the charge of Peter Hastie. In canpleting the
rosters of the f ield teams, Jervis tried to provide sub
ordinates who were personally acceptable to the Residents.
Be took into account, for example, this request £ran Edmund
French:
:I should be much pleased to have Mr. Churchill
as 1st asst. or Mr. Zabriskie if he would like
to join me. If I could have Wise in place of
Righter I should also be pleased. 15
The Chief Engineer granted considerable authority to
his Resident Engineers. The contract form he had written
stipulated that:
:In the case of the absence or inability to
act, of the said Chief Engineer, the Resident
Engineer having charge of the work embraced
in this contract, shall have, and is hereby
vested with all the powers herein given to
the aforesaid Chief Engineer.
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Since Jervis worked out of his bane base in New York, and
toured the line only every week or two, he left the Resi
dent Engineers in charge of the day-to-day affairs within
their respective divisions. The Chief Engineer made it
clear to them that they were to exercise their full author
ity as managers:
The particular management of your Division
is camdtted to your care, and in whatever
relates to the execution of the works or the
energy, the efficiency, and business-like
deportment of the Engineer department, under
your direction, you must consider yourself
responsible; and the undersigned will not be
wanting in releasing you from any embarrass
ments, that may arise from inattention on the
part of your assistants to your directions.
While it is recamnended to pursue a courteous
deportment and to avoid every reasonable cause
of dissatisfaction on the part of your assis�
tants, it is at the same time urged, that you
do not sacrifice or allow the interest of the
work to suffer, from a delicacy that tends in
the least to insubordination, or delineiuency
in duty. 16
The Resident Engineers• greatest responsibility was
to understand thoroughly the aqueduct's plans and specifi
cations and to quickly check any contractor who deviated
fran them. Jervis provided his Residents with a simple and
efficient means of enforcing the plans and specifications;
he gave them control over the contractors• purse-strings.
Once a month £ran April to October, and once every two
months during the winter, The Resident Engineers provided
Jervis with estimates of the quantities of work done by
the contractors. Jervis forwarded these estimates to the
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Water Canmissia1ers, who paid the contractors accordingly.
Xf a contractor's work was found unsatisfactory, the Resi
dent Engineer admonished him -- and withheld his estimate
witil all errors were corrected.
Xn late April and early May, Edmund French and his
seven or eight member field team, split into two groups,
prepared the 13 sections for ground-breaking. At SO-foot
intervals they carefully conducted levels, noting at each
station how far above or below ground the aqueduct's
grade line ran. They carefully entered this information
in field notebooks, and fran it they calculated the contents
of required excavations or embanJanents.17 Then they set
stakes in the ground marking the extreme breadth of the

trenches and embankments. When this was canpleted on a

section, it was ready to be worked. On May 16, a full two
years after the Water Comnissioners had been authorized
to build the aqueduct, but just seven months after John
Jervis had joined the project, contractors Young & Scott,
working on Section 20, which included the Sing-Sing Kill
Aqueduct Bridge, broke ground on the Croton Aqueduct.18
The engineering department had worked hastily to pre
pare the 1st Division for construction, and it did not
take long for sane problems to develop which were attrib
utable to haste. A controversy quickly arose, for example,
over Croton Dam. Jervis had designed the dam and let a con
tract on it, knowing only that it was to be located sane-
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where along the stretch of bluff rock below Garretson's
Mill. He had not had a specific location for the dam,
because Edmund French's work of sounding the Croton•s
bed had been halted by winter weather. Nevertheless, the
Chief Engineer felt that his plan for the dam confoz:med
well to this general location, and that "the essential
principles of the plan would not be materially changed,

by any probable change of location.11 19 In May, June and
early July, Jervis and French waited for the Croton to fall
so that more of its bed would be exposed for examination.
Finally, on July 31 they chose a specific site for the dam,
one 400 feet downstream fran the site Douglass had staked.
After choosing the dam's exact location, the Chief
Engineer once again redesigned the structure. Perhaps its
•essential principles" remained unchanged, such as the pro
file of the main wall and the use of an apron, but Jervis
did modify the dam a great deal. Bed-rock across the chan
nel proved so scarce, that in order to place the northern
end of the dam on rock, Jervis had to reduce the length
of the weir £rem 100 to 90 feet. He also had to carry
the southern end of the dam so far into the bluff that a
12-foot-thick southern abutment was no longer necessary.
The bluff itself served as a natural abutment, and part
of the bluff, cut down and shaped, also served as part
of the main wal1.2 Finally, stone masons no longer had

°

to lay a gateway for the aqueduct, because a tunnel cut
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through the bluff would serve as the aqueduct's entrance.
The contractors for Croton Dam -- Clark, Strover
and Yates� protested that all these changes were prejudi
cial to their econanic interests. When signing their con
tract, they had expected to lay 13,000 cubic yards of
masonry, at rates of $5.25 per cubic yard of stone in the
main wall and $6.25 in the abutments.21 Because the Chief
Engineer's modifications greatly reduced the masonry in
the dam, the contractors saw that they were going to be
paid far less for their work than they had expected. They
petitioned the Water Canmissioners for redress. If they
could not lay a full 13,000 cubic yards, then they wanted
a higher rate of compensation for each cubic yard which
they did lay. Upon receipt of this petition, the Canmis
aioners requested an opinion from their Chief Engineer,
and they received one which typified his hard-nosed
approach to business. Jervis said that he had told the
contractors, before they sul::mitted their bid, that this
very site for the dam might be adopted and cause sane
changes in the dam's plans. Moreover, they had signed
a contract for the dam which bound them to abide by any
alterations specified by the Chief Engineer. Conseqently,
the contractors were not entitled to any extra canpen
sation. If they maintained their protest, Jervis thought
it would be best simply to declare their contract abandoned
and to re-bid Croton Dam. The Water Commissioners did just
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that. 22
Jervis ran into a similar problem at the site of the
Sing-Sing Kill Bridge. Fran geological data provided by

Edmund French, when Jervis first designed the bridge he

believed the abutments for the elliptical arch would stand

on rock. But when contractors Young & Scott opened the

ground, they discovered that rock was less extensive than
supposed. ::rn order to provide the abutments with the

foundation that he wanted, Jervis had to increase the
23
span of the arch from 80 to 88 feet. (Plate XVIII.) To
assure the stability of this larger arch Jervis changed
its rise from 25 to 33 feet, and he specified the type

of centering, or wooden scaffolding, that Young & Scott
were to use in springing it. Jervis took his centering
£ran the one used in building the Waterloo Bridge in

London. The centering, shown in Plate XIX, worked well.
When the arch stones were laid, and the scaffolding
removed, the Chief Engineer was pleased that the soffit
of the arch settled only half an inch.24
Another problem, an econanic one, arose because of
the unexpected paucity of good stone along the 1st Division.
(This problem showed up later on other parts of the line.)

Jervis wrote the Water Camnissioners that he had inter
preted T. J. Cannichael's report on local quarries too
optimistically:

::rn examining for stone suitable for the
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various kinds of work on the Division
offered for contract, I regret to say we
have not been as successful, as from the
partial examinations of last fall we had
hoped to be. 25
In particular, the engineers and contractors found too
little stone in the region suitable for use in the con
duit's interior, where it would be in constant contact
with water. Because of this scarcity, Jervis had to
abandon the idea of facing the conduit's side walls
with stone and adopt, almost exclusively, sides faced
with •hard blrnt, weather brick, free fran lime." Brick
bad one advantage; it made a smoother wall which presented
less resistance to the flow of water. But this advantage
was slight and did not canpensate for the greater cost
of brick.
Because he could not have the less expensive stone
facing, and because the contractors• bids had run higher

than expected, Jervis decided that he had to reduce the
conduit's cost by paring more materials. In the sunmer
of 1837 be altered the conduit's specifications, giving
it the foz:m seen in Plate XX, Figure 1. While the conduit's
interior dimensions remained the same, Jervis cut the
depth of brick in the bottom and sides from B inches to
4 inches, and he similarly reduced the thickness of the
top arch from 12 to B inches. Altogether, he reduced the
amount of brick per linear foot by 6" cubic feet, and the
amount of stone and concrete by almost 4 cubic feet. Jervis

PLATE XX
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Cross-sections of masonry conduit. Fig. 1: general
section, showing reduction of brickwork. Figure 2:
adopted in open cuts in rock. Fig. 3: form adopted
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earth.
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knew that there was sane risk involved in this paring of
materials, but he was "of the opinion the reduction thus
proposed may with safety be adopted on three quarters of
the line." Certainly the reduction was a significant cost
saver. Be informed the Water Carmissioners that:
At the prices usually paid, this would
make a difference of about half a million
dollars over 35 miles of aqueduct. 26
Between grc:und-breaking and the canpletion of the
aqueduct, the engineering department had to cope not
only with redesign problems, but with a whole range of
problems seemingly inherent in such a large project. Con
tractors encountered difficulty in laying the conduit
across marshy ground: its concrete foundation kept crack
ing. A 60-foot stretch of the roofing arch fell in one
day, for no apparent reason. Careless contractors, blasting
in rock, raised the hackles of Westchester residents whose
hanes were struck by flying debris. Shipnents of hydraulic
cement, upon testing, proved incapable of setting under
water. 27 Contractors protested that the Resident Engineers•
monthly estimates.of canpleted work were too low. The
Resident Engineers protested that sane contractors re
quired constant prodding to make them follow the specifi
cations, and others attempted to back-fill over the masonry
before it could be inspected. This was one practice which
the engineers could not tolerate at all, because, as Jervis
reported to the Water Conunieisioners; a close inspection
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of all the masonry was essential to the aqueduct's suecess:
The works of ordinary masonry are generally
laid up with mortar beds and joints that are
imperfect, having the wall fair on the out
side, and with numerous cavities in the
interior. This method is entirely unfit for
hydraulic masonry: but the workmen becane so
attached to it, that great vigilance is
necessary to obtain that character of work
which is indispensible for the aqueduct
masonry. At first, the contractors and
their worJanen did not appear, in many
instances, to understand the importance or
practicability of complying with the
directions given: this difficulty was sur
mounted, and they were left with no excuse
for imperfect work. But experience has shown,
that if we will have the work properly exe
cuted, there must be no abatement in the
inspection of the materials and worJananship.28
One contractor laid a stretch of conduit on a Sunday,
when no engineers or inspectors of masonry were working.
Upon discovering this, the Resident Engineer insisted that
the work cane down. The contractor appealed to the Board
of Water Camnissioners, stating that the Sunday work had
not been a deliberate attempt to slip anything past the
engineers. Besides, he had not even known that his men
were going to work that Sunday. The Camdssioners sought
out Jervis' opinion, and he backed his Resident Engineer:
the work had to be taken down. The Chief Engineer also
opined that if the contractor's men had indeed done the
work without his knowledge, then instead of looking for
any canpensation fran the Camnissioners, he should sue
his own employees for the cost of the wasted materials.
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While Jervis could force inspection upon the con
tract�rs, neither he nor bis Resident Engineers could
force a code of conduct on the laborers who slept in
shanties after working all day for little money at back

breaking tasks. At the peak of construction, nearly four

thousand men toiled along the line at once. Most were

irish inln.igrants, newly arrived in this country, men who
cared little for a contract which forbade them "ardent
spirits.•

They were a hearty, hungry and thirsty lot. Or,

aa sane Westchester residents characterized them, they
were a noisy, riotous and drunken lot whose members stole
fruits and vegetables and made it "unsafe and imprudent

for a respectable female to walk on, or near, or along"
the aqueduct.29 Although many of the laborers initially
had been glad to find any kind of work at all on the aque

duct, they soon came to chafe at the bit of their difficult

existence, and occasionally they rebelled, interrupting
the work on the line. One such rebellion occured during

the first SW11Der•s construction, as reported in the
Westchester� on August 30, 1837:

The laborers on the New York Aqueduct at
Croton, a few miles above Sing-Sing, made
a strike for higher wages a few days since.
They had received, heretofore, about 70¢
per day, which they found insufficient for
their support. The contractors objecting to
advance their wages, about 300 refused to
work. A few however remained at the lower
rates, which displeasing the others, a
general fight ensued. Infonnation of the
row was cor1111unicated to the inhabitants of
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Sing Sing, where tne military was ordered
out, and several of the citizens armed
themselves and marched to the scene of the
action, but before they arrived there the
laborers had separated, and no further
disturbance took place. Several individuals
were much hurt • • • •
:tn the spring of 18 38, another labor revolt broke
out on Section 15 near Sing-Sing. During the winter, when
there was less work to do and the demand for laborers was
low, the contractor for Section 15 had paid unskilled men
only 6� to 75 cents per day. When the contractor posted
his pay schedule for April, he offered 75 to 81� cents

per day, instead of the 87� to 100 cents than his men
wanted. Denied and angxy, the laborers started marching
north towards Croton Dam, picking up other men along the
way before the magistrates of Mount Pleasant stopped
them.30 At about the same time as this strike, a riot

broke out between the "Corkites" and the "Formanaghs,•
men who came from different counties in Ireland:
The fight was most desperate, resulting
in broken heads, and maimed bodies and
limbs, and eventually in the death of
one of their countr:ymen. 31
The Water Camnissioners did not condemn the laborers
for these outbursts. They condemned the opportunistic
Westchester residents who had first scorned the aqueduct,
and who later converted their fannhouses into taverns.
Despite the contractual ban on liquor, a "love of lucre"
had:
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induced certain individuals, regardless
of the injury inflicted on others, to
open places of resort for the laborers
where this � of � may be obtained,
in any quantity for money. 32
John Jervis joined the Canmissioners in regretting
the easy availability of the "enemy of man" in taverns
along the aqueduct. But while Jervis was religious, he
was neither puritanical nor unrealistic. He had written
a contract which forbade liquor and required contractors
to keep a check on their men, but when taverns and labor
unrest sprang up, he was not surprised. Jervis recognized
that he was a civil, not a social, engineer, and that some
unpleasant realities, auch as wild-cat strikes, could not
be avoided. Put in another way, Jervis was unflappable:
The usual wages now paid is 87� cents per
day for camnon labourers, and 1.50 Dollars
for masons. Controversies between the con
tractors and their men in relation to wages
are very cClllllon on public works, and we
cannot expect to be exempt £ran them on the
line of aqueduct. 33
Despite the problems involved in inaugurating the
construction of the aqueduct, when Jervis reviewed the
first sun:mer•s progress on the 1st Divisia1, he was
pleased. Perhaps_ contractors had not moved as fast as
he would have liked, but the work had gone well:
We have had an opportunity of seeing speci
mens of nearly all the several kinds of work
required for the aqueduct; and after having
given the subject the most careful consid
eration, I see no important variation to
propose • • • in relation to the plans or
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the character of the atructures; and it
affords me great pleasure to say, that I
feel entire confidence in its stability
and permanence, and its efficiency in
answering the great object for which it
is intended.34
The 1st Division, of course, represented only a fraction
of the aqueduct's line. So while Edmund French's engi
neering team had worked the 13 sections there, the rest
of the engineering department had forged ahead with the
work that had to be done on the line from Sing-Sing to
central Manhattan.
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CHAPTER SIX
The engineering department took no break at all after
letting contracts on the 1st Division. Even before ground

was broken there, Jervis turned his attentions towards the

rest of the line, where most of the difficult engineering

problems still lay.

Under the direction of the Chief Engineer, H. T. An
thony's field party worked the 12-mile-long 2nd Division.

They set stakes, located access roads, sampled the soil,

prepared maps and profiles, and estimated the quantities

of different types of work that were needed. Peter Hastie's
team started work on Manhattan. Major Douglass had located
the two reservoirs on the island, but he had never finalized

the line £ran the Harlem River to the reservoirs. Hastie

surveyed the island in search of the best route, one adapted

to natural ground levels and to New York City's street plan,

which had already been drawn up for the northern part of
Manhattan, even though the region was still sparsely
settled:

Mr. Hastie is prosecuting the surveys of the
Island, which on account of the importance of
avoiding, as far as practicable, interference
with the arrangements and grade of streets,
requires a very minute examination. l

Besides working on Manhattan, Hastie's men re-examined the

southern part of Douglass• line in Westchester County. They
altered it a little in a few locations, and then re-staked
165
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its center-line. T. J. carmichael, meanwhile, hired six
temporary laborers, rented three St118ll boats, and started
taking soundings of the Harlem River's bed about a mile
north of HcCanb's Dam, hoping to find a line of rock going
clear across the channel.2
Throughout the summer of 1837, Jervis had several
tasks of his own, besides overseeing the 1st Division.
Although that division's specifications for general work
covered most of the structures needed on the 2nd, 3rd and
4th Divisions, The Chief Engineer still had to prepare
special designs for a number of large structures. Zn prep
aration for this work, he ccmtinued to read ab:lut water
supply systems. Be studied several articles in encyclo
pedias and engi.neering dictionaries. and he read William
Matthew's Hydraulia: �Historical� Descriptive Account

.2! � �-�

S2.!.

London, and � Contrivances

m

Supplying Other Great Cities (London, 1835). To supplement
Bvdraulia, Jervis obtained a series of reports on the
London water works that had been printed by order of the
Bouse of Ccmnons between 1821 and 1834.3
Jervis also sought to familiarize

himself more tho

roughly with hydraulic works on this side of the Atlantic.
Be studied Philadelphia's Fairmount Works and read some
of the annual reports published by the city's Watering
Camnittee. Be studied articles in Engineer and Architect'!!,
Journal which described the Alexandria Aqueduct Bridge
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being built across the Potanac at Georgetown. When it came
to these American works, Jervis was not content to avail

himself only of the literature. :In May 1837 he visited

Philadelphia and spoke with Frederick Graff, the super

intendent of the Fainnount Works. :In September he person

ally examined the Alexandria Aqueduct Bridge and inter
viewed Captain Turnbull, its engineer.4
:rn studying other works, Jervis was not searching

for a panacea to solve all of the technological problems

which still confronted him. Virtually all the works he

investigated were on the whole far different from the Croton

Aqueduct. Philadelphia, for example, used water-driven
pumping engines, not gravity, to fill its reservoirs,

and the Alexandria Aqueduct Bridge fell along a transpor

·tation canal, not a water-supply system. :In researching

these works, Jervis sought out particular details, small

pieces of technology that he could perhaps transfer to the

Croton Aqueduct. Wherever the Chief Eagineer saw a potential
problem, he sought out a tried and practicable solution.
When be interviewed Captain Turnbull at Georgetown, Jervis
inquired into the system of coffer dams used in bridging

the Potanac, because he had his own large river to cross
the Harlem.5 In Philadelphia, he was interested in the
city's experiences with large iron pipes, because he thought

he might use pipe along certain parts of the line fran the

Harlem River on in. He wanted to discuss tbe relationships
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between water pressure, inside diameter, and wall thickness,
and he wanted to discover just how durable cast iron pipe

really was. In the company of Frederick Graff, he also

examined Philadelphia's reservoirs:

Mr. Graff devoted several hours to expla
nations, and answers to questions, which he
seemed to enjoy as a pleasure and which his
practical familiarity rendered highly inter
esting. 6

By August 8, 1837, Henry Anthony's team had can
pleted preparatory work on the 2nd Division, and the

Water Carmissioners had accumulated sufficient monies to

let additional contracts. The Chief Engineer and the Can

missioners published a notice that the remaining ten sec
tions in the 1st Division, and sections 24 through 53,

canposing all of the 2nd Division, were ready for con

tractors to examine. Jervis accepted proposals until

September S, and again he received a number of bids,

ranging from eight to sixteen, for each section. The Can

missioners let contracts on the remainder of the 1st Divi
sion which amounted to $695,000; the contracts for the

7
twenty sections in the 2nd Division amounted to $1,237,600.

Within the 2nd Division, Mill River, running in Sleepy

Hollow just outside Tarrytown, posed the greatest natural
obstacle. The deep part of the hollow was approximately
300 feet wide, apd Mill River's bed fell 72 feet below

the aqueduct's grade line. Major Douglass had intended to
cross Mill River with a bridge having five arches, each
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arch spanning 70 feet. When Jervis first examined the site,
he also thought a bridge would be needed to span the hollow:
The great elevation of the grade line above
the bottan of the valley, and the fact that
a stone bridge had been proposed /by Doug
lasiv, • • • , had given me an impression in
favor of a bridge. Accordingly, I had a plan
made for a stone bridge, with 5 arches, each
of 60 feet span, and an estimate made of the
probable cost of the work. It appeared probable
that a bridge with 60 feet arches • • • would
be the most econanica1.a
The bridge J�rvis proposed for Mill River is shown in
Plate XXI. The Chief Engineer estimated that this struc
ture would cost $142,700. To test its true econany, he
decided to calculate the approximate cost of a bridge
having six arches with reduced spans of 50 feet. As it
turned out, he thought the second bridge would cost in
the neighborhood of $140,000, or slightly less than the
first. But because he was none too fond of aqueduct bridges
in the first place, Jervis next estimated the cost of
crossingthe hollow with an embanJanant having a double
culvert (two arches of 16 feet) to accamiodate Mill
River. The Chief Engineer arrived at a fi1)Ul;e of only
$97,000 for the embankment, so he dispensed with any and
all plans for a bridge at this site. (To see how Jervis
estimated the costs of these structures, see Appendix IV.)
In two respects, the Chief Engineer little-regretted
his decision to go with an embankment at Mill River. First,
it was significantly cheaper, by sane $43,000. Secondly,
he considered an embankment less difficult to construct

PLATE XXI
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Jervis' Proposed Five-Arch Bridge at Mill River.
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and less susceptible to settlement, frost, and other
Rcontingencies that ultimately may derange, or impair
the unifonn efficiency of the aqueduct." Yet in one respect
Jervis did regret his decision: a bridge would have been
Ra much superior work, in point of architectural beauty.•
One part of Jervis, the pragmatic engineer, wanted an em
bankment for the sake of econany and stability. Another
part of him, the proud engineer-architect, wanted the
esthetic over the utilitarian structure. As almost always
happened on the Croton project, in the case of Mill River
the pragmatic engineer won out, due in part to the fact
that the line crossed Mill River in an isolated spot. Pew
people would ever see the aqueduct here, tucked away in
a wooded Sleepy Hollow:
The location does not appear to me, one
that would justify the extra cost of a
bridge merely to improve the architectural
appearance of the work. 9
Jervis, no doubt for the sake of econany, ultimately
cbose to accamnodate Mill River with a single, 25-foot
culvert under the embanlanent, instead of the double
culvert be had initially envisioned. Mill River CUlvert
is seen in Plate XXII. While this structure was under
construction, it attracted the attention of no less a
luminary than Washington Irving. The aqueduct passed right
by his Sunnyside residence in Westchester, and Irvin� watched
over the work and talked with Henry Anthony and his assis-
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tant engineers. The author used Mill River Culvert as the
subject of a fanciful tale that he spun out in 1840 to a
friend in New York:
We have nothing new in these parts excepting
that there has been the devil to pay of late
in Sleepy Hollow; a circumstance by the bye,
with which you of New York have some concern.
as it is connected with your Croton Aqueduct.
This work traverses a thick wood about the
lower part of the hollow, not far fran the old
Dutch haunted church, and in the heart of the
wood an immense culvert or stone arch is thrown
across the wizard stream of Pocantico L'Mill
Rive�, to support the Aqueduct. As the arch
is unfinished, a colony of Patlanders firish
meill have been encamped about this place all
winter, forming a kind of Patsylvania in the
midst of a "witherness." Now whether it is
that they have heard the old traditionary
stories about the hollow, which, all fanciful
fabling and idle scribbling apart, is really
one of the most haunted places in this part of
of the country; or whether the goblins of the
Hollow, accustaned only to tolerate the neigh
borhood of the old Dutch families have resented
this intrusion into their solitudes by strangers
of an unkDown tongue, certain it is that the
poor paddys have been most grievously harried
for sane time past, by all kind of apparitions.
A wagon road cut through the woods and
leading fran their encampnent past the haunted
church and so on to certain whiskey establish
ments has been especially beset by foul fiends,
and the worthy patlanders on their way bane at
night have beheld misshapen monsters whisking
about their paths, sometimes resembling men,
sanetimes hogs, sanetimes horses, but invari
ably without heads, which shows that they must
be lineal descendents from the old goblin of
the Hollow. These imps of darkness have grown
more and more vexatious in their pranks; some
occasionally tripping up, or knocking down the
unlucky object of their hostility. In a word,
the whole wood has becane such a scene of�
inq fspooking'lJ and diablerie, that the paddys
will not any longer venture out of their shantys
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at night, and a whiskey shop in the neigh
boring village, where they used to hold their
evening gatherings, has been obligued to shut
up for want of custaners. This is a true story
and you may account for it as you please. The
Corporation of your city should look into it,
for if this harrying continues I should not be
surprised if the Paddies, tired of being cut
off fran their whiskey, should entirely abandon
the goblin region of Sleepy Hollow, and the
caapletion of.the Croton Water Works be seri
ously retarded. lo
Happily, no goblins interfered with the Irishmen who
worked on Jewerls Brook Culvert, the second most impres
sive structure in Henry Anthony's division. This struc
ture, located near present-day Irvington, 1712 miles
frau Croton Dam, is shown in section in Plate XXIII.
Jervis engineered Jewells Brook Culvert, which he called
•one of the most arduous undertakings on the line," to
solve three basic problems. First, to maintain the aque
duct's grade line it had to support the base of the con
duit sane 50 feet above �round. Secondly, it had to allow
Jewell& Brook free passage. Thirdly, and to the dismay
of the Chief Engineer, "at beavy expense" it had to span
a country road that could not be relocated.
Zn building this culvert, laborers first cleared all
timber, vegetable matter, and loose, spongy earth fran
the valley's floor. Then they prepared the foundations
for the 6-foot culvert and the 14-foot road arch. When
the culvert and road arch had been turned, they began
laying the dry foundation wall for the conduit. While
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raising that wall, they simultaneously carried up the
contiguous earth embanlanent, flanked with stone. At all
times they kept the embanlanant at least two feet below
the foundation wall, so that inspectors could examine the
manner in which the wall was being laid. When the wall
reached the requisite height, it was capped with a layer
of concrete. Skilled masons then laid the conduit, and
when they were finished, laborers carried earth up and
over the top arch. The stepped, stone buttresses seen at
the base of the embanlanent were not in the original plans.
After some particularly tall embankments had been can
pleted, such as this one and the one at Mill River, Jervis
and his Reaident Engineers recognized that buttresses
were needed to prevent the steep embanlanents fran sliding.
During the winter of 1837-38, whenever the weather
permitted it, contractors along the first 21 miles of the
line continued to work. Although they could lay no hy
draulic masonry, they cleared timber and brush fran the
line, excavated, tWU1eled, built foundation walls, pro
tection walls and embankments, and gathered materials
for the upcoming spring.11 William Jervis, now Resident
Engineer on the 3rd Division, prepared that part of the
line for contract. The 3rd Division included yeh another
large embankment, with culverts and a road arch, for cross
ing the Sawmill River valley at Yonkers. (Plates XXIV and
XXV.) While William Jervis worked on his division, Peter
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Hastie prepared the small portion of the 4th Division
which lay north of Harlem River. John Jervis, meanwhile,
assisted by Horatio Allen, his new Principal Assistant
Engineer, tackled the single most difficult stretch of
the line, running fran the northern bank of the Harlem
River to the Distributing Reservoir in central Manhattan.
T. J. Carmichael had sounded out the Harlem's bed, and
Hastie had routed the line on the island. Now the Chief
Engineer designed the structures which fell along that
line. (Plate XXVI.)
Quite naturally, Jervis started with the problem of
designing a crossing for the Harlem River's valley. The
valley had a breadth of 1450 feet, measured along the
aqueduct's grade line. Measured down frau grade, the valley
fell to a maximum depth of about 150 feet. Along the
valley floor (canposed of bed-rock, boulders, sand and
mud) the Harlem River ran in a channel which ranged from
560 to 620 feet wide, depending on the state of the tides.
At mean tide, the top surface of the river was 118 feet
below grade.
Major Douglass had always intended to maintain the
aqueduct's grade across the Harlem by constructing a high
masonry bridge. John Martineau, on the other hand, while
serving as a consultant in 1834-35, had suggested crossing
the Harlem with a low masonry bridge supporting an inverted
syphon of iron pipes. Ever since they had received Mar-
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tineau•s suggesti�n, the Water Ccxmdssioners had favored
the inverted syphon plan, because it appeared much less
expensive. Nevertheless, near the end of 1837 they.still".
wanted to test the economy of Martineau•s idea, so they
instructed Jervis to provide them with two plans for the

crossing: a high bridge and a low bridge. In compliance

with the Carmissioners' instructions. on December 1 2 Jervis
subnitted his "Report in relation to the Plan for Crossing
Harlem River.11 12 Plate XXVII is an elevation of the high
bridge which Jervis reported. It was to have had sixteen
semi-circular arches supported on piers. Seven of these
piers stood in the river's channel, and the others stood
on table land. The foundations of the river-bed piers
rested 18 to 32 feet beneath the Harlem's surface at
flood tide, and the height of the structure, £ran the
lowest foundation to the top of the parapet walls, mea
sured
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feet.

In deriving this design, the Chief Engineer attempted
to "effectually canbine stability, permanence, symmetry
and econcmy.11 13 For Jervis, canbining these qualities
proved most difficult when selecting the arch spans.
Without question he preferred small masonry arches on
aqueduct bridges; he believed they were easier to construct
and more permanent. Yet in designing this bridge, his
preference for small arches had to yield, at least in
part, to his desire to cross the Harlem with a bridge
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having as few piers as possible. Because of the bridge's
height, the piers would be very costly. Of even greater
concern, a contractor would have a difficult time pre
paring their foundations. On the table land, about half
of the piers would stand easily on rock, but the others
would have to stand on artificial foundations, on wooden
piles driven deeply into sand and capped with concrete.
Founding the river-bed piers would prove even more diffi
cult. Jervis anticipated that all of the river piers would
stand on rock, but in a sense that was small consolation.
To reach the rock, a contractor would have to erect a
$13,000 or $14,000 coffer dam for each pier, evacuate
up to 32 feet of water fran within the dam, and then remove
a heavy layer of mud or sand from the river's bottau.
To demonstrate the feasibility of sinking piers in
the Harlem River, Jervis informed the Water Commissioners
that:
Works of this kind have recently been ac
canplished in this country. The rail road
bridge over the Schuylkill, near Philadel
phia, has one of its piers on a hydraulic
foundation of 29 feet deep; and the founda
tions of several of the piers • • • for the
Potana.c Aqueduct, have been put down in 28
to 35 feet foV water, under the direction
of Capt. Turnbull, of the u. s. Engineers,
which shows the practicability of executing
such works.
But after assuring the Water Commissioners of the prac
ticability

of sinking piers in a deep river, Jervis

immediately added a word of caution. It was a feasible

...
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task, all right, but one fraught with uncertainties:
at the same time, a history of their pro
gress also shows that there is much contin
gency in their execution, and we are thereby
admonished to make large estimates for similar
work. 14
After weighing the merits of small arches against
the merits of fewer piers, Jervis called for smallish
SO-foot arches over the table land. The piers supporting
these arches would be shorter and easier to con�truct,
so he ccul.d make do with more of them. Over the river,
he called for larger arches spanning 80 feet and a con
sequent reduction in the nwnber of piers. Between the
arcades of 80- and SO-foot arches, Jervis specified one
70- and one 60-foot arch. These two "transitional" arches
improved the structure's synmetry or balance by muting
the contrast between the river and table-land arcades.
The Chief Engineer's high bridge carried several
unusual internal features. Jervis intended to construct
the piers under the SO-foot arches of solid hydraulic
masonry, but he left hollow spaces in all the other piers:
The piers for the large arches, £ran their
grdat height, should be constructed hollow, in
order to ensure stability, at the least ex
pense. A greater width of pier is required to
give support to the arch, and resist its hori
zontal thrust, than is required to bear the
vertical weight of the super-incumbent mass.
In ordinary cases, particularly for arches of
small span, it is the usual practice to give
the proper breadth of pier, by filling the in
terior with rubble masonry, only dressing the
face stone. But in piers of great height, de-
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signed for arches of large span, this method
is not advisable, for the following reasons:
The interior masonry not being dressed as
well as the exterior, is liable to settle more,
and eventually force the face stone to pulge
outward, and injure, if it does not destroy
the work. A second reason is, the tendency
that a large mass of masonry has to prevent
the uniform and enrly hardening of the cement. 15
The high bridge shared some of its other internal
features with few, if any, other bridges in America, with
the exception of the Chief Engineer's own Sing-Sing Kill
Aqueduct Bridge. Again, Jervis lined the conduit over the
bridge with cast iron plates. To guard the conduit against
frost and to help drain any moisture out of the masonry.
he left insulating, hollow spaces in the parapet walls.
Finally, he reduced the dead-load on each arch by using
interior s�ndrel walls, instead of a solid fill over the
arch barrel. All things considered, this bridge represented
a great engineering challenge to John Jervis -- a challenge
that would not cane cheaply. He estimated that the high
bridge would cost $935,745.
After outlining the high bridge in his December 12
report, Jervis next considered the possibility of crossing
the Harlem with iron pipes supported on a low masonry
bridge, a bridge which would not maintain the aqueduct's
grade line. This structure, shown in Plate XXVJ:II, took
the misleading name of "inverted syphon" or "syphon bridge"
because it resembled the bent tube of a syphon, turned
upside down. It would not, however, function in the manner
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Proposed Syphon Bridge (Inverted Syphon) for Crossing
Harlem River, 1837.
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of a true syphon:
It is called an "inverted syphon." The term
has no doubt been given for convenience • •
• • At the same time it should be borne in
mind • • • , Lt.hat its iron pipe,v have
nothing of the peculiar principle of the
syphon. In their action, they are simply
pipes, through which the water flows by the
well known principles of hydraulics, which
are the same that will operate in its distri
bution through the clty.17
The standing water in an elevated reservoir creates a
pressure that can be used to force the fluid through a
city's mains or distributing pipes. In the same fashion,
the water in the cast iron pipes on the Westchester side
of the syphon bridge would create a pressure causing the
water to rise, or seek its own level, in the iron pipes
on the Manhattan side of the bridge. Unlike the water
in the masonry conduit, moved by gravity, the water
crossing the syphon bridge would totally fill the pipes
and flow under pressure.
To design the low bridge, the Chief Engineer first
bad to determine how many pipes it had to carry, and how
large the pipes had to be. Jervis believed that the masonry
conduit could deliver up to 60 million gallons of water
daily to the Harlem River. The inverted syphon had to be
capable of delivering all of that water across to Manhattan.
Jervis began with the idea of laying just one large pipe,
but be finally decided to use multiple pipelines, each
with an inside diameter of 36 inches:
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The width of the bridge must depend on the
width required for the pipes1 and this again,
will depend on the diameter of the pipes. A
single pipe, sufficiently large to carry the
whole quantity of water, would be accorrmodated
on the most narrow bridge. There are, however,
objections to this: a single pipe would place
the successful action of the aqueduct on its
good condition; consequently, interruption
would be involved in any necessary repairs;
which it is important to avoid, by every
reasonable means in our power; and very large
pipes would be more liable to imperfections than
smaller ones. Water pipes of cast iron have bot,
that I am aware of, been larger than three feet
diameter. The principal iron mains, in the water
works of London, are of this size; and the same
are used in a part of the water works of the
City of Glasgow, in Scotland. I can see no
reason why this particular limit has been adopted,
unless experience has decided it to be the most
econanical. There certainly can be nothing im
practicable in going to four feet, so far as
the making the casting is concerned, for experi
ence in casting cylinders for steam engines has
demonstrated this; and were there any particular
necessity for this dimension, I should have no
fear that it might be successfully accatiplished.
But in view of all the circumstances of the
case under consideration, I have arrived at the
conclusion, that three feet pipe will be most
appropriate. 18
Given the length and dian\eter of the pipelines, the
depth to which they fell in crossing the valley, and the
fact that Jervis terminated them on a level two feet below
their start, hydraulic formulae predicted that each 36inch pipe would discharge approximately 15 million
19

u.

S.

gallons per day. Consequently, Jervis made the bridge wide
enough to handle four pipes, the four together could trans
port the desired 60 million gallons per day to Manhattan.
But as a cost-cutting measure, he recaranended to the Water
Ccxnmissioners that only two pipelines be laid across the
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bridge at first, because their water discharge would
•probably be sufficient for the next fifty years." The
city could add the third and fourth pipes when they were
.actually needed.
Jervis planned to canmence the pipes in an influent
pipe chamber. Within this chamber, th� entrance to each

pipe was guarded by a cast iron gate that could be raised
or lowered independently of the others. The 9-foot-long
pipe sections, generally having a wall thickness of one
inch, descended into the valley on a foundation wall which
nearly paralleled the natural terrain. :In the center of
the valley the foundation wall leveled off at a height
four feet above the Harlem's flood tide. Here Jervis
located a stopcock and a waster on each pipe that could
be opened to wash any accumulated sediment out of the
line. After passing this level stretch, the water began
to rise towards Manhattan, passing over a semi-circular
arch spanning BO feet which rose SO feet above flood tide.
The water then passed over an arcade of three arches of
35, 30, and 25 feet. From the abutment of this arcade,
the pipes again ran on a foundation wall until reaching
an effluent pipe chamber, where the water discharged back
into the masonry conduit.
Jervis estimated that the low bridge across the
Harlem River would cost $426,000 -- or a full half-million
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dollars less than a high bridge. Given such a savings,
he unhesitatingly reconunended that the Water Camnissioners
approve the construction of an inverted syphon:
It appears the plan by pipes has largely the
superiority in point of econany. In my opinion
it will be fully as efficient. The pipes will
decay, by the action of time, more rapid1y than
stone masonry, especially if the masonry can
be kept £ran injury by frost. But as only two,
or half the pipes, are required to be put down
at present, it may be assumed, that if the
$66,000 saved by this, is invested at five
per cent., it will produce a sum that will
forever maintain the pipes, to the full
extent that may be wanted. The high bridge
will be more exposed to casualties that may,
at sane future period, seriously interfere
with the successful operation of the aqueduct.
:It is, however, greatly superior, in point
of architectural magnificence, and maintains
two feet greater elevation. These are the
only two points of superiority I have been
able to discover, and can therefore have no
hesitation in recanmending the plan by pipes
as decidedly the most appropriate. 20
On December

27,

fifteen days after reporting on

Harlem River, Jervis sul:luitted his "Report in relation
to the Location of the Line of the Croton Aqueduct, fran

Harlem River to the Reservoirs.11 21 This report, based upon
Peter Hastie's surveying work of the previous sumner,
was far £ran complete. The Chief Engineer had not yet
had time to finalize the plans for all the large structures
on Manhattan, especially the reservoirs. Jervis discussed
in greatest detail the problem of carrying the aqueduct
across Manhattan Valley, which he considered one of the
Nmost fonnidable obstacles, in point of expense, on the
line of the aqueduct."
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The aqueduct encountered Manhattan Valley two-and-an
eigth miles below Harlem River. The valley was a broad
depression, 4180 feet wide, which fell to a maximum depth
of 103 feet below grade. It had always been supposed, by
.Douglass, the Water Cormdssioners, and for a while even
by Jervis, that Manhattan Valley required an aqueduct
bridge. Sane persons, including some of the Water Canmis
sioners, actually looked forward to the construction of
a bridge across the valley, because it would have to be
an impressive structure.22 Jervis was not unaware of this
sentiment:
The wish • • • has been expressed by many
citisens, that the established inclination
of the aqueduct should be maintained across
this valley, on a bridge of substantial
masonry, that would do credit to the archi-23
tectural taste and enterprise of the city.
Jervis lcnew that he had disappointed the devotees of long
arcades when he had opted for the syphon bridge across
the Harlem, instead of the high bridge. Consequently, he
perhaps felt some real pressure to placate the esthetes
by ccmstructing a monumental bridge across Manhattan
Valley. But the Chief Engineer's careful examination of
the site resu1ted in a predictable conclusion; a bridge
wou1d be too expensive. Figuring on arches of 50 feet,
patterned after the table-land arches in his high bridge
design for the Harlem River, Jervis estimated that a bridge
across Manhattan Valley would cost between $983,000 and
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$1,386,000. 24 So the Chief Engineer opted for a less··
expensive means of crossing the valley; he opted for
an�her inverted syphon, shown in Plate xxnc. 25
This structure shared certain characteristics with
the Harlem River's syphon bridge. Jervis called for in
fluent and effluent pipe chambers, waste gates in the
bottan of the valley, and he again reccmmended that only
two 36-inch pipes be laid initially, saving the expense
of a second two pipes until they were actually needed.
Yet the�e was an important difference between the two
structures. Tu boost the flow rate through these longer
pipelines, Jervis terminated them on a level three feet
below their start; 26 he had terminated the Harlem pipes
only two feet below their start. Yet even with its in
creased declivity, the inverted syphon at Manhattan Valley
could not discharge as much water per day as the syphon
bridge. Jervis calcul.ated that four pipes laid across
this broad valley could discharge up to 45. 6 million

u. s.

gallons daily, or only three-fourths of the water

that could be transported across the Harlem and onto

Manhattan. This reduction was not only acceptable to the
Chief Engineer; it was purposeful. New York's population
was still clustered on the southern end of Manhattan, and
the Distributing Reservoir to be located on 42nd Street
would serve that part of the island. But the population
was moving northward, and saneday the entire island would
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be thickly settled. When that day arrived, Jervis believed
that a reservoir, drawing a portion of the aqueduct's
water, would be needed north of"Manhattan Valley. So
£ran the valley southward, the Chief Engineer believed
it inexpedient to maintain an aqueduct capable of dis
charging a full 60 million gallons daily.27
The major advantage of the inverted syphon at Man
hattan Valley was its cost. Jervis estimated that two
pipes could be laid for $304,000, and four pipes for
$454,000. The structure's major disadvantage was its
sacrifice of three feet of elevation over a run of
only four-fifths of a mile. This compared unfavorably
with tbe masonry conduit ahead of the inverted syphon,
which fell only 1:33.( inches per mile. Because the loss
of any elevation along the line resulted in an equal loss
of elevation for the city's future Distributing Reservoir,
and therefore diminished the effectiveness of that
structure, Jervis tried to keep such losses to a mini
mum. In the case of Manhattan Valley, fortunately he was
able to regain� inches of the elevation he lost over
the inverted syphon•s run. Because the masonry conduit
south of Manhattan Valley would not have to deliver a
full 60 million gallons daily, Jervis could reduce its
declivity:
/we cariJ regain, in part, the elevation we
lose by using pipes across the valley, by
reducing the declivity in the aqueduct from
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the effluent pipe chamber to the receiving
reservoir, fran 1� inches to 9 inches per
mile. This section·of the aqueduct is about
2 miles in length. With this declivity, the
aqueduct will discharge about 40 million
imperial gallons per day. 28
When Peter Hastie ran the aqueduct's line between
Manhattan Valley and the Receiving Reservoir, he tra
versed a rural area. The area's future, though, had
already been mapped out, and the map showed how a grid
of city streets would saneday cut rural acreage into city
blocks. �e streets were caning, and Hastie, Jervis and
the Water Comnissioners felt obliged to take them into
account. Wherever possible, Hastie passed the conduit
underground in this district, in order to avoid the con
struction of expensive road arches. He was quite success
ful in this effort, except where the line encountered
Clendenning Valley: 2,000 feet wide, in places 50 feet
deep, and the future site of 96th through 101st Streets.
To accamiodate these streets, the Chief Engineer proposed
the structure shown in Plates XXX and XXXI.
Because Clendenning Valley was not exceptionally
deep, and because he wanted to sacrifice as little ele
vation as possible in crossing this obstacle, Jervis
chose not to initiate another inverted syphon. He wanted
to maintain the aqueduct's new declivity of only 9 inches
per mile, so he had to design some kind of supportive
structure to carry the masonry conduit.over the valley.
In Westchester County, the Chief Engineer had used massive
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embanJanents to cross depressions of canparable depth,
such as the valleys at Jewells Brook and at the Sawmill
River. But while that type of construction sufficed in
the "backwoods" of Westchester, Jervis thought it inappro
priate for this site, which would someday be in the midst
of a dense population. An embanJanent would conswne too
much space, or valuable real estate, on Manhattan, and
its road arches (or road culverts) would not be "in
accordance" with other street bridges in the city.29 But
while the Chief Engineer did not want the supportive
structure to be too bulky or too plain, he also did not
want it to be too ornate, too expensive, or too much of
a threat to the stability of the aqueduct. In short,
he did not want an arcade of masonry arches stretching
for 2000 feet. After sorting out what he did not want,
Jervis was left with a structure similar in many ways to
the one he designed for the Sing-Sing Kill valley. Instead
of designing one long aqueduct bridge, he opted for six
small bridges connected by a foundation wall laid in
mortar.30
On the city map, 96th was laid out as a principal
street, 100 feet wide; 97th through 101st Streets were
to be 60 feet wide. Jervis, thankfully, was not obliged
to build road arches the full width of the future streets.
Be decided to accanmodate 96th street with two arches,
each spanning 27 feet. For the other streets he proposed
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a single arch of 30 feet. On both sides of each of the
carriage-ways, Jervis located small arches for pedestrians.
Even though the road bridges at Clendenning Valley were
qui.te small, the Chief Engineer believed they needed pro
tect.ion fran water leakage and frost, so he initiated
the same safe-guards he had used on the Sing-Sing Kill
Bridge. He lined the conduit over the arches with cast
iron, and he left hollow spaces in the parapet and
interior spandrel walls.
Seven-eigths of a mile below Clendenning Va1ley,
the aqueduct's line reached York Hill (in present-day
Central. Park), whose crest

was roughly bounded by 6th

and 7th Avenues and by 79th and 86th Streets. Major Doug
lass had selected York Hill as the site of the Receiving
Reservoir, because it was the southernmost parcel of land
on Manhattan that was both large enough and high enough
for the massive structure. In his December 27th report
to the Water Camnissioners, Jervis concurred with Douglass•
site selection, and he presented the rudiments of his
design for the reservoir. The design was admittedly
sketchy, because he had not had time "to mature and
prepare definite plans." When the definite plans were
readied a few months later, the Chief Engineer specified
a Receiving Reservoir of the form shown in Plate XXXII.31
Por a short while, Jervis no doubt considered the
possibility of eliminating this structure £ran the aque-
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duct's line. The reservoir's main purpose was to store
water, up to 190 million

u. s.

gallons of water, but

this water would be needed only if and when there was a
suspension of the daily running supply provided by the
aqueduct. In a sense, then, the Receiving Reservoir was
not absolutely necessary. In deciding to go ahead with
it, Jervis once again demonstrated his conservative,
careful approach to engineering:
should Ll:he aqueductl • • • be able to per
form its office without interruption, very
little storage reservoir would be required.
But in a work of this magnitude, whatever
might be the care and skill exhibited in its
construction, it would not be prudent to
hazard so important an interest, to contingencies that no sagacity may now anticipate. 32
Jervis fully believed that he had designed the Croton
Aqueduct in a manner which guarded against structural
failures, but he was wise and hwnble enough to recog
nize that failures might still occur. So he went ahead
with the Receiving Reservoir, seeing it as yet another
safe-guard, an expensive one that would cost approximately
$310,500. For this price, he happily received a few other
benefits, besides safety. The water in the reservoir,
through contact with air, would regain.any freshness
it might have lost in traveling the 38 miles £ran Croton
Dam. And through settlement, the water would lose any
impurities it had carried with it. Finally, when the city
moved up north to surround the structure, it could serve
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as a distributing reservoir and deliver water to the neigh
boring catll\unity.
New York's Receiving Reservoir was certainly one of
the largest structures of its kind in the world. Along
the tops of its exterior walls, fran outside edge to
outside edge it measured 1,826 feet long and 836 feet

33
wide.
The walls formed a perimeter which extended for

over a mile. The structure covered seven city blocks, and
the surface area of the water was 31 acres. In designing
this reservoir, Jervis took several potential dangers into
account.34 First, he was concerned that its long walls
might burst under the pressure exerted by the standing
water. To prohibit this type of failure, he enclosed the
water within heavy earthen embankments which were flanked
by stone protection walls. The eml>a;nkments were 18 feet
wide on the top and carried a slope of 1� horizontal to
l vertical on the inside face, and a slope of 1 to 3 on
the outside. Secondly, Jervis worried that water might
leak through the walls and undercut the structure. so he
made the central portion of each wall out of impervious.
puddled earth. Thirdly. to prevent water £ran ever spill
ing out of the reservoir and eroding its walls, he incor
porated a waste weir into his plan. Whenever the water rose
to within four feet of the top of the reservoir, it would
pass over a weir; fall into a well, and autanatically dis-
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charge through a sewer.
Jervis believed these three basic security measures
were sufficient to protect the reservoir, but he still
worried: what if a failure occurred, despite these measures?
The Chief Engineer wanted an extra measure of safety, and
he gained it by dividing the reservoir into two canpart
ments, a Northern and a Southern Division which were
separated by a broad wall, and yet connected by a network
of pipes with stopcocks. Normally, the two divisions
would £unction together. An open equalizing pipe set into
the reservoir's dividing wall would cause them to share
the same water level. Both would receive water £ran the
masonry caiduit, and both would discharge water that con
tinued further down the aqueduct. But if a failure occurred,
say in the Northern Division, or if that division needed
simple cleaning or maintenance, then "togetherness" would
give way to independent action. Gate-keepers would close
the Northern Division's influent gate and close the equal
izing pipe in the dividing wall. While the Northern
Division drained, water would continue to enter and leave
the Receiving Reservoir through its Southern Division.
The Receiving Reservoir was asymnetrical. The
Northern Division covered four city blocks, and the South
ern only three. But although they differed in area, the
divisions were nearly equal in capacity, because the
Southern held water at a greater depth. It held 25 feet
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of water, while the Northern held only 20. This peculiar
arrangement resulted fran the natural lay of the land on

York Hill. The northern end of the hill provided Jervis
with much higher groWld than he needed or wanted. Here,

instead of raising walls to enclose the Northern Division,

the Chief Engineer literally had to sink most of the
structure into the hill, and because the hill was essen

tially sol.id rock, this excavation entailed heavy expense.
To help trim this expense, Jervis decided to cut the
northern end of the hill down just far enough to provide

him with 20 feet of standing water, instead of the 25 feet
he really wanted. The •outhern end of the hill was lower
to begin with, so by both excavating and raising walls,
Jervis obtained a deeper basin for the Southern Division.
l'inally, the architectural style of the massive

reservoir is worth noting. No stylistic catchwords used

to describe American architecture of the period fit it.

The Chief Engineer's phrase for the reservoir's style,
•plain and'substantial," fits it best. Yet in one way

Jervis did relieve the appearance of total utilitarianism

and the tediousness of the structure's heavy, rough-ham
mered stone facing. He called for railings along its
top, and for grass between the railings. He capped the

reservoir with a green path, 18 feet wide, that visitors

could stroll along while enjoying the view of this man-made,
31-acre pond.
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Below the Receiving Reservoir the aqueduct's line
crossed a two-mile stretch of very irregular terrain before
reaching the site of the Distributing Reservoir. (Note
the profile of Manhattan shown in Plate xxv:r.) As Jervis
noted:
From the Receiving Reservoir south, the
country falls so much below the grade level
as to leave no doubt in my judgment, of the
propriety of continuing the aqueduct, by
means of iron pipes, to form the connection
between the receiving and distributing
reservoirs. 35
Jervis was so convinced of the need for iron pipes along
the aqueduct's hane-stretch that he never bothered to
estimate the cost of crossing it with an embanlanent or
bridge. Instead, he concentrated on the question of how
many pipes he should lay between the two reservoirs. To
decide this question, Jervis first had to estilaate how
many persons the Distributing Reservoir would ultimately
supply with water, and what their daily per capita con
sumption would be. :tn his December 27th report, Jervis
provided the Water Canmissioners with his figures:
Zt may be estimated that 700,000 people
will utimately derive their supply from
the distributing reservoir on Murray's
Hill, which will depend on the connecting
pipes under consideration. At 30 ["Imperia.V
gallons for each inhabitant, 21 millions will
be required for the daily supply. 36
Planning once again to use

36 -inch

pipes, Jervis initially

supposed that three pipes, with a fall of six feet between
the reservoirs, would be sufficient to meet lower Manhat-
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tan•s needs. Later, however, he decided that the fall between the reservoirs could be reduced to only four feet.
And, as usual, he recarmended that only two pipes be laid
at first, saving the expense of a third pipe for later.
The Chief Engineer intended for the effluent gates
at the Receiving Reservoir to be normally open, providing
a constant flow of water into the pipelines. Where the
pipes bottaned out in three locations, he located stoP
cocks and wasters. Where they rose on two peaks, he pro
vided cocks to bleed any air caught in the pipes. After
rising and falling for two miles, the pipelines terminated
at the Distributing Reservoir an Murray Hill. unlike the
York Hill reservoir, the Distributing Reservoir was not,
primarily, a storage facility.37 Its primary function was
to improve the efficiency of the city's future distri
bution system by providing an elevated head of water.!!!,
� ll possible to the population it would serve. Major
Douglass had chosen the Murray Hill site, on the west
side of 5th Avenue, between 40th and 42nd Streets, because
south of Murray Hill, all high ground disappeared.
Jervis' Distributing Reservoir shared certain charac
teristics with his Receiving Reservoir.38 (See Plates
XXXIJ:I and XXXIV.) In particular, the Chief Engineer
provided a weir to waste surplus water autanatically, and
be split the structure into two divisions which could
operate independently or in unison. Yet when canpared with
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the York Hill structure, the Distributing Reservoir was
diminutive. Four-hundred and thirty-six feet square at

its base, when filled with 38 feet of water the structure's

capacity was about 24 million

u. s.

gallons, or only one

eigth the Receiving Reservoir's capacity. And the dis

similarities went far beyond questions of scale. Jervis

enclosed the Receiving Reservoir with earth embanJanents
faced with stone. When designing the Distributing Reser

voir he switched to masonry walls.

This switch was pranpted by several considerations.

Unlike the York Hill structure, much of which was sunk

into the ground, virtually all of the Murray Hill reser
voir stood above ground, so its walls had to be taller.

Because they stood against 38 feet of water, instead of
20 or 25 feet, they also had to be stronger. :If these had

been the only considerations, Jervis still could have

used earth embankments to enclose the reservoir. After
all, he had chosen to close off the northern side of the
Croton Valley with an embanJanent, and that earth would
have to stand against as much as 50 feet of water in

the Fountain Reservoir. But in the Croton Valley, and on

York Hill, Jervis had had roan for broad embanJanents.

He did not have roan on Murray Hill. This site was none

too large, and it was surrounded by streets w hich Jervis
did not want to encroach upon. The walls for the Distrib

uting Reservoir had to be tall and strong, but at the same
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time as thin aa possible. Consequently, Jervis turned to

hydraulic masonry.

After choosing his material, Jervis still had to

decide upon the proper cross-section for the reservoir'·&

walls. He briefly considered the propriety of solid walls,

but he dismissed the idea. Walls of solid hydraulic masonry
would be very expensive, and the cement in the walls•

39
interior might take a long time to ripen or set properly.

To avoid these liabilities, Jervis next turned to the

idea of double-walling each side of the reservoir, using
two narrow, parallel walls, instead of a single, thicker
wall. He would fill the space between the two walls with

stone chips and gravei.40 While this type of double-wall

probably would have worked, the Chief Engineer conceived
of yet another plan which provided surer support for the

innermost of the two walls. :Instead of using a canpacted
fill between the walls, he decided to connect them with
masonry cross-walls, as seen in the illustrations. By
turning a small arch in each cross-wall, Jervis gained

another important advantage: the advantage of inspection.

A man could walk inside the reservoir's walls and check

for water leakage. The Chief Engineer certainly guarded
against this problem. He specified that the reservoir's

floor was to be 12 inches of concrete; over the concrete

floor, and carried up against the walls, he laid puddled
earth; over the earth, he laid 15 inches of hydraulic
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masonry. The chances of water penetrating all these bar
riers seemed slight, but Jervis nevertheless welcaned a

means of discbvering any leakage which did occur.

Besides differing fran the Receiving Reservoir in

its wall construction, the Distributing Reservoir differed
in its style and represented a deviation £ran the Chief

Engineer's architectural precepts. Jervis believed that

a large work should appear, above all else, well-conceived

and substantial. Its appearance should clearly demonstrate
that its designer's mind was swayed most heavily by func

tional considerations. He wrote that a large structure

should be "relieved only by such ornamental parts, as are

necessary to the stability and preservation of the work.•

Indeed, the engineer believed that on a large work the

application of ornamentation for its own sake could give
•the appearance that some important parts • • • LbaQ/

been neglected. ,.,U Yet Jervis chose to embellish the facade

of the Distributing Reservoir with an Egyptian cornice.

He admitted that a plain rectangular cornice, costing

$10,000 less, would "answer every purpose of usefulness,•

·but in this rare instance he argued that there was more

to consider. The reservoir would have a "coomanding situ=

ation in the midst of a dense population." 42 :It would serve
as a symbol, as "a representative of a great work.• For

these reasons, Jervis felt that the reservoir on Murray

Bill merited the architectural embellishment he had denied
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other struct1ilres.

The effluent pipes on the 40th Street side of

the Distributing Reservoir connected with the water mains
the city was laying in lower Manhattan. The Water Ca!llds
sioners had been charged with building an aqueduct to

deliver Croton water to New York1 they had not been charged

with the task of distributing that water throughout the

city. Where the water mains began, John Jervis• responsi
bilities ended. So in the latter part of the winter of

1837-38, the Chief Engineer believed he bad already dis
charged his most pressing and difficult duties. Half of

the aqueduct was under construction, and he had finished,
or nearly finished, plans for the other half of the line.
The Water Caimissioners had already approved these plans,
and early in the working season he could put the 3rd and
4th Divisions under contract. After that, his engineering
department would only have to monitor the work until the

Croton Aqueduct was canpleted. That, at least, wa s the

plan. unfortunately, things did not work out as well as

the Chief Engineer had hoped. In particular, one of his

engineering designs sparked a long and public debate, and

another of his structures failed catastrophically, causing
him the greatest embarrassment of his professional career.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

On March 24, 1838, the Chief Engineer and the Water
Coamissioners advertised for bids on Sections 54 to 79,
which canposed all of the aqueduct's 3rd Division. They
also advertised for bids on Sections 80 to 85, or that
part of the 4th Division which lay north of the Harlem
River. Jervis received proposals until May 7, and he and
the Carmissioners were pleased that over thirty contrac
tors bid on some of the individual sections, because the
"canpetition was spirited, and t�e prices lower than those

demanded at the previous lettings." 1 The Carmissioners

let the thirty-two sections between the village of Hastings
and the Harlem River for $1,600.000. This left them with
only twelve sections not under contract, and they hoped
to get that work under way quickly. Unfortunately, their
hopes were thwarted by a controversy over Section 86 the Harlem River crossing.
On January 4, in their Semi-Annual Report covering
the second-half of 1837, the Water Carmissioners had pub
licly endorsed their Chief Engineer's intention to build
a syphon bridge across the Harlem.2 They stressed the
structure's econany, the fact that it would cost a half
million dollars less than a high bridge. They emphasized
that the syphon bridge could be constructed more readily,
216
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because its contractor would not have to sink numerous
bridge piers, a type of work "attended with many unfore

seen difficulties and casualties." And they expressed the

belief that the syphon bridge would be safer from the
dangers of water leakage, frost, and settlement. The

Ca!lnissioners seemingly presented a strong case in favor
of the inverted syphon, but it failed to convince some

important people. Their report sparked a debate over the

Harlem River crossing which was carried on in the press,
in the Camion Council, and in the State Legislature.

An anonymous author laid out the debated issues in
a letter published in the New York American on March 9,
1838. This letter faulted the syphon bridge on several

counts. Frau a stylistic point of view, it was unimpres
sive: it would •deprive the work of all that would render

it an ornament to the city and the age in which we live.•

3

Technically, the inverted syphon was a risk y "experiment."
Zt might fail to deliver the desired amount of water to

Manhattan. Zts pipes might deform or burst £ran the pres
sure of the water under transport, and they most certainly

voul.d corrode and be short-lived. But the syphon bridge's
most damning fault, according to this letter, was that

it would block off most of the Harlem and close the river

to all traffic except those vessels small enough to pass
through its BO-foot arch which rose only 50 feet above
high water.
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StQng by this criticism, the equeduct•s engineering
department suddenly started functioning in a public rela
tions capacity. Jervis and his Principal Assistant., Horatio
Allen, fired off their own letters to the press, and they
rebutted the criticism point-by-point. Allen answered the
charge that the syphon bridge lacked style, that it was
not an "ornament." Allen did not deny the charge, because
be knew it was true. 7nstead, he tried to turn the struc
ture's utilitarianism to advantage. He praised Jervis
fori
the soundness of that practical judgment,
which, not lead away by the exciting mag
nificence of a structure on which one's
name would be a justifiable object of am
bition, wisely prefers a more humble, but
more substantial, more certain, and more
durable plan. 4
Jervis and Allen both refuted the allegation that the
inverted syphon was an N experiment.• They cited European
precedents

near Genoa and Lyon which had proved success

ful, and the Chief Engineer mocked the sophistry of anyone
who believed that water would not flow in abundance through
his iron pipes:
This is certainly a new position in hy
draulics, and it throws the labors of
Bosset, Drs. Buat, Prony, Etylwein, and
Robison, into the background. 5
Allen, meanwhile, defended the structural integrity of
the iron pipes and allayed the fear that they might burst:
By reference to "Renwick on the Steam
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Engine," it will be seen that such a pipe
will bear without "change of shape" a pres
sure of more than 800 pounds. 6
One other engineer stepped forward to defend the inverted
syphon: Frederick Graff, the highly respected superinten
dent of Philadelphia's Fairmount Water Works. Jervis had
consulted Graff on the use of iron pipes, and it seems
likely that the Chief Engineer encouraged Graff to speak
out when their use became controversial. Graff was quoted
in the New York Evening � on March 13:
The plan you have adopted in passing over
Harlem River with iron pipes is, in my
opinion, preferable to the high aqueduct.
The manner /"in whiclil you have planned the
whole structure, together with the arrange
ment of the pipes cannot but succeed �o
give a copious flow of water. 7
:In a letter published in the New York American, Jervis
confronted what had becane, and would continue to be, the
crucial issue in the dispute over the Harlem crossing
would the syphon bridge ruin navigation on the river?
This issue caught the Chief Engineer totally by surprise.
When designing his low bridge, he had given little or no
thought to its impact upon river traffic. simply because
there was no traffic. In the 17 00's, ships• captains had
avoided sailing the Harlem, because it followed a winding
course and in places was only five feet deep. Since about
1800, they had stayed off the river for an even better
reason; it was impassable, due to man-made obstructions.
Jervis stressed this fact in his letter:
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There is at present no navigation west of
McComb's Dam, nor has there been any for
near/ly_J forty years. It is now obstructed
by the dam and bridge near the·Spuyten Duy
val Creek, called King's Bridge, and by the
Fordham Bridge on one side of the aqueduct
line, and by McComb's Dam and Harlem Bridge
on the other side. a
The opponents of the syphon bridge admitted that the
Harlem River had long been useless as a commercial ship
ping route. Nevertheless, they wanted to scrub the struc
ture in favor of a bridge which would provide a higher
and wider clearance for ships, because they hoped to
improve the river. They wanted to dredge its channel and
remove existing obstacles, or circumvent them with canals.
Saneday, they hoped, the Harlem would becane an important
ccinnector between the Hudson and East Rivers, a connector
which would spawn and support businesses and industries
on the northern end of Manhattan. A certain percentage of
these visionaries even backed their hopes with investments:
they had purchased land on both sides of the river, specu
lating on a boan in the region's developnent.
Jervis did not share the speculators' dreams, but he
recognized that they formed an influential group which
had connections in both the Common Council and State Legis
lature? So in his letter to the American, the Chief Engi
neer attempted to appease this interest group. Although
he fully believed the syphon bridge's BO-foot arch would
suffice "for any navigation that may be anticipated," he
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offered to increase its span to

120

feet and its rise to

65 feet. With these changes, the arch could accarmodate
a much wider range of vessels, should the Harlem ever be
opened to traffic. The speculators could keep their
dreams; Jervis could keep his syphon bridge, in a modi
fied form.
The first governmental body to pass judgment on the
inverted syphon was the State Legislature's Ccmnittee on
Grievances. On April 5, the canmittee reported on a
memorial it had received which sought, through a legis
lative act, the forced abandonment of the syphon bridge.
The ccmnittee disappointed its petitioners; its members
concluded that with a

120-foot

arch, the syphon bridge

would not interfere with any foreseeable Harlem River
traffic.10 Jervis and the Water Ccmnissioners were par
ticularly pleased to receive this support, because they
already knew that the Comnon Council's attitude was far

less favorable. On March 31, the Council's Ccmnittee on
Roads and Canals had sunmoned Jervis to defend his struc
ture, and the meeting had not gone well for the Chief Engi
neer:
Camnittee complained that I ought to have
gone forward with the High Bridge & saved
all the trouble and discussion between the
different plans -- intimating that I might
be afraid of undertaking the High Bridge.11
On April 23 the Comnittee on Roads and Canals, as
expected, reported its displeasure with the syphon bridge.
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Its members again intimated that Jervis might be afraid
of tackling a high bridge. "No want of experience," they
wrote, was a "satisfactory reason against underta,ing the

work.11 12 The camnittee found that the Chief Engineer's

and Water Canmissioners• reasons for favoring the syphon

bridge were unimportant, when weighed against "the pro

priety of preserving the navigation of the river." Whigs

and Democrats alike stood squarely with the speculators.

They noted that the syphon bridge would decrease property
values along the Harlem. It would permanently injure the
river and therefore injure the commercial and industrial

developnent of northern Manhattan. In concluding its report,
the ccmnittee urged Carmon Council to:
request the Water Canmissioners, in con

structing the aqueduct across Harlem River,
to leave at least three hundred feet of the
channel open • • • , and that they build the
bridge over the river in such a manner as to
allow the free passage of sloops. 1 3

On May 8, the Water Canmissioners answered the Can

mittee on Roads and Canals by subnitting its own report
to the Carmon Council. Legally, the Council could not
demand the abandonment of the syphon bridge. Only the

State Legislature, which had created the Board of Water
Camdssioner& could do that. But the Canmissioners felt

obliged to honor the Council's opinion on this important
matter, so they attempted to sway that opinion. They re
iterated the structural and eoonanic merits of the inverted
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syphon. They stressed that most vessels, short of 90- or
100-ton sloops, could pass easily under its enlarged arch.
The bridge could handle the two-masted craft used around
the city for transporting manure: nearly all 40- or SO
ton market boats: several hundred miscellaneous vessels
then navigating the Hudson and East Rivers: and all steam
boats. The Water Canmissioners also raised the point that
three years earlier, Canmon Council bad approved their
original plan for the aqueduct, and:
an important part of the plan adopted by
the Camnon Council, and ratified by a large
majority of the electors of this city, was
the crossing of the Harlem River by inverted
syphon. 14
:If the Council wished to withdraw its prior approval, the
Ccmnissioners said they would abide by the decision. But
they urged the Council to decide between a high bridge
and a low bridge as quickly as possible, so they could
get on with the work. Unfortunately, the Camdssioners
got neither a quick decision, nor a final one. :In mid-July
the bicameral Council split on the issue. The Alderman
chose not to interfere with the COllll1issioners• plans: the
Assistant Aldermen urged the construction of a high bridge.
Since no clear mandate came out of Council, the Water
Camdssioners went ahead on their own and instructed Jer
vis to implement the syphon bridge.
Jervis proceeded as directed. On October 9, 1838, the
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West Point Foundry Association successfully canpeted
against six other American and three British £inns and
won the contract to furnish all the iron pipes needed on
Manhattan, including all the pipes which would be laid
15
across the syphon bridge. On October .23, Jervis and the
Camu.ssioners let contracts on the aqueduct's last twelve
sections, numbers 86 through 97� These contracts amounted
to $2,100,000 -- exclusive of the cost of the pipes to be
supplied by the West Point Foundry. The canm.issioners let
Section 91, the Manhattan Valley crossing, for $142,000.
They let Section 9f, which included the aqueduct bridge
at Clendenning Valley, for $298,000; Section 96, including
the Receiving Reservoir, for $566,000; and the Distributing
Reservoir, Section 97, for $360,000. Another contract
valued at $360,000 went to Ellsworth, Mix & Co. for the
syphon bridge across the Harlem River on Section 86.16
Jervis had received eleven bids on the syphon bridge,
despite the fact that its undaunted opponents had published
the following warning in several New York newspapers:
Harlem River -- To Masons, Builders and Con
tractor's--:--:- • • We the subscribers,c,wnei:s of
land adjoining the Harlem River and in the
vicinity thereof, and interested in keeping
the navigation of said river unobstructed; to
prevent innocent contractors being injured by
an agreement to erect said bridge for the Water
Camnissioners, do give the public notice, that
we will use every means the law will justify,
to prevent any and all persons obstructing the
water at the natural channel of said river. 17
Because Ellsworth, Mix & Co. received the syphon bridge
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contract so late in 1838, the firm canpleted little work
on the structure before winter set in.18 Actually, it was
fortunate that the contractor got off to a slow start. The
opposition, true to its warning, continued to hound the
State Legislature for an act which would block the syphon
bridge, and by the end of 1838 Jervis was quite certain
that the opposition would eventually win its way. On
December 29, he S\lllll\ed up the situation in a letter to
J. J. Abert, an engineer working on the Alexandria Aque
duct Bridge across the Potanac. Jervis had fought against
the high bridge every step of the way; in the caning months
he would continue to fight it. Yet in his letter to Abert,
the Chief Engineer expressed a surprising aquiescence.
All along, it seems, a part of Jervis had wanted the high
bridge, which would "give prominence to professional

character as a work of art.N 19

Xt now appears the navigation is esteemed of
so much importance (that is, the facilities
of improving it) that it is quite probable
we shall be required to construct the high
bridge, or essentially to maintain our grade
over the valley. X cannot say by any means
that X regret this -- as you know Engineers
are prone to gratify a taste for the magnifi
cent when there is good reason for the execu
tion of praninent works. 20
On Hay 3, 1839, the opponents of the syphon bridge
finally did win thei.r way, when the State Legislature
passed "An Act Prescribing the Hanner in which the Croton

Aqueduct shall pass the Harlem River." The act stipulated
that:
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The Water Carmissioners shall construct an
aqueduct over the Harlem River, with arches
and piers: the arches in the channel of said
river shall be at least 80 feet span, and not
less than one hundred feet from the usual high
water mark of the river, to the underside of
the arches at the crown: or they may carry
said aqueduct by a tunnel under the channel
of the river, the top of which shall not be
above the present bed of the said river. 21
!'or the Chief Engineer, it was literally time to go back
to the drawing board, and on June 1 he presented a new
plan for crossing the Harlem, one that met, but did not
exceed, the State Legislature's requirements.
Jervis did not adopt the option offered by the Legis
lature of a tunnel under the river. He thought the con
struction of a aasonry tunnel large enough to accept an
inverted syphon with four 36-inch pipes would be a very
uncertain process. To document the problems which might
plague a Harlem River tunnel, Jervis cited the history of
Marc Brunel's tunnel under the Thames in London:
The history of this work is • • • such as
to admonish us of the uncertainty in estimating
for work done under a heavy pressure of water.
It was comnenced in 1825, and then estimated
to cost 160,000 pounds sterling. November,
1837, 12 years after its camnencement, there
had been expended 264,000 pounds, and it was
then estimated to require an additional sum
of 350,000 pounds to complete it, which, if
correct, will make the final cost 614,000
pounds, or nearLlY.l four times the orig:iBBl
estiroate. 22
Jervis felt that under the best of circumstances, a con
tractor might be able to construct a tunnel under the
Harlem in four years at a cost of $424,000. But because
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he feared that serious construction problems would in

fact be encowitered, he added fifty per cent for contin
gencies. 23 This raised the estimated cost of a tunnel to

$636,000, and there was no guarantee that its real cost

would not rise far above that figure. In addition, Jervis

believed a tunnel would incur high maintenance costs,

because salt water would inevitably percolate through its

masonry and rapidly corrode its iron pipes. So Jervis
decided against a tunnel, and that decision left hilll
with no alternative except to cross the Harlem with a

high bridge.

Jervis, of course, already had a high bridge design

on hand, the one he had worked out a year-and-a-half

earlier at the request of the Water Carmissioners. But

that design actually exceeded the height requirement set
by the State Legislature, so he chose not to use it, at
least not��. He designed a second, somewhat lower
bridge which is shoim in PlatesXXXV through XXXVIII. The
second bridge retained some important internal features,
such as hollow piers and the use of interior spandrel

walls to support the deck, and its arches, piers, pilas
ters, parapets and water table exhibited a style consis

tent with that of its predecessor. Nevertheless, the

Chief Engineer's second high bridge differed significantly
from his first. Of primary importance, it was twelve feet

lower. Jervis dropped the undersides of the arches to
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the minimum height of 100 feet above high water, as demanded by the Legislature. Because the bridge now fell
short of maintaining the aqueduct's grade line across
the valley, Jervis dispensed with the masonry conduit
between its parapet walls and substituted a shallow

inverted syphon which could carry water under pressure.24
Jervis calculated that two 48-inch pipes could handle

the masonry conduit's discharge of 60 million

u.

S.

gallons daily, so he designed the bridge's deck to accept
pipes of that nwnber and size. But since he believed that
Nev York would not really require that great a discharge
for upwards of fifty years, he chose to economize by
initially laying two less-expensive 36-inch pipelines
across the bridge. As with all of his inverted syphons,
he started and stopped the pipes in influent and effluent
gate houses, and he located waste coeks along their lowest
levei.25
In December 1837, Jervis had estimated that a high
bridge over the Harlem would cost $936,000. In June 1839,
he estimated that his modified high bridge would cost
$837,000. So by reducing the structure's height, the Chief
Engineer anticipated a savings of about $100,000. Still,
his modified structure could hardly be called an economical
means of carrying two iron pipelines over the river. Jervis
could have greatly reduced the cost of a high bridge only
by substituting timber construction for masonry, and he
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chose not to do that, because a timber bridge would decay
too rapidly, and it would always be vulnerable to a cata

strophic fire.

The Water Commissioners approved their Chief Engi

neer's new plan for the high bridge, but only with great

reluctance, only because they had to "obey the law":
We still apprehend much embarrassment in
sinking piers 25 feet through mud and water,
and in raising them up to the proper height
for springing the arches; and we still be
lieve, the plan proposed by us of a syphon
bridge • • • , was the preferable plan, both
as to its cost, security, pennanence of struc
ture, and ease of construction. 26

The Camdssioners declared the Ellsworth, Mix & Co. con
tract for the low syphon bridge abandoned, paid that firm
for the work it had done, and on J\Ule 15, 1839 advertised

for bids on the high bridge. In preparation for contract

work, the engineering department prepared meticulous plans

for the structure, going so far as to produce working

drawings which showed the dimensions and alignment of each
· stone in each bridge pier. (Plate XXXDC.) On August 13,
the firm of Law, Roberts and Mason won the high bridge
contract with a surprisingly low bid of $755,ooo.27

By the end of 1839, when the Harlem or High Bridge
was still in its nascent stage, contractors had already
finished 54 of the aqueduct's 97 sections. They had can
pleted 26 miles of the masonry conduit, finished 7 t\Ul

nels, 114 culverts, and laid 115,000 cubic yards of
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foundation wall and an equal amount of protection wall.
The Water Commissioners reported that, "The progress of
the work has rather exceeded than fallen short of our

expectations.11 28 They had paid requisitions amounting to
almost four million dollars, and they expected to expend
another five million to carry the aqueduct to completion.
Jervis and the Camu.ssioners hoped to see all of the sec
tions finished, excepting High Bridge, by the end of 1841
or at least by mid-1 84 2 . With so much work behind them,
and with the long debate over the Harlem crossing finally
concluded, they thought the aqueduct might be concluded
routinely. Unfortunately, more trouble lay ahead.
On March 17, 1840, Governor Seward, a Whig, ousted
Stephen Allen's Board of Water Camnissioners and installed
a five-member Whig Board chaired by Samuel Stevens. 2 9 The
move was blatantly political, an attempt to spread the
glory of finishing the aqueduct over to the Whig party,
but at least the Governor chose an able man to succeed
Allen. Samuel Stevens, like his predecessor, came to his
position with a long history of involvement in New York's
quest for an abundant water supply. While serving on the
Caimon Council in the late 1 820 ° s and early 1830's,
Stevens had been an outspoken advocate of a centralized,
municipally-funded water system. Nevertheless, the change
in the Board was a cause of great concern to Jervis, a
Democrat who had achieved his professional success while
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working on state canal projects controlled by other Demo
crats in Albany. 30 The Whig Board would have its own ideas
about the aqueduct, and it might even want its own Chief
Engineer. The deposed Carmissioners, bitter over their
own removal, saw that a purge might also take Jervis off
the project. Believing such a move would be unwise and
unjust, in a report covering their last months as Can
missioners they urged their successors to retain Jervis:
We leave with them our efficient and highly
esteemed Engineer, John B. Jervis, Esquire,
for whose services in the successful prose
cution of the work, the public are greatly
indebted. The industry and ability with
which he has conducted this great enterprise,
will carry his name to future time • • • •
We cannot forbear expressing the hope, there
fore, that our successors will avail them
selves of the talents and acquired knowledge
of Mr. Jervis, for the further prosecution of
a work of so much importance to the city. 31
Illlllediately after taking their places on the Board,
Stevens• men apparently did go on a kind of head-hunting
expedition, but it was of short duration. The new Camnis
sioners were naturally inquisitive as to why the aqueduct
was costing at least twice as much as the original esti
mate, so they investigated the manner in which the first
Board had let contracts. They examined account books,
records of all bids received, and they questioned con-

32
tractors, trying to find any hint of favoritism or graft.
The new Camlissioners found no evidence of impropriety,
but they did conclude that a few of the adopted plans
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were too expensive. They started to challenge those plans,
and thereby set the stage for a possible confrontation
with the Chief Engineer. But the confrontation never came
about. The Whig Canmissicners acted wisely and in good
faith. They urged no cost-cutting measures which jeopard
ized the securiti of the work, so Jervis cooperated with
them and altered sane of his structures.
The Camdssioners believed that the Receiving Reser
voir was unnecessarily large, that New York would not re
quire such an abundant storage facility "for a century to
cane, if ever • • • • " Consequentl.y, they ordered the
abandonment of $75,000 worth of rock excavation in its
floor, a move which reduced the structure's capacity.33
They also ordered the elimination of $10,000 worth of
excavation along the route of the pipelines between the
Receiving and Distributing Reservoirs. The most visible
cost-cutting alteration sponsored by the new Camdssioners
was seen at Clendenning Valley, where they chose to aban
don the road arches over 96th, 97th and 101st Streets. 34
Jervis substituted a solid foundation wall for these
three arches, in order to gain an estimated savings of
$52,000. In the swmner of 1840 the Carm.issioners raised
objections to the costliness of another structure along
the line, and again their objections generated no conflict
with the Chief Engineer. The Board objected to the unneces
sary expense of crossing the Harlem River with the High
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Bridge, and it made an abortive attempt to :initiate a
lower structure. 35
Jervis' willingness to cooperate with the new
Board's economy drive defused a potential conflict and
preserved his position. In not too long a time, he and
the Whig Canmissioners established a vorking relationship
based on mutual respect:
Every day I was becaning more acquainted with
the new board and they with me. I soon thought
I saw in them a practica.l sagacity that would
not allow them to do any very absurd thing,
and I came to have great respect for some mem
bers of the board • • • • 36
This working relationship, tenuous at first, grew stronger
after it survived sane serious tests. On Jul.y 18, 1840,
the New York American called for the removal of Jervis
and the reinstatement of Major Douglass. The paper claimed
that Douglass had originated the acpeduct's plans and that
Stephen Allen's Democratic Cazmissioners had removed him
not for professional reasons, but because they considered
Jervis, "an eleve of the Albany Regency, a more suitable
:instrument to subserve their politica1 interests than a

Whig.11 37 Douglass made his own effort to regain the

Chief Engineership in October, through a letter which
gained wide distribution through the press.38 He claimed
his removal had been politically inspired, and he opined
that the aqueduct would fail if left in his successor's
hands. Jervis was stung by this criticism, just as he
continued to be stW1g throughout his life by the false
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notion, held by many, that Douglass had designed the aque
duct, and that Jervis had only built it. The Whig Canmis
sioners, as Jervis later noted, were also affected by the
criticisms of the Chief Engineer which surfaced in 1840,
but they nevertheless retained him for the duration of
the project:
The criticisms of Major Douglass and others
• made a strong impression on the board
of canmissioners. I well recollect one morning
Mr. Samuel Stevens • • • came into the office
(his desk and mine were in the same roan) with
an expression that indicated much anxiety. I
was writing at my desk. I laid down my pen to
see if I could ascertain the cause. casual
conversation ensued, which soon brought up
the aqueduct. Mr. Stevens, with a significant
sigh, remarked that it would be sad, if after
spending so much money, the aqueduct should
be a failure. I replied that it would be sad
indeed: that I had no doubt of its success:
that my experience and investigation gave me
confidence: that it was impossible for me to
explain to him, for he could not be expected
to follow the scientific reasoning or see the
force of experience in such matters: that he
must have faith, and if he did not think I was
capable of conducting the work successfully
it was his duty to engage an engineer on whan
the commissioners could rely. Here was a clear
case for reinstalling Mr. Douglass if the
board had thought proper. I took no measure
to in.fluence them other than by a strict atten
tion to my duties as engineer of the works. It 39
is well known the board did not-make the change.
While the tensions between Jervis and the Whig Canmis
sioners subsided over the course of 1840, a controversy
erupted between the Camdssioners and the Democratically
controlled Comnon Council over the issue of who should
lay the city's water mains. Stephen Allen's Board had
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never wanted or sought control over the 130 to 160 miles

of pipes needed to distribute Croton water throughout

the city. Only in a sense did the first Camdssioners

assist the city in laying pipes -- by sharing the revenue

gained fran the issuance of Water Stock. In 1836, the

Legislature had authorized New York to issue� million

dollars of stock to fund construction of the aqueduct.

Periodically, as the work progressed and more contractors

had to be paid, the city went back to the Legislature
with requests to issue more Water Stock. On March 29,

1838, for example, New York received permission to issue

an additional three million dollars worth. But not all of
this revenue went to the Water Camdssioners. The city

diverted part of it into its own treasury to defray the

costs of laying water mains. Under the provisions of an

act passed by the Legislature on March 24, 1838, this
practice was perfectly l.egai.40 But by 1840 the Whigs
had gained control of the Legialature, and they found the
same practice unacceptable.

On April 27, 1840, the Legislature granted New York

permission to issue another three million dollars of

Water Stock, but this time it attached a string. The city

government could expendnone of the revenue, even to cover

the costs of water mains, without the approval of the
Water Camdssioners for each expenditure.41 For the new

Camdssioners, this amounted to an invitation to step in
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and take over control of the pipe-laying efforts. They
did step in, and willingly -- too willingly, as far as
the Carmon Council was concerned. Early in May the Com
missioners charged, with justification, that the city was
installing pipes too slowly (only 35 miles of pipe had
been laid), and they instructed Jervis to draw up his
own plan for a network of pipes to cover lower Manhattan.
Canmon Council strongly objected to this abrogation of
its responsibilities and in August countered the move by
establising a Croton Aqueduct Department with the power
to contract for the laying of distribution pipes. The
politicians fought over the issue until April, 18 41, when
the State LegislQture settled the dispute in favor of
the Council's Croton Aqueduct Department. While the poli
ticians bad squabbled, Jervis and Horatio Allen bad only
'half-heartedly proceeded with plans for a distribution
system, because as Jervis admitted to the Camdssioners:
I have no desire to increase the duties
and responsibilities of my charge, and
would greatly prefer to see the distri
bution well conducted without my aid. 42
In the sunmer and fall of 1840, the Chief Engineer did
not want to divert his attention to water pipes. They were
an unwanted burden. He wanted to concentrate on completing
the aqueduct, and in particular he wanted to concentrate
en the serious problems which were being encountered at
the High Bridge site.
When the contracting finn of Law, Roberts and Mason
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started sinking the piers for High Bridge, the �ompany

immediately ran into problems even more severe than Jer

vis had anticipated. The early soundings of the Harlem
River had predicted that all of the river-piers and at
least half of the land-piers would be founded on rock.

Unfortunately, this prediction proved very inaccurate:
It had been supposed a rock foundation

would be found for the piers of the bridge.

Rock in places was found on each side of the
river, and though the soundings in the river
had not in all cases met rock, it was supposed
it would be found within limits that could be
reached. But more thorough examination failed
to show rock in some places after going eighty
feet below high water. What was originally
supposed in sane cases to be rock • • • proved
to be only large boulders that lay very thick
in the mud and sand, and below these a bed
of sharp sand. 43
The existence of numerous 4,000 to 12,000 pound
boulders posed one problem for the contractor and the
Chief Engineer; the lack of a solid rock floor in the

valley posed another. In order to sink a river-pier, Law,
Roberts and Mason first had to lay bare its river-bed
site by enclosing it within a box-like coffer dam.

Driven into the river's bed, and rising three feet above
high water, each coffer dam was to serve as an impervious
barrier. Once a steam-driven pump evacuated the inside

of the dam, the space was to remain dry so men could en
ter the structure to work on a pier's foundation. But

the boulders interfered with the installation of the cof

fer dam&. The contractor used a heavy, falli�g weight to
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drive each dam•s 9- to 12-inch thick sheeting timbers
into the river bed. When these timbers struck a boul.der,
despite their size they often splintered to pieces, or
else they came to rest in such a way that water too
easily found its way into the dam's enclosed working
space. Consequently, a great deal of time and effort
bad to go into the arduous task of "lewising" the
boul.ders.44 Workers drilled a hole into a boulder, sunk
a metal plug into the hole, attached a line, and then,
using a portion of the coffer dam as a support, hoisted
the boulder out of the way.
While the task of removing boulders prolonged the
construction time of High Bridge (which was not canpleted
until 1848), the lack of bed-rock in the valley threaten
ed the stability of the entire structure. Several of the
piers were founded on gneiss or marble, but five of the
land piers and five river-piers bad to stand on groups
of tape,i-ed, oak piles driven thirty to forty-five feet
into sand. Jervis knew that many bridges bad been con
structed on piles, but none of them, to his knowledge,
bad been as large or as heavy as High Bridge. Under its
great weight he feared that the piles might yield or
sink unevenly and cause cracks in the masonry. He had
no precedent to allay this fear; he "could find no
specific experiments that warranted full confidence for

this bridge.11 45 For Jervis, the conservative builder, this
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repr�sented the worst kind of predicament. He could not
bring himself to go on with the work, blindly hoping for
the best. Before he would allow Law, Roberts and Mason
to start raising piers, he had to assure himself that
the piles would provide the structure with firm support.
In order to gain this assurance, he instructed Horatio
Allen to determine experimentally the load that a pile
could bear without permanently yielding. Jervis apparently
designed the experiment, but his Principal Assistant did
all of the calculations and worked out the mechanical de
tails.
In May and early June, 1840, Allen experimented on
four different piles which had been driven into sand by
a 1200-pound hamner falling fran a height of 30 feet.46
To test-load each pile he used a hydrostatic press of
his own design. He positioned the press directly over the
pile, and to check the upward thrust of the press he
fastened it down with heavy timbers and with iron straps
bolted to a nwnber of adjacent piles. Before he actually
applied any load, Allen attached a long lever to the pile
which indicated and magnified any movement. If the pile
sank one inch, the lever would move 20 inches.
With the apparatus in position, Allen started a
pump which forced water into the press and activated two
rams. The larger "working" ram, 12 inches in diameter,
bore directly against the head of the test pile. The
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smaller "calibration" ram, only eight-tenths of an inch
in diameter, bore against a lever carrying weights of up
to 1300 pounds. Because the cross-sectional areas of the
rams varied by a factor of 228, so did their respective
pressures. At al.l times the working ram exerted a pressure
228 times greater than the calibration ram. Allen used
this relationship to determine just how much load he was
applying to the pile. Assume, for example, that he loaded
or held down the calibration ram with a weight of 500
pounds. At the instant when the sma11 ram started to lift
the 500-pound weight, Allen knew that the working ram was
exerting a load of 114,000 pounds en the head of the pile
(228 times 500). By noting the positicn of the indicator,
he also knew if the pile had yielded under the load.
As a result of Allen's experimentation, Jervis con
fidently went ahead with High Bridge, believing it would
stand safely on piles driven into sand. Allen concluded
that as long as a pile yielded less than aie inch under
the last blow of the 1200-pound hanmer which drove it
into the ground, then it would not sink or permanently
yield under a weight of less than 60 tcos. Since the
large piers would stand on many piles, clustered together,
that load-bearing capability was sufficient to support
the bridge. But although Jervis had gained confidence in
the structure, he knew that he and his engineers had to
exercise great vigilance over its progress. The new Water
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Camdssioners, too, quickly came to appreciate the mag
nitude of.the problems involved in constructing High
Bridge:
Zt is a fact not to be disguised that the
erection of this bridge is not only a .§.E!
pendoua but is a Herculean task for our
city to execute, and requires more engi
neering talent. inspection, and watchfulness
than any other part, or we might almost say,
all the other parts of the aqueduct put to
gether. 47
All things considered, 18 40 was not an easy year for
the Chief Engineer. He had faced the change in the Camds
aioners, public criticism, and the problems at the Harlem
River crossing. But by the end of the year Jervis appeared
to be out of the woods. Contractors had canpleted more
than three-fourths of the line. They had finished all of
the 1st Division, with the exception of Croton Dam, which
was nearly done, and the engineers had tested the division.
Several times in the fall, Edmund French had allowed water
to flow £ran the dam to the waste weir in Sing-Sing. The
2nd Division was completed, except for Mill River CUlver:t.
The 3rd Division was done, and so were all of the sections
in the 4th Division north of the Harlem River. At the
Harlem, Law, Roberts and Mason had successfully sunk
four coffer dams and raised two piers above high water.
On Manhattan, contractors had not carried their work as
far as their counterparts in Westchester, but the Man
hattan Valley crossing was half-done; Clendenning Valley
was two-thirds of the way to completion; and both reser-
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voirs were half-finished. Zn their Semi-Annual Report
covering £ran March to the end of December, 1840, Samuel
Stevens• Water Camu.ssioners expressed satisfaction with
this progress, and they also expressed confidence in their
Chief Engineer and his designs. For example, they said
this about Croton Dam:
It is believed to be durable in its character,
and possessed of sufficient strength to resist
the Croton • • • , a stream occasionally ren- 48
dered by freshets, very powerful and turbulent.
The Camdssioners could not have known it, but in
their evaluation of Croton Dam they unwittingly fore
shadowed the next crisis which Jervis would face. The

new year began with a catastrophe. On January 8, 1841,
Edmund French wrote his Chief Engineer:
I am sorry to inform you that the water
about 3 o'clock this morning rose over the
top of the embanJcment of the dam and in a
few minutes swept the whole embanJanent and
protection wall away. The masonry of the
dam alone is standing. 49
It bad been a snowy winter along the Croton. In the
first days of January, 15 to 18 inches of snow lay along
thr frozen river and its feeders. Then, on January 5, the
weather warmed, and as the snow and ice began to melt, it
started to rain. For

48

hours it rained incessantly, and

by January 7 a disastrous flood rushed down the Croton
t�rds the aqueduct's Fountain Reservoir. An iltlnense
amount of water passed over Croton Dam, but the masonry
weir was not long enough. It could not discharge water
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as fast as it was arriving, so the water in the Fountain

Reservoir rose at a rate of 14·inches per hour. Finally,

at 3 o'clock in the morning of January 8, the water stood
15 feet above the weir and began passing over the embank

ment which c:losed off the northern side of the valley.

The rushing water quickly destroyed the embanJanent, and

with the embankment gone, all the water in the reservoir
suddenly spilled down the Croton. It destroyed hanes,
bridges, and small industries, and three persons drowned
in what was the worst flood in the river's history.so
An embarrassed and regretful Chief Engineer jour
neyed to the dam with Samuel Stevens to inspect the

damage:

On passing over the hill as the road entered
/crotonJ valley, the view was indeed sad and
the aspect was severe in the extreme • • • •
No one without such experience ,-:ould imagine
the severity with which this scei,e, with its
attending circwnstances, affected �e. 51

Jervis took sane solace in the fact that the mab="r: ?-.::::
held in the face of the great flood. He took solace in

the fact that if the catastrophe had to happen, at least

it was best that it happened when it did, before New York

had become dependent on the aqueduct for its water. But

Jervis was not long in mourning. He had to correct his

all-too-obvious error as fast as possible, so the aqueduct

could still open by the middle of 1842. In his first de
signs for Croton Dam, Jervis had avoided carrying its
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masonry beyond rock and onto gravel, because to his know
ledge no masonry dam as tall as this one had ever stood
on grave1.52 But now he had no choice except to build on
gravel,in order to make the overflow weir longer.
Jervis designed a 180-foot-long extension for Croton
Dam which is shown in Plate XL. (Plates XLI and XLII show
the entire dam upon completion.) Jervis founded the exten
sion on interlocking timber cribs filled with stone,
placed along both sides of a solid wall of hydraulic
masonry, which, during the initial phases of construction,
had served as part of a coffer dam used to enclose the
work site. The most notable feature of the extension is
the face of the overfall. Jervis had taken great pre
cautions to break the fall of water passing over the
original dam, founded on rock. For the extension, standing
cm gravel, he recognized an even greater need to prevent
falling water £ran undercutting the masonry:
The idea occurred to me that sane plan must
be adopted by which the water in its passage
fran the lip of the dam could be turned grad
ually £ran a vertical to a horizontal position
by the time it reached the apron • • • • I
finally hit upon the plan of forming the lower
face of the masonry on an o.G. f'"ogivf;/ or
reversed curve that would carry the water down
on a smooth volume fran its starting at the
lip to the apron • • • • This method was very
favorable in modifying the form and giving a
direction more easily managed to this heavy
column of falling water • • • • 53
In addition to using a reversed curve for the overfall,
Jervis checked the falling water by placing a low secon-

..

PLATE XL

Profile of Croton Dam Extension.
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PLATE XLJ:
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View £ran above Croton Dam.
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dary dam 300 feet below the main dam. The secondary dam
created a pond of still water which rose just above the
main dam's apron. This pool broke the force of the water
passing over the weir by preventing it fran falling off
the apron and impacting directly on the river bed.
Within a few months of the flood, Jervis let a con
tract on the addition to Croton Dam which amounted to
$127,000, and McCollough, Black, Hepburn & Canpany ener
getically began the work.54 Jervis' worst hour as an engi
neer had passed, and his finest hour was to come in a year's
time, when he opened the Croton Aqueduct.
On June 8, 1842, the Water Camdssioners, Jervis,
Horatio Allen, and several other members of the Engi
neering Department met at Croton Dam. They entered the
gate-house beside the dam and descended into the aque
duct for an inspection tour. Between June 8 and June 10
the men walked the 33 miles of the conduit from the dam
to the Harlem River.55 When they exited at the influent
gate-house at High Bridge, they inspected the 36-inch pipe
that had been laid across the Harlem on top of the coffer
dams which surrounded the unfinished bridge piers. This
temporary pipe would carry water over to Manhattan until
· High Bridge was canpleted. On June 22, Jervis and three
assistants again inspected the conduit in Westchester
County, but this time they did not walk it. The head
gates were opened, allowing 18 inches of water to course
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down the aqueduct. The four-man party climbed aboard a
small boat dubbed the "Croton Maid," and they floated
down to the Harlem River.
:In the course of these last inspections, the engi
neers discovered few flaws in the masonry, only small
fissures easily sealed with hydraulic cement. The structure was sound and could be put into service. On June 27,

,. � I c

bv-Ci...+-1 (J

the engineers opened the gates to the Receiving Reservoir's
Northern Division, and for the first time Croton water
began to fill the man-made basin. A 38-gun salute heralded
the arrival of the water. New York's Mayor Morris attended
the celebration, as did Governor Seward, the Water Canmissioners, members of Carmon Council, and other dignitaries.
Jervis, cautious as always, let water proceed down
the system gradually, making sure that each part of the
line was indeed ready to receive it. On July 2, he opened
the Receiving Reservoir's effluent gates and let water
flow into the iron pipes leading to the Distributing Reser
voir. On July 4, early in the morning when the dignitaries
were still in bed, Jervis rallied his engineers to oversee
the opening of the aqueduct's southernmost structure. One
of his assistants, Fayette B. Tower, a man infinitely more
ranantic than the Chief Engineer, described the scene:
At an hour when the morning guns had aroused
but few £ran their dreamy slumbers, and ere
yet the rays of the sun had gilded the city's
domes, I stood on the topnost wall of the
reservoir and saw the first rush of the water
as • • • /lt:i' entered the bottom and wandered

i
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about, as if each particle had consciousness.56
Throughout July 4, New Yorkers strolled along the
top of the Egyptian-styled reservoir and watehed it slowly
fill with Croton water. Within a matter of days, as soon
as the Distributing Reservoir was sufficiently f:l.lled,
Jervis opened its effluent gates and water ran into the
city's mains. The city had not yet laid all of the needed
pipes, and few property owners were hooked up to the sys
tan. But the city's Croton Aqueduct Department continued
to lay mains; plumbers advertised the advantages of inside
plumbing; hydrants stood out on street corners; and a num
ber of fountains sent the Croton water 40 to 50 feet into
the air. The distribution system was not canplete, but

___.I

the aqueduct was nevertheless a visible success, a success
which the city officially celebrated on October 14.
On that day, church bells and cannon fire resounded
throughout New York. Thousands of citizens lined the
streets to watch a long parade beaded by barouches car
rying the Governor, the Mayor, Samuel Stevens, Stephen
Allen, other members of the Whig and Democratic Boards
of Water Camdssioners, and Cat111on Council members. Can
panies of soldiers and firemen followed on foot. The parade
ended at City Hall, where public officials pronounced the
magnificence of the Croton Aqueduct. John Jervis, too, had
ridden at the front of the parade, but the day rea11y 4.id
not belong to him, to his engineers, or to the "worthy

I
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mechanics with the hammer and trowel, who laboured in the

construction of the noble work.11 57 The day of public cele

bration belonged to the politicians. But if Jervis felt
at all slighted, he could take satisfaction in reflecting
on the most-recent Semi-Annual Report put out by the Whig
Ccllmissioners, the men who for a time had considered re
moving him from his position:
in an especial manner we are indebted to him
/:rerviq/ for the great attention and untiring
industry and talent he has brought to bear in
the successful execution of this work, which
will remain an enduring wonument of his judg
ment and skill • • • • s
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EPILOGUE
•Now it should not be forgotten that all
the works of men are subject not only to
w1foreseen imperfection, but to the cor
roding tooth of time, and therefore liable
to fail. The present aqueduct has shown
sane failure, and has demanded attention,
though it has for 40 years afforded, with
out material detention, a supply for the
most part much greater than it was supposed necessary • • • • " -- Jolm Jervis, 18821
Before 1842, the citizens of New York City had lived
for well over half a century with an inadequate supply of
wholesane water. Because of this shortage, residents had
been inconvenienced in their domestic lives and too little
protected from the serious dangers of fire and disease.
Then the Croton Aqueduct opened, and the city luxuriated
in its bountiful water supply by erecting numerous foun
tains in public parks. New Yorkers were rightfully proud
of their ne'o( aqueduct, whose final cost approached ten
million dollars. In 1842 it was the longest modern aque
duct in the world, and it performed well. When Jervis
designed it, he expected a daily delivery of up to 60
million

u. s.

gallons. When he gaged

its actual flow,

he discovered that the masonry conduit could safely de
liver up to 75 million gallons per day.2 Since New Yorkers
in 1842 consumed only one-sixth of that amount, the aque
duct appeared, if anything, even larger than necessary.
Citizens thought that the Croton Aqueduct would surely
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meet all of the city's water needs for years and years

to come. Unfortunately, it did not.

In 1830, when New York began its successful drive
for a municipally controlled water system, 202,000 persons

resided in the city. In 1840, New York had 312,000 inhab

itants. That figure swelled to 515,000 in 1850, and to
813,000 in 1860. After 1860, with the exception of the

Civil War years, the city's population increased by an
average of over 20,000 persons per year. In 1900, New
York had 1,850,000 inhabitants.3 Just as the city's
population increased at an astounding rate, so did the
daily per capita consumption of water. Jervis and the

Water Ca!lnissioners bad estimated that each New York

City resident would require no more than 30 gallons per

day. But that estimate did not anticipate new industries
which used increasing amounts of water. It did not antici

pate all the fountains in the parks, or the mischievous,
street-wise children who opened hydrants and left them
running. And it certainly did not take into account the

new amenities: private baths and showers, water closets

and urinals. Finally, the estimate did not reflect the
city's proclivity for wasting a resource, one it began

taking it for granted. Although not foreseen in the 1830 1 s,

wastage soon became a serious problem, as the President
of the Croton Aqueduct Board reported in 1848:
And how is the waste to be prevented? Who
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is strong enough to contend against the
livery and annibus stables, the constant
running of fire and free hydrants, the
street washers, the self feeding urinals
in secret places, consuming about 600 to
1000 gallons every 24 hours, without any
justifiable cau,,e or motive, the public
houses with large taps, and all the various
sources of profusion and waste in the factories, streets, and buildings of the City? 4

By 1850, a year after Jervis left the Croton Aqueduct,

New York had already reached a level of water consumption

that the Chief Engineer had not expected it to reach until
the 1880 1 s or 1890 1 s. Zndividuals used an average of 78

gallons daily, and the city as a whole conswned about 40
million gallons per day.5 Because the demand for water

continued to accelerate, the city soon encountered bottle

necks in its supply system wherever Jervis had installed

pipelines. To relieve these bottlenecks, in the 1850 1 s

the city laid a huge main across High Bridge (Plate XLIII),

a 48-inc:h pipe across Manhattan Valley, and a third pipe
6
between the Receiving and Distributing Reservoirs. During
this same decade, the city also found itself short of

water-storage facilities. The Receiving Reservoir
structure once believed to be unnecessarily large

to provide an insufficient reserve during periods of

/

a

proved

_ drought, so in 1858 the city let a contract for a new 96acre reservoir in Central Park capable of ponding over a

�illion gallons of water.

j

By the 1860 1 s, the Croton Aqueduct was already deliv-
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Laying Large Main Across High Bridge, 1852.
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ering 75 million gallons per day -- its maximum safe dis
charge, according to Jervis. Instead of building a needed
second aqueduct to augment its water supply, the city

flirt� with disaster by sending more and more water

through the one aqueduct it had. By filling the masonry
conduit with water, the city obtained a daily delivery

of 105 million gallons. But this discharge played havoc

with the stability of the structure, so by 1874 New York
cut the flow back to 95 million gallons? To achieve this

discharge, it ran water at a depth of 7 feet 5 inches; the

water fell just a foot short of the soffit of the roofing
arch.

By 1880, New York faced a two-fold water crisis.
First, it needed far more water than the Croton Aqueduct
could provide. Secondly, there was the very real danger

that the physically abused aqueduct might fail catastroph
ically and cut off the city's water for a long period of

time. Jervis had not designed the aqueduct to carry any
95 or 105 million gallons per day. He had pared the amount
of stone and brick in the caiduit in order to trim its

cost, and for a run totaling six miles across low areas

he had opted for a foundation wall laid dry, instead of

a wall of solid hydraulic masonry. By 1880, in sane low
areas the foundation wall sagged as much as 12 inches,

creating dangerous fissures in the conduit's floor and

sides, and in many locations the roofing arch required·
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concrete reinforcement, because it had cracked under
pressures it was not designed to take. In a belated re

sponse to this crisis, Isaac Newton, then the aqueduct's

Chief Engineer, readied plans for a New Croton Aqueduct

capable of delivering an additional 300 million gallons
daily.

While planning the new aqueduct, in 1882 Newton

consulted John Jervis, then 87 years old and living in
retirement on bis farm in Rane, New York. After building
the Croton, Jervis had served as a consulting engineer
for Boston's Cocbituate Aqueduct, and he had served as

a chief engineer and officer of several railroad canpanies.
The elderly engineer played no real role in developing
the New Croton Aqueduct, aside from sta·.mchly supporting

the need for such a structure. In his 1&82 consultant's

report he censured the.city for having waited so long to

cammence a second aqueduct:

For several years, instead of adding to the
supply as population increased, the over
strained capacity of the present aqueduct has
been the same, and no addition has been prac
ticable to the supply needed for the largely
increased population. This situation is alone
sufficient to demand an additional channel of
supply. A serious failure in the present aque
duct, which has been a source of anxiety for
several years, may arrest its functions. a

In bis report, Jervis admitted that he had erred in adopting
a dry foundation wall for the Old Croton, and he offered

suggestions as to how its faulty sections could be repaired
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-or bypassed.� It was clear, however, that in the main
Jervis believed that mismanagement and poor maintenance,
and not poor designs, had brought his aqueduct to its
uncertain, fragile state.
When John Jervis died in 1885, the Ola Croton still
functioned as Manhattan's only important source of water.
It carried this burden until the city opened the New Cro
ton Aqueduct in 1893. The two aqueducts together thoroughly
exhausted the resources of the Croton River, and yet Man
hattan's population continued to swell, and the city grew
by encanpassing other boroughs. Consequently, as new water

crises arose, New York had to go further and further to
obtain additional water fran such sources as the Catskill
Mountain watershed and the Delaware River.
Jervis believed he had built the Old Croton Aqueduct
to operate for centuries: it operated for a little more
than one. In the first decades of the 20th century, some
portions of the line were closed down for a time, and
other parts, particularly on Manhattan, were drastically
altered or even demolished.10 Still, the aqueduct con
tinued to deliver water to the island� at a reduced rate
of 35 million gallons per day -- until 1955. For ten years
after that, it delivered a mere trickle

-- .8 million

gallons daily -- to a Westchester ccmnunity. Then, on
September 13, 1965, the head gates on the Old Croton were
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closed for good.11
Although the aqueduct did not come close to matching

the longevity of sane of the Ranan aqueducts, it was by
no means a failure. Despite sane mistakes, Jervis had

done a difficult job well. Although it may now be easy

to fault the Chief Engineer and the Water Carmissiaiers
for the fact that the aqueduct too soon proved inadequate
for New York's needs, such critical hindsight is more

than a little unfair. John Jervis, an early engineer

dedicated in his own way to changing the fabric of
American life, could not hav� foreseen just how wide

spread and revolutionary some changes were to be. The

engineer, after all, had no control over the dynamic

growth of a city, and no control over the way its citizens
chose to squander their water.
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4•Quarterly.Report of the President of the Croton
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NrC Division of Water Supply Control.
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Newton," p. 3.
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lOToday, traces of the Old croton Aqueduct are virtually
nonexistent on Manhattan. The Main Branch of the New York
Public Library stands on the site of the Distributing Reser
voir, and the masonry conduit and the road arches at Clen
denning Valley are long gone -- having been replaced by
pipelines in the 1870 1 s. High Bridge still stands, but in
1937 a single steel span replaced five of its masonry arches.
The Old croton Aqueduct has fared better in Westchester
County. Jervis' Croton Dam still exists - but stands under
water. :It was flooded in 1906 by the New Croton Dam. other
structures, thankfully, are still visible, such as SingSing Kill Aqueduct Bridge, Mill River Culvert, Jewelle
B�ook Culvert, and Sawmill River culvert. (The last struc
ture has been modified considerably.) The line of the aque
duct is now under the auspices of the Taconic State Park
way, and in many parts of Westchester it serves as a kind
of recreational trail used by bikers and horseback riders.
11eard file, Division of Water Supply Control.

APPENDIX I
Ninventory of Articles in
Office at Sing-Sing"
Source: Edmund French,
November, 1836, Jervis Papers
l theodolite (missing 2
magnifying glasses)
1 level
1 canpass
1 pr. new level rods
1 pr. old level rods
4 shod range rods
2 unshod range rods
1 large drawing board
22nd size drawing boards
1 3rd size drawing board
1 large drawing table
1 small office table
1 large office table
1 large stationery case
1 small bookcase
2 T-squares
· 1 4-ft. rule
2 2-ft. rulers
1 1-ft. ruler
4 drawing horses
2 stools
1 100-ft. chain
1 66-ft. chain, 4 pins
2 chain stretchers
2 hatchets
1 stove, scuttle & poker
6 candlesticks
3 chairs
1 washbowl & pitcher
1 crowbar
1 tin map case
1 set of maps of line to Harlem
l set of profiles
profiles of ravines to Harlem
profiles of tunnels
2 blank account books
1 large blank book
1 book of copies of payrolls
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APPENDIX II
•:cnventory of Articles belonging
to the Coomissioners of Water"
Source: Jervis, October 28,
Jervis Papers
(Articles "placed under the care of the Chief Engineer.•)
31 feet of boring rods
with joints
1 auger
1 sounder diamond pt.
3 wrenches
2 keys for working the
rods
1 pair of shears for
working the rods
1 double, 1 single block
and rope for working rods
1 pair leveling staff with
targets
6 new marking pins
1 4-pole chain
1 chain of 100 feet
1 pair chain poles
1 pair mahogany leveling
staffs
2 tape measures, 60 &
66 feet
1 plumb bob
1 leveling instrument,
caoplete
2 tape lines measuring
66 & 90 feet
1 crowbar
1 spade
1 padlock
1 pickaxe
4 ranging staffs
4 draft boards
1 tin sauce pan &
3 tumblers
5 satinwood rules
2 T-squares
5 rods
1 small case
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1 table and lock
2 benches, wall straps
& hooks
1 map case
1 wash bowl, pitcher &
broan
1 counter brush
1 large table
6 Japaned candlesticks
1 drawing table
1 surveyor's compass &
tripod
1 box of colors
1 drawing table 12 feet
long
1 drawing table 8 feet
long
1 �-foot drawing
board
2 pair wooden horses
6 large portfolios with
leather flaps
1 pair leveling staffs

APPENDIX III
Engineering Department Roster
(Sept. 1836 -- March, 1840)
Sources: "Schedule of Pay," Sept. 1836: "General Report,"
March 12, 1838: •Report of Tour on Line," March
8, 1839:"Report on organization of Engineer
.Department," March 20, 1840, Jervis Papers. Also,
"Semi-Annual Report," January to June, 1837 and
1838.

� Engineer
Douglass, David Bates (1835-1836)
Jervis, John B. (1836-canpletion)
Principal Assistant Engineer
Allen, Horatio (Born 1802, the son of Benjamin Allen, mathe
matics professor, Union College. Graduated
from Columbia College, 1823. Before Croton
project, worked on Chesapeake & Delaware
Canal: Delaware & Hudson Canal: and Chief
Engineer, South Carolina Railroad. After
Croton project, proprietor of Novelty Iron
Works, consulting engineer for Brooklyn
Bridge, President of American Society of
Civil Eng�..neers.)
Resident Engineers
Anthony, Henry T. (Started as Assistant to Traverser on
Douglass• 1833 survey.)
Prench, Edmund

(Graduated West Point, 1828. Started as
Assistant Engineer under Douglass.)

Dastie, Peter

(Had served under Jervis on Chenango Canal.)

Jervis, William

!!1 Assistants

(John Jervis' brother; started out as 1st
Assistant.)

Churchill, M. (Started as Leveller under Douglass.)
Crane, B. F.
Davidson, M. o. (Started as rodman under Douglass.)
Henry, John E. (Started as a rodman; had worked for Jervis
previously.)
Lansing, A. B. (Perhaps started as Leveller under Douglass.)
Moffit, R. C. (Started as rodman.)
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� Assistants (continued)
(Son of renowned professor of science
at Columbia College. Started as 2nd
Assistant. Later became noted archi
tect, designer of st. Patrick's Cathe
dral in NYC, of Smithsonian Institu
tion in Washington.)
Righter, c. A. (Started as rodman under Douglass.)
Tower, Fayette B. (Wrote Illustrations of the Croton�
duct, 1843.)
Tracy, Edward (Started as 2nd Assistant; worked with Jer
vis on Chenango Canal.)
Zabriskie, J. J.
Renwick, James, Jr.

2nd Assistants
Anderson, William
Anthony, Edward
Brook, L. (Started as rodman.)
Buchanan, Wm. (Started as rodman under Douglass.)
Campbell, John (Started as rodman.)
Isherwood, B. F. (Started as rodman.)
Routon, Edward
Sickells, T. E. (Started as rodman.)
Wise, Geo.cge o. (Started as rodman under Douglass.)
Draftsmen

Carmichael, Thanas J. (Started under Douglass; resigned in
order to contract for work on aque
duct.)
Pearson, Charles
Schramke, Theoph (Wrote Description of the �-York Croton
Aqueduct, 1846.)
Wells, Joseph (Started under Douglass.)
(Inspectors of masonry and men who never rose above the
rank of rodman are not listed.)

APPENDIX IV
Estimates of Three Means
of Crossing Mill River
Source: Jervis, "Report on Crossing
Mill River," June 5, 1837, Jervis Papers.
Bridge with five 60-foot arches
Amount
§/Xard
CUbic Yardage
21875
arches •••••••••••••••••••• 875
25
16758
spandrels••••••••••••••••• 2394
7
1560
30
wate:.· table................. 52
26890
10
masonry above water table. 2689
pilasters below water
table•••••••••••••••••• 59
20
1180
piers••••••••••••••••••••• 1888
15
28320
24240
10
abutment walls•••••••••••• 2424
1248
2
slope wall••••••••••••••••• 624
737
earth embankment: ••••••••• 3686
.20
2872
2
foundation wall •••••••••• 1436
10
940
.condu.tt arches ••••••••••••• 94
masonry, side walls•••••••• 224
1344
6
1050
25
cornice at spring of arch . 42
centering•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3000
excavation of foundation•••••••••••••••••••••••• 500
340 ft. of cast iron lining@ $30/ft•••••••••• 10200
TOTAL: $142,714
Bridge !!lih six �-foot arches
§/Xard
Amount
CUbic Yardage
17138
arches••••••••••••••••••••• 779
22
15323
spandrels••• ;••••••••••••• 2189
7
1560
water table••••••••••••••••• 52
30
pilasters below water
table••••••••••••••••••• 52
20
1040
masonry above water table. 2688
26880
10
cornice at spring of arch••• 42
1050
25
9180
15
2 solid piers•••••••••••••• 612
23220
15
3 hollow piers••••••••••••• 1548
24240
10
abutment walls•••••••••••• 2424
1248
2
slope wall••••••••••••••••• 624
737
earth embankment•••••••••• 3686
.20
2872
2
foundation wall••••••••••• 1436
940
10
conduit arches•••••••••••••• 94
masonry, side walls•••••••• 224
1344
6
centering•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2500
excavation of foundation•••••••••••••••••••••••• 500
340 ft. of cast iron lining• $30/ft•••••••••••10200
TOTAL: $139,972
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APPENDIX :IV
(Continued)
Embankment� double culvert
Amount
�ard
cubic Yardage
11920
upper arch of culverts ••••• 596
20
6140
20
reversed arch of culverts •• 307
7812
abutments and pier•••••••••• 651
12
parapets, wings and
1560
12
pilasters••••••••• �···· 130
2424
6
masonry between arches•••••• 404
612
6
spandrel backing•••••••••••• 102
17290
embankment below grade••••• 69161
.25
backfilling above grade •••••5406
1951
.25
32982
2.50
foundation wall••••••••••• 13193
2
6350
slope wall•••••••••.•....... 3175
brick arch, conduit••••••••• 253
10
2530
side walls, conduit••••••••• 590
6
3540
6
390
spandrel backing,· conduit•••• 65
concrete•••••••••••••••••••• 124.
6
744
excavation of foundation•••••••••••••••••••••••• Soo
timber foundation of culverts•••••••••••••••••• .!QQQ.
TOTAL: $97,145
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